FOR THE
AMATEUR

BANDS UP

TO 30MHz

FREE -PHONE ORDER LINE

0500 73.73-88
PI
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 40S

t

ISO 9002

REGISTERED FIRM

waa,

Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Web Site:- http://wwwwaters-and-stanton.co.uk

Read the latest Hot News on our Web

Ask for leaflet on the fabulous Kachina
Military quality fully PC controlled HF Rig.
OT@ &gnacinkngi
40Er ©©

L

FAX

E-mail

sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk

Enquiries

Kachina 505DSP HF Transceiver

UK's Best Prices?
Even Lower
Than our Advert
- - on some items!

0500 73 73 88
01702 206835
01702 206835
01702 204965
01702 205843

Orders:

CC

VHF & UHF Band Pass Filters

E CRT aotsva

NO MORE PAGER PROBLEMS
IYe guarentee Mrs will kill all
ORM caused by strong out of
band signals
or your
money back?

IV.

Orin-- olitit
Main Features

Call Us Now
ISO 9002

4 Engineers
10 Days Approval

£10uu

100W HF All bands + Receive 100kHz 30MHz
Filters for SSB 3.5, 2.7, 2.4. 2. 1.7kHz
Filters for CW 1kHz. 500Hz. 200Hz. 100Hz
Band Scope. DSP filter, Memory keyer. log book
VSWR meter, Smith Chart. pre -amp. 20dB atten uator. plus many software controlled functions

Loss:

Selectivity

Power

mug

DC1.435
Paszand:

144 -148MHz
Less than 1 dB
-68dB at 136MHz
- 550B at 155MHz

Loss
Selectlytty:

200 Watts

Power

430 - 440MHz
Less than 1 dB

47dB at 415MHz
50dB et 455MHz
200 Watts

AR -146 2m 50W

Bulk Factory Purchase
Alinco C-1 2m FM Tcvr.
Plus AIM Airband Rx*
Was

-

£169

144 - 146Tx FM
118- 174 Rx

AM Airband Rx
CTCSS Tones
1750Hz Tone

20 Memones

1999 Catalogue
& Product Guide

DCI-145 MI5
Passband:

' Lithium -ion battery

' AC charger

foie

(r

Telescopic Antenna

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
40 Memories plus call channel
AR -446 70cm
7 Programmable steps
35W 12,19
Channel or frequency display
The best sensitivity in the business
Keypad mic and mounting kit
CTCSS Encode and Decode!

Needs small internal mod

YAE SU

£349

FT -3000M 2m + Wideband RX

ICOM IC -22E
We purchased the

entire stock!
2m 70cm 70W plus wideband rx including AM aircraft
band 9600 Packet ready A bargain at this price'

E1 49.95
2 Metre FM
Plus AM

ADI

Airband Rx!

1.600 Dual Bander
(:'vti

Low

TtiCis From HORA
240 Pages Full Colour
Crammed with Products
Almost 2000 items
£3.95 post paid.
Full refund if not delighted

70cms
Handheld
Full
CTCSS

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

£89.95.

FREE Postage

Full CTCSS: 20 memories: 1.6MHz repeater
shift: Priority channel. Scanning: Dual watch: Dual
mode squelch: PTT lock, 12.5/25kHz steps.
230mW output - all from just 2 x AA cells

UK's Top Dealer for YAESU, KENWOOD & ICOM

E229
PW says: "an incredibly well
priced radio amazingly sensitive audio worked very
well with 12 5kHz channel
spacing - An Absolute
Cracker"

2m / 70cm
' CTCSS encode/decode
' Full DTMF + 1750Hz tone
Alphanumeric memories
Full duplex
' CTCSS tone reader
29 programmable features
AM airband receiver
Rx up to 990MHz
- Ni-cads and charger

wis
.YAESU

EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

Dual Bander

ICOM

irlf3)r! £1599

rr

-

m in

/ i i-11J L1.1 -11-1L1

1.8MHz

to 432MHz
An9h PS
ot th

15

1-164,w fGr-qTri..
2m & 70cms FM & AM Rx
In Stock about NOW
This pocket handheld provides
300mW of FM on 2m & 70cms
plus wideband receive FM AM
WFM from 30MHz - 1300MHz no gaps. Runs from 2 x AA cells

ICOM IC -706 Mk 111.8 - 146MHz £995

Includes i uMHz Transceii,e
100W 1.8 - 50MHz ' 50W 2m.70cm SSB CW - FM - AM CTCSS Alphanumeric 0. 1Hz steps ' Packet
ready 1200 & 9600 DSP filtering ' Dual display " squelch ' IF shill Notch filter Power control ' Tx monitor
Electronic keyer 12.5 25kHz switched FM filtering Switchable pre -amp Size 260 x 86 x 270mm ' weight 7kg

YAESU

£1299

FT -920 1.8 - 54MHz

YAESU

£1899

FT-1000MPDC (AC £2199)

Now includes FREE DSP Module - a W&S Deal
The IC -706 Mk II transceiver as the best compact ht
mobile bar none. It out performs and out specifies any
other model. The only choice left is which dealer you buy
it from, We offer you an unbeatable price and an unbeatable back-up service plus optional extended 5 year warranty for an extra £98'

O
1 8. 54MHz 100W DSP hirer ' MOSFET PA ' Internal ATU
Auto notch Twin VFOs Auto glow display Shuttle fog ' Digital
voice memory Electronic keyer RS -232C converter Ouick

memory bank lots inc,e rir^e c e-mail for colour leaflet

,EE ACP

1 8 - 30MHz 100W ' 558 - CW - FM - AM Fix 100kHz - 30MHz
Message memory ' Dual in -band rx ' EDSP titter RF processor RF
pre -amp Electronic keyer IF shift width Collins titters omprehensive menu system ' RS -232 interface and more - send for details

C

ICOM

New LOW Price!

ICOM

ingVET

D

lairla

r
New DSP Module Available 592

catiollow tilitUN

3

1191 II AMIN%

SOltWare

£269

a

re/lb

ur Best Seller!
Free PSU

£1595

Free Base Mic

`1YAESU

Phone

Dual Band 2m 70cm
200 memories
' Alphanumeric Display
Full CTCSS

Alinco DX70 HF Base I Mobile

FT -8401.8 - 30MHz

5.279THG-71E Dual band

?TMF
Lip to 6W out
' Wideband Receive
Muminated Keypad
PC Compatible
Wmdcws Pfcgramm,ng

Seesl Ex &Kam

If you are looking for a good reliable 100W transceiver.
then this is lust the job Supplied with FREE Base Mic

YAESU

'

1

8 - 54MHz

SSB CW FM AM
100W HF tOW 50MH:
CTCSS Tone unit

E599.95

FNOR 2mflOcms Handy
Woeband Fix (AM Airbandl
FM Broadcast receive
CTCSS & 1750Hz
112 Alphanumeric Memories
Dual Watch - Military rated
5W from 12v DC input
Nrcads and AC Charger

!Th

FT -8100 Dual Bander Mobile

ICOM

IC -207H 2m70cm Mobile
re

£339

' 2m & 70cm

50W 30W
This is a very solid rig that is proving one of
!he most oopu ar dual band handhelds

' Detachable heac

Rechargeable
Alkaline Cells

Yaesu's top selling dual band mobile transceiver very thing you could wish for including wideband receiver

For Sidi -ter Kit

0

' Rechargeable Alkaline
' 1.5V cells
' No memory effects
' Charge mid cycle is OK
' 5 year charge shelf life
' 3 x capacity of ni-cads
' Very low cost

IC om New IC21002M Mobile
gy six Sootcned 12 5k/ -1.:S

44

kAi.

In stock now, Note you must use the special charger
supplied with Starter Kit

Starter Kit:
ThelC

,ceiver from ICOM features switched filtering. 55 Watts *In '13 memories And all this at a very competitive price In stock NOW
'

email:

sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk

Comprise 4 x AA cells and dedicated AC
wall charger

£13.99 + £2 p&p

4 x AA cells (ready charged)
8 x AA cells (ready charged
4 x AAA cells (uses standard charger)

£5.99 it, 00 posi)
£10.99 ICI 50 posh
£6.25 (Si 00 posh

lOOM

IC-T8E Dual Band hand

6m
2m

70cms

All in one
small package.
5W output (13V)
25 12.5kHz ready
' Wideband Rx
' Nickel Hydride batt
Wide FM broadcast
' AM for arband
' Rapid scanning
Alphanumeric

UK's largest Catalogue £3.95 inc. post

t le Work

The Best OSP MIter
I

DSP Data Audio Filter
MFJ-781

nable DSP filter

MFJ-784B

Mon

10.1-71418

£139.95
CW 50, 100,200.500Hz filter
' Suits all data modes
Full adjustable pass band & filter

1

Accessories
OW

Hear those weak signals - Get rid of the ORM - works better than any
internal rig DSP - 16 memories - totally programmable

ITY:101d01 ZIA 13

MFJ-969

1.8 - 54MHz 300 Watts
Built-in 300W Load
Wire - balanced or coax
Roller Coaster Inductor
Active PEP meter (PP9 Batt)
4 -way Antenna Switch
Cross Needle metering

FREE 48 Page Catalogues
With Discount Vouchers
Just phone, write
or e-mail for your
copy of the complete 48 page MFJ
UK catalogue with
discount vouchers.
Your
Your chance to see /
the huge range
f
plus save money
k
on normal pnces
and it's completely
FREE,

-

74.70GVC

160 - 10 Metres

600 W linear 7.5dB Gain
Like a 3 element Monobander,
Uses low cost 811A tubes
Built-in rugged AC Supply
Instant by-pass switch
PA VA meter Gnd meter
Over rated variable capacitors
Fan cooled for long life

'Alibi'
MFJ-418

Displays words, letters and numbers
3 to 35WPM with natural CW note
' Various modes including Farnsworth
Enormous vocabulary of words
Actually sends OSOs as well,
' Individual characters or groups
' Headphone socket: Power from PP3
' Sends text just like an actual test.
' A tutor that displays what it sends.

"It's an Amazing Idea!

1.8-30MHz 300W ATU

Auto ATU Matcher

04.95

£99.95

Belo included for best match
'

30,300W power meter -PEP /WS

'

Antenna selector by-pass etc

1.114

n NISH

Same as MFJ-948 above but with internal
dummy load

£115.95

New QRN Noise Filter

160 - 10 ATU 300W PEP
Very easy to adjust and match
Wires, Coax and Balanced Feeder
Well rated components
A really low cost winner from MFJ

2RECIE ii,IJETCIE Th. best chc4c. by Far£299.95
MFJ Ameritron Vectronics .
666
We'll match our competitor's advertised prices
provided they have It In stock - PLUS we'll
give you a genuine MFJ backed warranty!

4 -Way Coax Switch

MFJ USA wish it to be known that only stock imported by Waters & Stanton PLC
and supplied to approved dealers carries the official FREE factory warranty.

VC0308.1

Phases out noise at the antenna socket
' Kills local ORN - lets signals through
' No more electrical interference'
Rf sensed for transceiver use (150W)
Up to 20dB noise reduction
Recovers signals below the noise'
' Adjust to suit local probrems
Kill that thermostat problem £129.95

Am

Rated at 1kW with a frequency range from
DC - 1GHz. Fitted SO -239 sockets. Ideal
for shack antenna switching.

MFJ-260C Dummy Load
300 W Dry Load
DC - 600MHz
SO -239 Socket

1 8MHz - 30MHz 300W ATU
Balanced, coax. long wire
' PEP Average and VSWR
3 -way antenna selector
Built-in dummy load
Thru position ' Size 257 x 85 x 197mm

t8 - 30MHz 3kW ATU E269.95

£129.95

Data Decoder
MFJ-462B

' 1.8 - 30MHz with roller coaster
Cross needle VSWR & PEP
"T' network with 4'1 balun
Long wire, coax and balanced feed
By-pass and Antenna select switch
270 x 375 x 115mm

A high quality padle designed for ude with
the modern trarsceivers with built-in keyers. Fully adjustavle and built on a very
heavy base.

Multi -mode data controller
offering all modes including
SSTV. Software included.

All future MFJ stock will carry the official UK warranty cards (which have to be returned to
usland serial numbers. It your item does not have this card or serial number. phone us tar guidance. If a product is purchased that does not come through the official channel. you could find
yourself at the mercy of a dealer who has no service information, is supplying old versions or
non European models, has no access to factory pans or the backing of the UK service team,
PHONE FOR FREE MFJ CATALOGUE

MFJ-989C

MFJ-564 Paddle £59.95

coax aerial .

Auto -Tuner Extender
Connect between transceiver and antenna no more problems with G5RVs and all those
difficult antennas - 160 to 10 metres

MFJ-1278BX Data Unit
i

1.8 - 30MHz ' 2kW Power
£399.95
Graphic! PEP Meter ' Roller Inductor
Wire, Balanced or Coax 6 -way
antenna switch Crosse -needle meter
Built-in 4:1 Balun

Lets your Auto
ATU match any

MFJ-914
Wire, coax or balanced line

Meter
Graphic PEP

MFJ- 901B HF Atu

300 Watts PEP 150W CW
1.8 - 30MHz - with ease'

Vectronics HFT-1500 ATU

Nothing Compares £58.95

£59.95

'
'

Ameritron AL -8 1X

UK's Top -Selling Linear

£139,95

Off-

.

dimii.11110
"1"Tge.,-

' Decodes CW, RTTY ASCII, AUTOR FEC

' LCD 2 x 16 characters
' 8000 character RAM
' Key input for CW practice
' Epson compatible punter port
Requires 12V at 300mA DC

£149.95

£32.95
We stock a wide range of dummy loads up
2 5kW Phone for information

Waters & Stanton PLC
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS

Orders FREEPHONE 0500 73 73 88
Technical 01702 206835
E-mail sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk
Web http://www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
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EDITORIAL OFFICES
Practical Wireless

Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

1=r (01202) 659910
Lad,d-hours service by answering mar hinei

FAX: (01202) 659950
Editor
Rob Mannion G3XFD
Technical Projects Sub -Editor

NC i-Tex") Swann G1 [EX

News & Production Editor
lo Williams

NOVEMBER 1998 COUNTS
14 RADIO BASICS
Rob G3XFD takes you through the
second part of how to build a crystal
controlled converter unit.

17 VALVE & VINTAGE
Ben Nock G4BXD takes a look at some
interesting receivers and ends with an,
albeit early, Christmas List.
20 1998 RESULTS PRACTICAL WIRELESS
144MHz QRP CONTEST

ADVERT SALES & PRODUCTION

(General Enquiries to Broadstone Office)

Tex Swann Cl TEX has six pages of

information for you this month...
including an article by Brian Smith
GOIER on his 'Mighty - Wide
50MHz dipole'.

48 INTERNATIONAL GLOBAL LINK -UP
Ben Clegg G7RER gives his account of
one of the biggest international global
link -ups ever, which took place on the
Isle Of Wight in December 1997.

Neil! Taylor G4HI. X,

our long serving
adjudicator,
presents the
results of the
1998 144MHz
QRP Contest.

24 THE MR HE & 50MHz VERSA
TUNER II
John Goodall
GOSKR takes a

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

41 ANTENNAS IN ACTION

look at what he
says is a truly
versatile antenna
tuning unit.

54 TV NOSTALGIA
Larry Coalston G7TDJ

takes us down

memory lane with
his account of TV
studio operations
and maintenance
in the BBC,

beginning in 1936.

60 THE KENWOOD TS -5700
Rob Mannion G3XFD provides the latest
report on Kenwood's new version of the
TS -570D which he first reviewed in the
January 1997 issue of PW.

Chris Steadman MBIM (Sales)

Steve Hunt (An Director)
lohn Kitching (An Editor)
Peter Eldrett (Typesetting/Production)

Tr (01202) 659920
19.30am - 5.30pm)
FAX: (((12(121659950

29 CARRYING ON THE
PRACTICAL WAY
George Dobbs G3RIV
has an active
antenna project for
you this month.
He calls it

"...A useful little
box for
the listener".

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Roger Hall G4TNT
PO Box 948, London SW6 2DS

ir 0171-731 6222
FAX: 0171-384 1031

Mobile: (0585) 851385

BOOKS & SUBSCRIPTIONS
Michael Hurst

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

32 THE ICOM IC -746 HF & VHF TRANSCEIVER
Richard Newton GORSN,

PW's resident

'hand-held'
and 'mobile'
reviewer looks at
the "More
versatile and
more powerful" IC -746.
Getting bury at the Global link -up - Page 48

I

.1

I

ra

KEYLINES

10 LETTERS
12 NEWS

36 RADIO DIARY
56 BOOK PROFILES
62 RADIO SCENE

68 BARGAIN BASEMENT
72 BOOK STORE
75 COMING NEXT MONTH
Logie Bad and team remembered - PAGE 54

Tr (01202) 659930
iOui-othours service by answering machine)

FAX: (1)1202) 659950

E-MAIL
114's Internet address is:

pwpublishing.ltd.uk
You can send mail to anyone at PW, just

insert their name at the beginning of the
address,

rob@pwpublishing.ltd.uk

62

All the regular band
reports from your
favourite authors.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

RADIOWORLD
(WEST MIDLANDS)
TEL SALES/FAX: 01922 414796
SERVICING TEL/FAX: 01922 417829
MOBILE TEL: 0850 099244

37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA
WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

Main dealers for Alinco, Icom, Yaesu & Kenwood
Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment
0

ICOM

YAE SU

KENWOOD

AUNCO

TELEPHONE

SALES ON:

01

IC -706 DSP
HF 6m, 2m.
Smallest DSP radio on

47
96
Ask for Dave

TS -870

DX -70TH

Still the only true DSP
radio with TX,EQ N/R.

HF +6M £658

Filter.

the market. fag&

922
41

FT -920
HF & 6m built-in tuner
with FM & FREE AM/FM

DR -M06

IC -746

FT-1000MP AC

TS -570D

HF, 6m, 2m 100W, 100W,

Dual Receiver. Digital
100W Competition radio.

Dedicated HF mobile base DSP with built-in
tuner. £1146

100W with tuner built in.

£2124
FT-VK 1R

TH-G71E

VHF: UHF

Full 5 Watts
power. Wide
band receive.

Handie.

Micro small.

RRP £349. RADIOWORLD
PRICE

DR -430

£249

£220
FT -847

http //freespace virgin neUradio world

Top of the range true dual
band mobile. 2-70cm dual

The new mobile base. DSP HF 2m70cm 50MHz.

£1495

display. RRP £595.

RADIOWORLD PRICE £495

TM -G707
The new mobile package
with features: High
visability display, 5 -in -1
programme memory,
memory name function,
multiscan facility & builtin CTCSS.

IC-T22E
2m handle 5W. RRP £259.
RADIOWORLD PRICE

£185 while stocks last.

USED
EQUIPMENT
PX WELCOME
BEST PRICES

PAID!
4

£220

£239

PCR 1000

IC -2710H

WANED

2M mobile 50W

Computer driven receiver.

WEB SITE

There is NO CHARGE for
using credit cards

£215

DR -140

SPECIAL OFFERS
ON ICOM

(G1LBE)

radio worldOvirmn net

£1699

6M MOBILE 20W

Open 7 days per
week till 9.00pm

E-mail

£1274

FT -100
HF 6m/2m/70cm extra
small mobile.

Information to follow.

DJ -G5
2M/70CM handle

£237

£299

PRICE MATCH
Up to 5% extra discount may be available on
selected items.

WE STOCK ALL ACCESSORIES FOR THE MAIN BRANDS DISCOUNTED BY 10%
Microphones - Icom
SM6 (Aim, 8 pat, desk sic
SM8 1.3/600 ohm selectable, 8 pin
desk mic

amp
E59

.E100

SM20 600ohm, 8 pin, deluxe
desk mic

1108

MC -80 electret desk mic with pre -amp
MC -85 electret desk mic with pre -amp

& compressor
MC -90 desk mic for DSP transceivers

f65

SP -23 station loudspeaker for

SP20 base station loudspeaker with audio
filter
1125

7S-450/690S/570D..

SP21 base station loudspeaker

TS -850/870S

Yaesu FT -847 options

1125

ATAS-100 active ninety am system..
FC-20 automatic ant tuner
MD 100 A8X desk top mic

1169

YF-115C 455kHz1500Hz Collins Mechanical

Speakers - Kenwood

Speakers - Icom
£65

f106

filter

£224

f197
£99

f89

YF-1158 02 2.7kHZ SSB fitter Collins

f62

Mechanical

f89

SP -31 station loudspeaker for

Microphones - Kenwood

SP -950 station loudspeaker for

C -60A dual impedance desk mic internal pre -

TS-950SDX

f7450
£96

FOR OUR SECOND-HAND
EQUIPMENT SEE TRADERS TABLE
IN THIS ISSUE
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL

W

MIDLANDS WS6 7HA

TEL SERVICE /FAX: 01922 417829
WE ARE 5 mirqs AWAY FROM FM M6

Due to our success, we have now opened a Service Department
TELEPHONE SERVICING

to give our customers excellent after -sales service.

ON:

ti All types of repairs undertaken

01922
417829

and carried out by experienced
staff

Open 7 days per
week till 9.00pm

/Alignment and calibration

',rev

T.1 r,rt 111

1.1k,

nta.1

manufacturers spares

fitted

/All repairs guaranteeed

using 'state-of-the-art'
equipment

WIB 510
hull

/Original

We aim to turn around repairs
within 7 working days at very
competitive rates

Modifications undertaken

=r

Call now on 01922 417829
phone & fax and ask for Kevin

There is NO CHARGE for
using credit cards

New Publications from the RSGB
Handbook
The VHF/UHF
Edited by Dick Biddulph, G8DPS

The RSGB Yearbook
1998 Edition

Edited by Brett Rider, G4FLQ
This new edition of the ever -popular

This guide to the theory

reception and transmission
background to such
bands gives the reader the EMC.
propagation, re-

RSGB

Directory has been
Cull Book and Information
the inclusion of even

essential topics as antennas.

together with construcceivers and transmitters,
of equipment. As most
tional details for many items
the
amateurs today use commercial transceivers.
and add-ons which are

further enhanced with

amateur radio than
more information on
ever before!
This year you will find a trade listing,
in

giving details of all the regular advertisers
RadCom, as well as the complete UK callsign
listing. Over 100 pages of associated ama- an essential guide

teur radio information
to keep close to hand in your shack.

Price: i I 3.95 plus C1.25

''''"Gl""'"'"'"'

Your First Amateur Station
By Colin Redwood, G6MX L

The second book in the RSGB 'Pocket
Guide' series, this book
has been written to help the newly -licensed
radio amateur move
on to the next stage
- setting up his or her very own radio shack
So many new licensees
have asked the question
now?" that we decided co publish this guide "What do I do
amateurs through those early uncertain days. to help all new

The first RSGB callsign
listing on CD-ROM
companion product to the 1998 Yearbook! is available as a

System requirements:
486 or higher processor and a CD-ROM
Windows

10 -

drive
screen supported by Microsoft

Price: if 5.85 plus [1.25 P&P

I SMB spare hard disk space

Windows 95 or later with 8MB of RAM
NT Workstation
mended)

116MB recommended)
version 3.51 or later with 16MB of RAM or Windows
(74MB recom-

Price: f 13.95 plus [1.25 P&P
RSGB

emphasis is on accessories
Specialized modes such as
relatively simple to build.
also covered, making this
data and television are
around.
handbook one of the most complete guides

radio operator
Don't be without it if you're a VHF/UHF
1 8.8 plus L1.25 P&P
Price:

P&P

RSGB Cal/Seeker '98 CD-ROM
Complete I998 UK callsign listing
VGA or high resolution

To order any of the above books,
or for a complete list of RSGB publications, contact the
RSGB Sales Office on tel: 01707 660888; fax: 01707 645105;
or E-mail: sales©rsgb.org.uk

Radio Society of Great Britain

LIII711=21=1

Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar. Hertz EN6 .3JE - 01707 659015
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and practice of amateur radio
on the VHF and UHF

FINANCE
AVAILABLE

FT -847

SMC

4 43S 5C8CCO

'

Example of finance package available
Deposit £139.50
24 payments of £62.90
(PSU not included)

ex

delivery to UK mainland
on these items

Including FREE
DIAWA 25Amp PSU worth £129

IC -207H

Subject to status. APR @ 19.9% per annum

Call

FT -920

Southampton
01703 246222

Including FREE
DIAWA 25Amp PSU worth £129

We will price match
TM-G707E

IC -746

Call

Axminster

'Pis

.

Wm.

Tri_.57,1137

01297 34918

Including FREE
DIAWA 25Amp PSU worth £129

irs-570DG
FT -8100R

Including FREE
DIAWA 25Amp PSU worth £129

Reg Ward and Co . 1 Westminster House . West Street Axminster Devon
.

HQ

.

.

.

EX13 5NX

S.M. House School Close . Chandlers Ford Ind Est . Eastleigh Hants . S053 4BY
.

.

outh Midlands C

Bits 'n' Bob's SMC
41111111h

Bob Coleman's pick of the month

When I arrived here they locked me in the stores
to find some bargains for you, being Scottish I am
always able to find some good deals

USED but not ABUSED
ABSOLUTELY MINT CONDITION
2 x FRG -100's £295 each inc PSU
FT -840 HF TX/RX with FM £595

AERIAL ANTICS
DB4/6 6mtr /4mtr Yagi £55
PBM14/2m 14 ele Parabeam 2mtr £55
28HS-HB 2 ele 10mtr Yagi £49
A3S Cushcraft 3 ele HF beam £275
R7000 7 Band HF Vertical £349

C

A

3 x VX1-R Handies £159
2 x TS -570D HF TX/RX £925
2 x FT -2500M 2m Mobiles £199

END OF LINE
1 x FT -990 HF TX/RX £1399
1 x FT736R VHF / UHF Base Station £1199
2 x FT5100 Dual Band VHF / UHF £325
1 x FT7200 UHF Mobile £225
2 x FT -790R UHF Portable £325

FREE with NEW FRG -100
DOS based multimode RS232
receive interface module for
decoding data over radio
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The

SMC Multidata Interface
worth £29.95

A NEW SMC face
at Southampton
Bob Coleman

mmunications Ltd

lAIMPLIN

Over 1,000 new products
Includes over £50 worth of
discount vouchers
Order code CA18

ELECTRONICS

Includes FREE datasheet CD -Rom
FREE McAfee anti -virus software

THE NEW

C-150 2M VHF FM

FREE 30 day Demon Internet trial
Order code CQ02

HAND HELD
TRANSCEIVER
Receives 130MHz to 174MHz
350mW to 5W Power Output

MORE

PROM"

Direct frequency entry and
program scanning

ORE FUN
us

20 memories

,a;
bot40
0 ga

1,750Hz Tone Burst

10'

4E
.1OP

Order your catalogue now

meg

01702 554000 or

Moie,4

t and
collect from one of our 48 s es
nationwide. You can also pu ase
your catalogue from your local aplin
store, WH Smith and John Me

Battery Saver

',,dudes belt hook, carry case
and dry cell case

Order Code NW71N

£99.99
(inc. VAT)

Arrrii=im

electro

the

041

17,000
NEW

products
Mee mbleMeas

wee MN* ...NM

Ice
better selection and service
Telephone 01702 554000 with your enquiry
The catalogue costs Just 13.99 plus p+p and the CO Rom Is available at Just £1_95 plus p+p including free datasheet CO Rom.
(Adcl 50p for P&P) Orders outside the UK please seng.ES.99 or 21 IRCs for Armal in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send £16.0-1
1PC,
outs.r1e EwnoP
Maplin Electronics. PO Box 777. Raylergh, Essex. England. SS6 81U Rnces include VAT and are subject to cnange at items subject to availabilrty. E.OE WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE PRIORITY CODE MAO7O
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Caring CARA
I ran out of space in the last 'Keylines' and as I wanted to pay tribute in a full
fashion - I've left it to this issue to say a
big 'Thank You' to the Cheltenham

Amateur Radio Association iCARAI
in Gloucestershire following the
wonderful welcome they extended to me
on Friday 7th of August.
Not only did we all have a wonderful
evening - somewhat delayed because I
got caught up with holiday traffic - but
CARA also raised £50 on behalf of the

Radio Amateur Invalid & Blind Club.

I'm pleased to welcome Jo Williams
to the PW Editorial team. Jo joined us
on 1st September as News &
Production Editor following Donna
G7TZB's departure to Scuba World
magazine.
Born in Auckland, in the North Island
of New Zealand, Jo made the short
journey across the offices here in
Broadstone from our sister publication
Short Wave Magazine where she worked
as Editorial Assistant. She gained her
Degree in English from Portsmouth
University and at 22 years old is 'raring
to go'! Already Jo is making her mark
and is (to use a modern phrase) 'unfazed'
at whatever comes her way!
It's perhaps natural that Jo returned
to this area of Dorset from the far side of
the World - as her parents and family
come from the Poole area. I feel sure that
readers - along with everyone here at PW
Publishing wish her well as she takes up
the demanding and intensely busy role
of organising, co-ordinating and
supervising the somewhat older
('somewhat' really is an understatement)
technical members of the team in the
form of Tex Swann G1TEX and myself.
So, on behalf of the team, publishers
and readers...welcome to the PW team
Jo. And I've no doubt you'll soon get to
understand the jargon and special terms
we (often subconsciously) use all the time
- and as I've already noticed she doesn't
ask the same question twice (unlike
me!)....she's obviously settling in very
fast. Good luck Jo - and again...welcome!
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Well done CARA, I've passed the cheque
on to the RAIBC and have no doubt it will
be very useful indeed!
Also useful was the kind offer
(gratefully accepted) of beautifully made
fresh sandwiches for me to eat when
homeward bound. Made specially for me

by kind friend Patricia Thom G1NKS Wife of Derek G3NKS of Four Metres

support of our publishers it will be
followed by a v.h.f., u.h.f., s.h.f. and
microwaves version - the Hi -Bands Data
Card next month (December).
As a keen h.f. hands operator I'm
particularly pleased with the design that
Tex Swann G1TEX has come up with. It's
particularly useful because (try as I
might) I can never seem to remember the
band edges for the WARC Bands. But
armed with the new card I'm going to be

very happy with the information that's
now available in such a useful format
and I feel sure you will be just as
pleased!

Hopefully, our new cards will also
encourage operators and s.w.l.s to listen
for the h.f. beacons making use of the
helpful guide to propagation conditions
they provide in such an effective and
simple fashion. The information on
beacons will appear on the back of the
card, as will the beacon information on
the Hi -Bands Data Card.

Perhaps - with more interest being
taken in the beacon service on the bands
- more people will react (particularly with
regards to the h.f. service) when
unnecessary interference appears on the
allocated frequencies. By acting together
- we may even discourage thoughtless
QRM from packet radio transmissions
directly on or very near 14.100MHz and
the s.s.b. transmissions on 18.110MHz
thus enabling the beacons to operate for
the benefit of Amateur Radio throughout
the World.

News magazine
fame...which is

well worth
reading if you're
keen on 70MHz!
Knowing I
was in for a late

night trip home
(the sandwiches
were
marvellous) I
thought at least I
should bake
Patricia one of
my 'home brewed' loaves in exchange. She
survived the tasting - and the photograph
shows Patricia and 1, accompanied by

John Clayton G4PDQ, Chairman of
CARA, still laughing from the surprise
presentation of the loaf! So, thank you all
- I look forward to meeting you again in
the future.

Data Cards
This issue carries the first of our new
series of up -dated and redesigned Data
Cards. And as we've had very many
requests to up -date the popular h.f.
Amateur Band chart we're launching the
new series with the latest version The
Lo -Bands Data Card. Thanks to the

So, along with providing you with as
much good radio reading as we can in
the magazine - there's a bonus this
month with the free Data Card - plus a
16 -page catalogue from Waters &

Stanton Electronics PLC. Altogether a
good read - with lots more in the pipeline
as we stride together towards the future.
Finally, I'm pleased to announce that
the internal E-mail problem has now
been overcome and I'm 'back on the net'.
My apologies to the (unfortunately!)
great number of readers waiting for a
reply - and I promise I'll do my best to
catch up with the 'electronic post' as
soon as I can.
So, good reading, and I look forward

to chatting to you next month.

Rob Mannion G3XD

Great Hobby!

and the Morse test, neither of which
have any professional value in these
days of high unemployment?
We would do well to remember that
we are members of a hobby, not the
cutting edge of scientific research.
G R Wilkie GMORMT.

Dear Sir

COMPILED BY JO WILLIAMS & ROB MANNION

What a great hobby I am finding
Amateur Radio to be. Luckily, when I
received my licence (July 30), we were
in the middle of an excellent Tropo lift
on two metres and, as well as working
local stations, I managed to work
stations on the Continent and across the
country to Wales, Cornwall (Newquay,

Scotland.

Whinging Poms?

Taunton), etc.
However, with regards to the soon
to be implemented 12.5kHz spacing of
simplex channels on 144MHz....does this

The Star Letter
will receive a
voucher worth
£10 to spend
on items from
our Book or
other services
offered by
Practical
Winslow!. All

other letters
will receive
£5 voucher.

Valve & Vintage
Dear Sir

I found Charles Miller's article on valves (PW October
98) extremely interesting. The multiplicity of types
must have been a headache for any servicing person.
civil or military.
The German army from 1936 onwards, had
receivers each using one valve type only throughout,
being designed for military use They were the

mean that, for those of us who own old
25kHz equipment such as my Icom IC.
290E, our radios will become
redundant? I know that for some radios
a conversion is available, but at what
cost? However for many, this is not a
viable option. Will our radios just
become worthless pieces of junk that
cannot even be sold on the second-hand
market due to incorrect channel spacing,
etc?

I, like many others I am sure, cannot
afford brand new multi -mode (or even
just f.m.) equipment and so did the best
I could. Now it seems that I may have to
buy a new radio, without the back-up of
a 'trade in', just so we can be the same
as other European countries. I mean, I
know that I will not be using f.m.
Simplex to work into Europe!

Nigel Booth M1DKN
Norfolk

Irrelevant Radio

RV2P800, RV2.4P700: RV12P2000; RV12P4000, according

Dear Sir

to low tension supplies of 2, 2.4 or 12V.
The valves were all pentodes and the beauty of a

I wholeheartedly agree with GM4PGL's
letter (August PV) that radio is now
irrelevant to a great many people. I well
remember on BBC TV's 'Blue Peter'
programme a couple of years ago,
seeing the then Young Radio Amateur of
the Year being coerced by the producer
into claiming a false transatlantic
contact in order to spice up a rather flat,
dull and uninteresting feature.
For the last three years, I have been
visiting my local library on two nights
per week for a one hour internet
session. I have access to world-wide
communications (not subject to the
vagaries of propagation), can print
anything I want to read at home (within
reason) and all for the princely sum of
£2. Yes, that's right, E2! In view of this,
why would any young person in their
right mind struggle through the RAE

pentode is that by joining electrodes together, one
can make a triode or diode. At least one receiver used
a pentode as a double diode -triode! That's what I call
ingenuity!
Walter Farrar G3ESP

Pontefract
Editor's comment: I've always had the impression
Walter that the multiplicity of valve types came
about because manufacturers designed their sets
then had a valve specifically made to 'fit the bill' for
their design! And although I don't know if I'm being
unfair to the designers of years past surely with
many very similar designs using different specified
valves there must be some truth in my theory?

Unwelcome Comments
Dear Sir
Thank you for publishing Leigh M1CZK's letter (October Pl46, it was one
of the most entertaining letters I have ever read. I too have heard
unwelcome comments from other amateurs, usually about novice
licensees and M1 operators.
Some of the comments are said in jest but, nevertheless, can be
annoying, especially when the offenders have no knowledge of your
background, be it radio related or otherwise. If it weren't for fresh blood
coming into the hobby, they would have very few people to speak to,
wouldn't they?
As for the Morse debate, I learned it up to a speed of 12wpm in less

10

Dear Sir
Your letter pages in the October issue
make me want to throw up! No wonder
the 'Australians' call us 'whinging
Poms'!
I think you should read the various
'.. cannot learn the Morse code'
statements as 'will not and do not want
to learn the Morse code because I will
have to put some time and effort into
doing so'. If you want something badly
enough, you put yourself out, give up
time to attain that object and that is
what these people just will not do.
Having been a Morse teacher for
over 40 of my 46 years on the air, it is
only since the 1980s that I have found
this attitude has prevailed. In the 1980s,
a society evolved which taught the
young and some not so young) that
money was the be all and end all of life,
that attitude is now prevailing in our
hobby.
still have many dedicated pupils
from amongst the novices and v.h.f. only
licensees (I also do not like the term
Class '13"), some who were CB operators,
who are getting their heads down and
learning the Morse code successfully.
Some are young, but many are very
mature (like myself) and the older you
become, the more difficult it becomes to
absorb the code. But it's not impossible,
it just needs a bit of dedication.
One hour a week with your tutor is
just not enough. You also have to listen
to others using the bands and there are
many, many stations who send slowly.
When I was being taught by my
mentor, G2DUP who is now
unfortunately a Silent Key, it was half an
hour per day on top of a trolleybus
during my lunch break. Then, at least an
hour every evening listening on my
home-brew OV1 receiver - oh, the thrill
when I began to copy callsigns, names
I

and QTHs.

Les got me up to 18wpm before he
permitted me to go GPO HO for my test
and those GPO professionals were
tough cookies, compared to us voluntary

than six weeks in the Royal Navy. I never used it and I never want to. Why
should I have to get up to speed just to use h.f.? It's not a hardship, but
nor should it be a means to an end
Well done on the extra page of letters. It's one of the best sections of
the magazine. I'm sure that most would agree.

Gordon MW1CLS
Denbighshire

Editor's comment: Our pleasure Gordon! We could fill half PW
with letters at times...but occasionally we HAVE to make space
for the times when the post -bag threatens to burst when there's a
big response to a particular topic!
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callsign Number Plates
Dear Sir
with reference to the 'G' series of callsign number plates recently auctioned off
by the DVLA. I cannot help feeling that British Amateurs have been 'ripped off'.
Let's look at the facts. If these series of registrations didn't happen to
coincide with the callsigns of Amateur Radio licence holders, hardly anyone else
would have given them a second glance (unless they corresponded with an
individual's initials, for example), whereby the DVLA would have sold them for a
much lower price.
But no! As soon as they discovered the potential market for them, they
auctioned them off at, what I personally feel is an exorbitant price.
For those amateurs who may feel the same way, I have found what I
consider to be a much more attractive, but far cheaper, alternative to the callsign number plate.
I recently contacted a local firm who specialise in vinyl signs and asked them to make my callsign out of white self-adhesive lettering.
They made the callsign within the hour and fixed it inside the rear window of my car.
Positioned close to the top, it does not obscure my view through my rear view mirror. I have also made and fitted G-QRP-Club and
RSGB Badges too. I enclose a photo showing the final result. What do you think?
The total cost - less than £5!

O
O
r-T-1

c_rD

O

f-T-1

Duncan Walters G4DFV, Mansfield

C-rD

O
O
O

Editor's comment: I'm going to do the same Duncan!

examiners of today. He nearly failed me
- because I sent it too fast! He really read
the riot act and made me send the
passage he had chosen more slowly.
Despite some persons believing
that I was a Royal Navy operator, I was
not and had to sit both the RAE (written,
not multiple choice) and the Morse test.
We did not receive a certificate from the
City and Guilds, London Institute in
those days, just a tiny yellow pass slip
marked 'P' or 'F'. So, if I ever allow my
license to lapse, I would have to do
everything again! I can now send at
35wpm and receive the same. Declining
years and ill health has not impaired
those abilities.
I have absolutely no objection to all
who pass the RAE being let loose on all
the h.f bands, but I would like to see a
measure of competency shown, a
knowledge of operating procedures,
better use of phonetics and the ability to
read callsigns in difficult conditions, a
knowledge of antennas and
propagation.
Most h.f. bands do not possess
repeaters, so the ability to copy signals
in difficult conditions, i.e. a signal of S3
with a band noise of S7 is important. It
can be done, especially on c.w. I learnt
much as an s.w.l. long before I was let
loose on the air.
All I ask, as a dedicated c.w.
operator, is that the band plan is made
enforceable like it is in the USA and
other countries. Slowly but surely,
Packet and other digital modes are
straying into the lower portions of the
c.w. bands.
The band plan on 10MHz says
narrow band modes only but, oh, the
number UK stations who use s.s.b. on
that band is countless and when told,
they just reply that it is only a
gentlemen's agreement, just like those
old timers who used to use a.m. in the
c.w. end of 3.5MHz when I was first
licensed
I would also propose that existing
h.f. licensees sit an operating exam to

retain their present privileges because
some are completely incompetent!
will get some flak for that remark!).
One other thing, is the ability to net,
even those with all singing and dancing
rigs often come up as much as one kHz
high or low, I have often found s.s.b.
nets on 3.5MHz that spread over 3kHz
because people leave their RIT in
instead of switching it off before joining
a net.

So my test for any operator would
include: familiarity with their equipment,
knowledge of the band plans, an ability
to recognise some other languages than
English, knowledge and use of the
phonetic alphabet, to be able to speak
clearly and distinctively, to be able to net
correctly, politeness and good
behaviour.
From another loyal reader and a
member of the RSGB and many other
clubs.

Don Walmesley G3HZL, EI4HM,
Stoke-on-Trent

Keen Collector Seeks
Help!
Dear Sir
May I ask for help from your readers in
the letters column?
Over a period of time, I have bought
radios from various car boot sales, a Pye
Cambridge transceiver for El it does
receive), Kolster-Brandes Rhapsody
Deluxe for 50p. Plus others all in various
states of disrepair.
I am slowly renovating them but
due to problems with certain radios, I
have come to a stop. Can anyone help?
Vidor Personal Attache Battery
Portable Model CN434 (four valves) - the
i.f. transformer feeding the valve DF96 is
open circuit, does anyone have a
replacement i.f. or scrap chassis?
National AU 375 (five valves) mains
radio - circuit diagram needed.
Pye Cambridge transceiver (valve
and transistor) 12V d.c., serial No.
5881D, receiver frequency 167.25MHz.
Does anyone have information on how

to get it to work on 144M1 -1z and maybe

the circuit diagram would help? A knob
is missing which I think is the 'function
knob', what instructions are on the
knob?

O
O
t-T-1

Kolster-Brandes 'Rhapsody Deluxe'
(four valves) mains/'battery. A chunk is
missing from the dark brown case (is it
plastic?), the material thickness is
approximately 2.5mm. How can it be
repaired?
Perdio 'Town and Country'
(transistor) missing carrying handle.
Finally, is there such a thing as a wall
chart of old battery types giving sizes,
voltages and plug connections?

C-rD

O
O

10 Bennett
44 Haig Avenue
Whitley Bay
Tyne & Wear NE25 8JG

c_rD

O
1-1-1

Editor's comment: We've provided
the full address so that readers who
can help - can do so directly. I'm
also passing the letter onto Phil
Cadman G4JCP - as it will be of
interest in his 'Valve & Vintage'
column. I've no doubt readers - and
Phil himself - will help. Converting
p.m.r. transceivers (such as the Pye
'Cambridge' is dealt with in the
RSGB's PMR Conversion Handbook.

Letters Receiv
Via T

Many

letters intended
for 'Receiving You' now

arrive via the 'Internet'. And although
there's no problem in general with E -Mail, many

correspondents are forgetting to provide their postal
address. I have to remind readers that although we will not publish a
full postal address (unless we are asked to do so), we require it d the letter is to
be considered. So, please don't forget to include your full postal address and

callsign along with your E -Mail hieroglyphics! All letters intended for
publication on this page must be clearly marked 'For Publication'.
Editor
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RAE Courses - Late Listings
Ron & Shirley Ray will be holding RAE and Morse classes at the
White Hill Centre, Chesham, Buckinghamshire. The RAE classes
will take place from Tuesday September 15th at 7:30pm, c.w. (all
speeds) from Thursday September 17th at 8pm. You can Tel/FAX:
Shirley G4HES or Ron G3NCL l014941 776420 for more information.

Radiocommunications
Takes To The Road
From Friday September 25th. the

Radiocommunications Agency will be taking to
the road as their roadshow' gets under way. When
you read this, they will already have done two stops one in Manchester on September 25th and one at
Belfast on October 2nd.
The aim of the roadshow is
to offer businesses and
organisations who depend
on radio a chance to discuss
the implications of the

Wireless Telegraphy Act
1998. which reached the
statute book in
March this year.
Chief Executive

David Hendon and

a)

ma

other senior staff
will also be
available for any
questions and concerns
that Radio Amateurs may have concerning the Act.
The opportunity for people who are involved in.
or affected by, radio to air their concerns face-to-face
very rarely comes along and Practical Wireless
suggests that if you do have any questions about
how the new act will affect you or your company,
then you should really try to make it to one of the
roadshows.
Roadshow '98 is free of charge but if you want to
attend one, you must make a reservation. In order to
do so, please get in touch with the Event Office on
the Reservations Hotline. Tel: 0171-223 9006,

FAX: 0171-924 3984, or E-mail:
abra1020920aol.com

a)

c

As from October 9th the roadshow will he going

1-, Gatwick October 9th Milton Keynes
October 30th, Perth November 6th Leeds
November 13th,. Bath November 27th .,rid
Cardiff ,December 4th,

Transmitting Thoughts of Sympathy
King Hussein of Jordan, JY1, has recently been
attending the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota
and is undergoing chemotherapy for lymphatic
cancer. He is a Radio Amateur and. as we know
that he does see a copy of Practical Wireless, all
here would like to extend to him our best wishes
for a speedy recovery.
Press reports have suggested that the King is
responding well to early treatment and is showing
signs of an early recovery. Editor
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Bury Radio Society are running a course leading to the RAE in May
1999. It will be held every Tuesday. starting in September from 78:30pm. There isn't a fee for the course, but candidates will be expected
to join the society tat a reduced charge). For further details, please
telephone the secretary. Mike Bainbridge on 0161-761 5083.

Maplin Electronics
Goes Electronic!
September 1st saw the launch of the updated Maplin Electronics
catalogue. Together with the traditional printed version is the new and
improved double CD-ROM.
The CD-ROM has all of the features that comes in the traditional
written form, including the new semiconductor guide listing an
additional 17000 new products, price reductions on over 2000 products
and an additional 1000 new lines due to range extensions. As well all
that, there are a
number of unique
features: a free copy
of MacAlee anti
virus software, a
free 30 day Internet
trial with Demon
(including software)
and over 1000
datasheets.
Maplin claim that
the beauty of the CDROM is that not only
can you browse
through the
catalogue with ease,
but ordering is very
easy. When you find
a product which you
require,all you need
to do is press the
'add to order' button
and the CD will place
the item in your
'shopping basket'.
Available in PC
and Macintosh versions, the new CD-ROM can be ordered from Maplin
Electronics and from any of their stores. You can also telephone (01702)

554000 to order your catalogue or obtain further information. Maplin
Electronics also have a Website address: http://www.maplin.co.uk

Kenwood SM-230
Discontinued
Kenwood have informed us that their SM-230 Station Monitor was
discontinued a while ago. Do not panic, however! AOR are said to have
a similar product the SDU-5000 and they have also evaluated the TS 870S for use with the SDU-5000 and Kenwood are pleased to announce
that AOR feel that the two models are compatible.
Kenwood are, therefore very happy to be promoting the SDU-5000 as
a suitable accessory for the TS -870S. On the technical side of things,
AOR have modified the TS -870S which will increase the TS-870S's level
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of i.f. output. Owners of the TS -870S should be warned
that the modification involves work which may affect
the warranty, so please check with Kenwood before
doing any modifications on radios under one year old.

You can telephone Dave Wilkins G5HY at Kenwood
Electronics on (01923) 655284 or
Richard at AOR on (01773) 880788 for
more information.

And More...
News also of new products from

Optoelectronics with the release of
the new Mini Scout Isee fig. 2)

Waters & Stanton
Re-releasing
Waters & Stanton are releasing the MQ-1 and MQ-2
Mini Beams (see below) after a period of about 20
years. First sold in the mid 1970s by a company which is
now extinct, they were such a hit that they are being
brought back to life by a Canadian company. The beams
are extremely compact and Waters & Stanton feel that
they have great potential considering the improvements
in the sun -spot cyle.
The Essex -based company also bring me news of the

which carries on the very good work
of the previous Scout frequency
finder. Priced at £199,
Optoelectronics say that it is bound
to be 'a hit'.
The new Mini
Still with Optoelectronics,
Scout from
there's news of the new Opto
Optoelectronics
Trakker (see Fig. 3) multi -mode
decoder at £299
complete with
software, which
will be music to
the ears of some
Radio Amateurs.
The MQ-1,

MQ-2, Watson mobile h.f.
antenna, MFJ-1048, Mini The new Opto Trakker
from Optoelectronics
Scout and Opto Trakker
are all available from

new

Sportsman
has everything
you would
need to listen
to all your
favourites -

3
O
O

m
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The new MQ-2 Mini Beam from Waters & Stanton
new Watson range of mobile h.f. antennas and the new
MFJ-1048 both of which are expected to fill a gap in the
market. The MFJ costs £119.95 and is a pre -selector
suitable for use with receivers and transceivers.

Watford Electronics
Make Three Additions

Roberts Radio have just released a personal stereo
with a difference. Roberts say that it will be a sports
fanatic's dream, the

m
m

CrJ

Waters & Stanton.

A Good Sport!

O

Walford Electronics of Somerset are designers and
suppliers of kits for radio enthusiasts and have announced
three new major projects: the Langport - a two band c.w.
and s.s.b. 'phone superhet transceiver for 3.5 and 14MHz;
the Wellington - a 5W c.w. transceiver for any single or
pair of bands from 1.8-28MHz and the QRP Booster produces 20W on a 13.8V supply with around 1.5W drive
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and

ipparently, it's
smaller than a
pack of cards!
The new
radio has I.w.
as well as m.w.
and f.m. stereo
so you should
be able to pick
up the latest
from Radio 5
Live and Test
Match Special
on Radio 4
long wave.
The

Sportsman
comes with
stereo earphones
and costs £29.99. For details of where you can buy it.

telephone (01709) 571722.
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over the range 1.8-14MHz with direct or r.f. sensing control
Tim Watford says that all three projects are based on
100/160mm double sided high quality p.c.b.s and supplied
complete with all parts and hardware for building (see
photo!.
You can send an SAE for further details to Tim G3PCJ

at Walford Electronics, Upton Bridge Farm, Long
Sutton, Langport, Somerset TA10 9NJ.
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radio basics
Hopefully you've now got
all the bits and pieces you
need and a car radio to
use with the converter. So - let's
get started(
The circuit for the converter
project is shown in Fig. 1. As
usual, I've based the project on
one type of transistor, the
MPF102 field effect (f.e.t.) type
for simplicity and a pin -out
diagram for this device is also
provided.

V
rrAfli/i ;1-1

L1 and capacitor C1.

Coil L1 is wound on a paper
tube wound over a pencil. (All
coils are wound using 0.3mm
diameter enamelled copper wire
in the same fashion as all the
t.r.f. receiver).
The coil is made up from 80

turns of wire, with a tapping at
40 turns. It will resonate within
the 3.5MHz Amateur Radio band
with a 100pF fixed capacitor.
However, if you have a 100pF
trimmer capacitor this will allow
for adjustment.
The amplified 3.5MHz signal
is fed via C4 to the coil L2a via
L2b. Be prepared to experiment
with the value of C4 for best
results. The value can be
anywhere between 100 and
700pF.

Wind L2a first onto the paper
tube you've already prepared. It
should be of 80 turns. Again, the
resonating capacitor can be a
100pF fixed type or a 100pF
trimmer type. When you wind

o

iciriat)le
7Im capacitor

Coil

One MPF102 acts as the r.f.

amplifier - it's the same circuit
as we used in the tuned radio
frequency (t.r.f.) receiver. This
amplifies the incoming 3.5MHz
signal which is tuned by the coil

Diode

A

o

Headphone

To earth

OW EXTENDED
POPULAR

TO TWO PAGES

BY

television system chosen because it
produces a useful
'difference' signal and it's
cheap!
Take care to only use

DEMAND!

c IT:
100

00

V

the 'gimmick' capacitor
IGCI specified. This is
formed by two short
pieces of pvc insulated
wired twisted tightly
together over
approximately 15mm,
providing a very low

no.

:36
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111

tat

no
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capacitance.

Amongst other
'mixer' products our
wanted medium wave
intermediate frequency
(i.f.) signal appears at the
drain end of the mixer
transistor. Again the
necessary coil is wound
onto a rolled paper tube. Wind
160 turns for L3a Ito 'peak' at
around 800kHz) and 30 turns for
L3b.

You can get away with just a
500pF fixed capacitor across L3a

Fig. 1: Circuit of the
3.5MHz to medium
wave convener circuit
with inset (right)
showing the pin -out for
the MPF102. For
further details on items

tan In
Cle

Lanii Ossaante

marked - please see
- or even nothing...as indicated
on the circuit. But using one of
the 1250pF trimmers I suggested
last month - provides useful
adjustment and it will 'peak'
nicely.

the text. (The Resistor
Rx is 100t1).

One end of L3b goes to earth
(0V) and the other - via the
printed circuit board track to the

L2b over the main winding
(spread the winding 20 turns
over two thirds of the main
coil) and make sure you can
identify the separate windings.
Be especially careful that
you connect the start of both
windings to the chassis (0V)
end and the tops (the ends you
finish up holding after you've
completed the coils) to the end
of C4 and to the gate of the
mixer MPF102 respectively.
The type of mixer used is
called a 'gate injected' type.
The oscillator uses another
MPF102 and the crystal is
usually employed as the colour
reference source for the PAL

C5

(Gimmick Capacitor)
C12
R2

MPF102

'See Text
C7

RFC1

Fig. 2: A prototype
converter unit (see text).
Coil LI is mounted (using
wax) just above p.c.b. Other
coils are fixed upright also
using wax or adhesive, with
windings sealed with
melted wax (carefully
'dripped on' using a hot
soldering iron bit - old
waxed capacitors being an
ideal source of beeswax).

This month Rob Mannion G3XFD describes the construction stages of the 'Radio
Basics' 3.5MHz to medium wave converter.
14
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radio basics
coaxidi cable feed to the leCelVer.
The beat frequency oscillator

(b.f.o.) is the only 'hit and miss'
part of the circuitry. So as to
minimise any 'tinkering' inside an
otherwise working radio, I found
the best results were obtained by
injecting the 'beat' note via C10
(experiment with a value between
100 to 500pF or more) with an
oscillator covering from around
600 to approximately 900kHz.
The variable capacitor, C8, is a
standard Polyvaricon (both
halves are automatically
paralleled with the p.c.b. track
design). Coil L4 is wound on a
paper tube. For the smaller type
of polyvaricon las in Fig. 2), it
should have 300 turns, tapped at
100 turns on a paper former. Be
prepared to experiment - larger
size polyvaricons only require 200
or so turns (tapped at 80 turns) to
cover the required frequency.
Injecting the b.f.o. signal at

Gate

0

Source
Drain
the antenna input of the car radio

will effect the automatic gain
control la.g.c.) to a certain extent.
But in practice I found it worked
very well indeed

Building The Project
Now it's time to build the project using the recommended 'no
drilling p.c.b.' method adopted
for this series.
One of my prototypes (for
component placement guidance

only! is shown in Fig. 2. i nu final
design is shown in Fig. 3., and
it's the lay -out you should follow
when making your own board.
The board itself measures 180
x 122.5mm and is cut from the
surplus Synthetic Resin Bonded
Paper Boards (s.r.b.p.) suggested
last month. There's a 10mm
border around the edge of the

p.c.b. Ito allow for mounting into
a box or to build up a casing
using sections of p.c.b. material).
Copy the design out onto your
p.c.b. with a Delo pen. But whatever

you do do not use any form of
abrasive cleaner on the board
before drawing the design on If
you do the etch resist will
III
the minute scratches, become fuzzy
and distorted and you'll have to
start again'

All the f.e.t. drains are marked
with a D, sources with S and
gates with a G. (These are a great
help in assembly).
The hole (surrounded by a
rectangle marking) is for the
1250pF trimmer if it's to be used.
One terminal of the trimmer and
The start of L3a should be
soldered at the position marked
"Drain end of L3a" on the design.
The final etched 'pad' directly
opposite (marked see text) is for
the other terminal of the trimmer.
The other end of L3a goes to
'R3 end of L3a' as marked.
Connect the start of L3 to the
'common' connection as
indicated, with the 'end' to 'L3B
see text' end as marked on the
design.

Note that there's a wire
link to provide 12V for the
b.f.o. and crystal oscillator
stage - indicated as such on
the board. The rectangle marked
around the b.f.o. indicates the
position of the Polyvaricon. Note
that the two outer connections
are connected to the same track,

RFC1

with the centre (common) going
to earth and that in Fig. 2, the
control knob for C8 is removed
for clarity.
The letters S, T and E refer to
the b.f.o. coil connections. The
beginning of the winding is
marked S for start. T is for the tap
and E is for the end of the coil
winding.
The large un-etched area of
copper on the design was
achieved by using pvc tape as a
'mask' , as was the 10mm border.
It saves etch resist, time and
looks neater!
After checking your design,
wait for the etch resist to dry
and then place in the ferric
chloride - agitating it
occasionally by rocking the
container gently. When etching
is complete (pale yellow s.r.p.b.
material exposed where not
protected by etch resist and
tape) thoroughly wash and rinse
in fresh water, then dry and
remove remaining etch resist
with switch cleaner, before
soldering and assembling.
I suggest you build the
oscillator first, followed by the
mixer. You should hear signals on
3.5MHz on the lower section of
medium wave with the antenna
temporally connected to
L2b end of C4. If
all is well
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complete the r.f. and b.f.o. stages
and you should resolve c.w. and
s.s.b. transmissions by adjusting
C8.

Using The Converter
Using the converter is simplicity
itself. As the 4.43MHz oscillator is
above the 3.55MHz band all you
have to do is to tune
downwards from 930kHz (the

difference between 4.43 and
3.5MHz) to 630kHz (the

difference between 3.8 and
4.43MHz). When you find an
Amateur radio transmission,
adjust the trimmer on L3a for
maximum signal - and that's all
you have to do apart from
adjusting the b.f.o. frequency!
Knowing where you are in
frequency terms will be simple if
you're using a receiver with
digital read-out. But for most of
us, depending on how well the
radio is calibrated on medium
waves - you may have to 'feel'
your way! There will be a little bit
of 'break through' from medium
waves . but even on the 'bread
board' version I did not find it to
be much of a problem.
It's a great little project, both
sensitive and selective bearing in
mind the simplicity of the idea.
You'll soon get used to adjusting
the b.f.o. to read s.s.b.
transmissions. At night, and with
strong signals - you can reduce
'overload' by using a small value
capacitor in series with the
antenna.
We've now come as far a we

can without the aid of simple test
equipment and from now on
we'll need the very basic of test
equipment. I'll introduce the
first of these - the incredibly
useful 'dip' meter - next
time.
Cheerio for now!

Drain end of
MPF102

L3A (see text)

R3 end of
Text

L3A (see text)

L3B (see text)
L3B
C10

Wire Link
OK

Fig. 3: The final
p.c.b. design. To
reproduce, copy

track design with
an etch -resist filled
pen, and mask off
large areas with pvc
tape_ Note that a
wire link has to be
installed between

crystal oscillator
and b.f.o. stages to
connect 12V
supply. (See text for
details).
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WHEN?

28th
Saturday NOVEMBER 29th
Sunday NOVEMBER
Lee Valley Leisure

Centre

Picketts Lock Lane

Edmonton

London N9 OAS
Adults: £3.00
Concessions:

£2.00

ITP
HOW 00 I FIND

By car on the A1055.
from
Follow the signs
the M25.
junction 25 of
By public transport
Green
Edmonton
bus W8 from
B.R. Station
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Our military 'vintage' specialist Ben Nock G4BX says he's

"stepping out of uniform" (albeit briefly!) to look at some
very interesting receivers and ends with a suggestion for

your Christmas gift list.
ello once again! And I hope
you all had an enjoyable
summer at all the rallies and
shows. I did...and it was
very nice to meet those who
came over and had a chat.
Stepping out of my uniform this
time, I'm starting with an interesting
combination that found its way onto my
operating table. The arrivals consisted of the
GEC BRT-402 receiver and the Heath DX -20

transmitter. So, let's take a look at them.
The GEC BRT-400 series of receivers were
very popular in the 1970s. In fact, I remember
that the late Tom Douglas G3BA used to
operate with one of these sets and I was always
in awe of it. Eventually, later on, I acquired one

and found that although it is a nice set, it's not
really anything special.
Recently I was very kindly given two of the
BRT sets, both in need of restoration. However,
after a short period or work on one, a few open
resistors and leaky capacitors later, it was
coaxed back into life.
Single Conversion

The receiver is an 11 valve single conversion
superhet with an i.f. of 455kHzz. It has two r.f.
amplification stages and two i.f. amplification
stages with a variable selectivity at 6dB down
from 13kHz to 50Hz in six steps using a crystal
filter for the last three.
The sensitivity is quoted as less than 1pV at
30% modulation to give 1.5W of audio out. (This
may have been true when the set was new but
certainly in my previous set and the latest
acquisition, the claim seems a bit optimistic).
Incidentally, the desk top model with a case
is called the BRT-400D, and the rack mounted
version is classified as the BRT-402D. The BRT400E or 402E are identical but with the addition
of a crystal calibrator, a BRT-403 (with the
addition of an N, i.e. 400EN or 402DN) means it
has a 9kHz audio rejection filter fitted in place of
the normal 1kHz audio filter.
11 Heath Hit ?

The Heath (note Heathkit was the normal UK
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way of marketing) DX -20 transmitter is the
smaller brother to the more usual UK version, the
DX -40. Unlike the 40 though, the DX -20 was c.w.
only, still crystal controlled and provided between
25 and 30W output on the old 3.5 to 28MHz (80 to
10 metre) bands.
The quoted dates of manufacture by the Heath
Company of Benton Harbor (American spelling of
harbour!), Michigan in the USA are from 1957 to
1960 and was sold as a kit for just under US$36.
The manual, a copy kindly supplied by Rob
Login AA8A, states that this transmitter is ideal
as an emergency transmitter as well as a good
field day set.
It may well have been that the DX -20 was
never marketed in the UK, as this particular set
has the standard USA 115V a.c. p.s.u. The two
valved set uses a 6CL6 as a Colpitts oscillator and
a 6DQ6A as the power amplifier (p.a.) stage
output. A standard Pi network allows the set to be
matched into a 50 to 100011 load.
Although I found the DX -20 still works well and
the c.w. note is not too bad (well at least it is
now...after I removed someone's weird
modification to the oscillator!) there's a slightly
annoying feature in that the crystal plugs into the
set through a small hole in the side of the casing.
The location and size of the hole make it very
difficult to change crystals quickly and there's
only the one socket. A front mounted holder or
even several holders with a switch would have
proved more versatile.
However, the only other problem I noticed is
with the cheap meter fitted to the front panel that
can be switched to read either p.a. stage grid
current or anode current. It's so 'bouncy and
springy action that on every press of the key the
needle 'pings' the stops and (seems to anyway!)
takes hours to come to a rest. This makes tuning
up quite a laugh!
Biscuit Tin Radio

How about a radio in a biscuit tin? That's how the
MCR1 (Miniature Communications Receiver) was
described due to the box it was issued in which
resembled a biscuit tin of the time. This
clandestine radio (I'll not call it a Spy set as it's
only a receiver) was in great use throughout
Europe during the Second World War.
In action the MRC1 was used by resistance

Fig. 1: The
Heathkit DX

20 transmitt.
photuraphef,
in place
above th.
GEC BRT-40.

receiver, wit
the Morse k.
ready for
action. (s.
text).
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Fig. 3: The American
made BC -322 v.h.f.

transceiver In use the
battery pack would
be mounted on the
base of the unit. (see
text).

workers to receive
messages
confirming drops
of supplies, etc.,
always shown in
films by the weird
little agreed code
phrases broadcast
by the BBC after
the nightly news
such as "The cow
jumps high
tonight", extracts
from poetry and
similar.
The five valved
set covered
100kHz to 15MHz

small gear which
reduces the tuning
rate giving a very nice
fine tuning facility. In
use the set is very
good considering it's
only a six valve single conversion superhet.
(Two sockets, just
below the right of the
tuning dial, allow a
long or short antenna
to be used.
Redding

in four ranges
using small plug in
coil packs. It could run off either a battery pack
or a universal a.c./d.c. mains
power supply.
Although used during the
Second World War, I noticed in
another radio publication
recently that a Belgian postwar produced version is
available. This raises the
question of just how long
these sets were in use.

Looking Hind
Just time to go 'looking
abroad' now by mentioning a
couple of sets not likely to be
seen in the UK. The first is an
American low band v.h.f. set
(left), a BC -322 (or SCR -1951

that's a very close equivalent
of our No.17 Set.
Tuning from 52 to 65MHz
the BC -322 was used for very close infantry or
gun battery communication. Using just two
valves the set had a quoted range of 8km but
as it has a self -oscillating detector I would
imagine the receiver could have been heard as
far as that!
Next, I have another French set, from the
Second World War which was used by the
occupying Germans. It was kindly supplied by

Mr Loustau. the helpful gentleman who

Fig. 4 (right): The
French produced
Second World War
R30 receiver. Note
the tuning dial,
marked in Metres,
and the antenna
socket on the right
(see text).

provided the R87 and the SARAM receiver
seen in previous editions of my 'Valve &
Vintage'.
The latest receiver sent by
Mr Loustra , the R30,
has one or two
interesting features. It
covers 4000 to 12 metres
on the dial, which if we
do the conversion of f
divided by 460 plus the
number first thought of (all
divided by the speed of
light. etc.!!) gives us a
coverage of long waves to
25MHz 11 think).

The R30 then has
continuous coverage by the
clever use of a twin

Valve
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a Reference

Some interesting
reading and reference
now. The book I'm
suggesting will
perhaps be added to those Christmas Present
lists!
The third edition of Shortwave Receivers
Past & Present, Communication Receivers 1942
- 1997 by Fred Osterman which is now
available. This popular receiver index goes
much further in the number of receivers
described, the number of illustrations and the
number of pages.
With 473 pages Fred Osterman's book details
over 770 receivers manufactured between 1942
and 1997, from numerous manufactures in
many countries. American produced sets
dominate the book, but British, Japanese,
German, Norwegian, Dutch and various others
are also covered.
Amateur, military and commercial sets are
shown, British sets covered include Eddystone,
Racal, Marconi, KW and Murphy. Also included
are such Japanese sets as Trio, Kenwood and

Fig. 2: The MCR1 receiver with power supply
and coil packs.

i.f. system 1135 and
475kHz, switched in
by cams on the

wavechange switch.
Even the beat frequency oscillator
(b.f.o.) is switched using the same
cam system so that it will match
the i.f. frequency.
Additionally, a pull on the
tuning knob drops in a further

Yaesu

Each receiver has a black and white
photograph and a detailed description of
specifications. The book is a treasure of
information, an ideal reference book and a very
enjoyable read regardless of being a collector
or not and is available from the PW Book
Service.
And findlld

Just to prove that this column has other
qualities apart from great pictures (yes, we
agree your photographs are
good Ben! Editor). I featured
a letter a while back from

Keith Soutter. It seems
John Collins GODHU
spotted the name and
wondered if it was the
same person he knew
years ago. After making
contact via yours truly it
turned out Keith was the
long lost friend and they
have now restored
contact and friendship!
(All part of the service
chaps!).
During subsequent
meetings John twisted
Keith's arm to have a
go for the RAE and I
can now happily report that
Keith is indeed M1CCE, well done John,
well clone Keith.

As always, I can be contacted at 62
Cobden St, Kidderminster, DY11 6RP, or
E-mail on G4BXD@compuserve.com or via
the PW offices. So best regards till the
next time

PW
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The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right.V
ASA Ltd., 2 Torrington Place. London WC I E 7HW

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

SYON TRADING
16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead

Surrey KT22 9AZ

If you need Valves/Tubes or other
electronic components etc.
. . . then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources and
35 years specialist experience in meeting
our customers requirements.

Tel: 01372 372587 Fax: 01372 361421
Callers by appointment only.

Try us for:
Resistors - Capacitors - Switches - Semiconductors Cable connectors etc.
Plus all those hard to find parts for the constructor.

Send or phone today for your catalogue
* See us at the rallies *
COMPONENTS AND AMATEUR RADIO
EQUIPMENT PURCHASED

Dept RW, 130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG. England

Tel: 44-01245 355296/265865 Fax: 44-01245 490064

B S I Rood stockist

ISO 9002 RS33906

We supply
Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses

Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

1=lectro

Alue

Siemens franchised distributer

Diodes & rectifiers

Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators
Thyristors
Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flash tubes

Electrovalue Ltd.

MEC
Member

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards
Connectors
Cable
Fans

Switches
Relays

Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering equipt
PCB materials
Service aids

Tel: 0161-432 4945

Fax: 0161-432 4127

680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA
e-mail: sales@electrovatue.demon.co.uk

web site: www.electrovalue.com
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Geoff G4ECF

Robin G3NFV

O

Suppliers of quality electronic
thingies at very friendly price4.

uts OsziFox Probe
Limited
20MHz Oscilloscope
Laser Pointers from

Caine and see us at a
Radio Fair.

2 Chase Cottages
New Road

CCD Cameras
B.W board camera
EINV cased camera from

c Colour board camera

ldham
...es

L.06 3QT
ref: (01206) 213322
Fax: (01376) 561373

£75
£15

Colour cased camera

Date & time module
4 channel switcher

£40
£50
£95
£125
£45
£50
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1998 Result

?radii Wireless ME OP Contest
ltirtinie-thice

midsummer Sunday saw 144MHz

GM8BZX, donated and sponsored annually by

enthusiasts taking to the hills for the

Norrie Brown GM4VHZ of Tennamast
(Scotland) Ltd.

16th annual PW 144MHz QRP Clintest,
and by all accounts those taking part
had a most enjoyable day. Although in
most areas, neither weather nor
propagation conditions were
particularly good, many exceptional contacts
were made using just 3W of output power.

again for long
serving
adjudicator

The group achieving the best performance and
winning the PWQRP Contest Winner's Cup is the
Oldham Radio Club, G1ORC/P. This club have
been entering the contest for many years, and
have gradually climbed the results table.
After reaching second place last year,
Oldham's well -deserved win was achieved by
operators G700D, G1GKR, GOKUY and
GOWPO, plus five other club members helping to
carry all the equipment and antennas up to their
portable site on top of Kinder Low. Their first place
also wins them the special prize of an Alinco DJ 190 144MHz hand-held transceiver, kindly donated

Neill Taylor
G4HLX to

present the

results of the
144MHz QRP

contest.

by Mike Devereux G3SED of Nevada
Communications.
The Oldham Club's
result pushes last year's

winners, the North Wales
Wafflers GWONWR/P,
into second place, winning
them the special prize of
either a portable battery
pack or a portable solar cell
equipment, kindly donated

by Bob Keyes GW4IED

of Key Solar Products.
The leading single
operator is again Dave
Hewitt GW8ZRE/P, with his impressive one-man
operated and transported station high up on
Halkyn Mountain, near Flint.
Amongst the Scottish stations, the leaders are

High up above Ventnor
on the Isle of Wight, Peter
Thompson G8DDY/P
operated from St.
Boniface Down and
enjoyed the
famous Island
climate tool

again the Cockenzie and Port Seton
Amateur Radio Club,
GMOCLN/P, who
for the fourth
successive year
win the

Tennamast
Trophy in
Memoriam
to Frank
Hall

9
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closelikkuebt contest in Eire and Northern Ireland
're s irted jj1 three stations, within 150 ptnts of each
I scrutiny of the lobs, Peter
other. After 'd
kout just on top, to win the
Lowrie GI7JYK/P c
PW El/GI Trophy Clock sporift!Gut by Rob G3XFD.
Congratulations to all groups anti individuals in
the 'Leading Stations' table, who each receiVe-a PW
QRP Contest Certificate, as do all stations in the
table of locator square leaders.
In addition to the summary results tables
presented here, a full detailed results list will be
automatically sent to all who submitted an s.a.e.
with their entries (or if you send an s.a.e. now to the
PW offices at Broadstone). The full results list will
also be available on the contest Web site soon after
this issue is published, the address is

http://home.neill.org/contest.

Propagahoo Coodihoos

In the majority of areas, propagation conditions
seem to have been 'flat' for most of the day. The
main exception to this was in the south of England,
where several stations enjoyed a period in the
middle of the day with very good contacts far south
into France.

One operator making the most of the good
conditions was Peter Thompson, G8DDY/P, on
the Isle of Wight 110901, His impressive list of 35
locator squares worked includes all squares directly
south of him as far as IN93 (excepting IN95), and
seven JN squares including JN03.
Elsewhere, a lift in conditions was spotted very
early in the contest, or even just before the start.
Tony GOOVA/P, for example notes "great conditions
at the start of the contest to the south of France,
regret not a lot of them showed up during the

contest time"!
Arthur GW3LNR/P also writes: "at the
beginning of the contest for about 15 minutes I
heard DL, F, ON and PA, but after that no Europeans
were heard". (This has also happened frequently in
previous contests: is there a lesson for operators

here? Maybe ferreting out continental DX in
the first hour of operation would be more
profitable than the mad rush to accumulate a high
tally of G stations worked? Or perhaps we should
consider starting the contest one hour earlier?
Comments welcomed!).
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But at many locations in the British Isles, there
was no enhancement in propagation. David
G3NPB. for example describes the: "appalling flat
conditions" at his location, "there were three of us
in Cornwall operating for the full seven hours, and
we enjoyed calling each other from time to time to
commiserate on the lack of contacts"!
Alastair G4RUUP (J0001 writes "despite our
closeness to the continent there were very few
contacts with French stations" - which is strange
considering the successes of stations a little further
to the west - maybe this was something to do with
his new "larger home -built antenna 110 metres
long), finished on Saturday night and tested for the
first time 15 minutes before the contest"?
Commenting on the level of activity, Peter
GI7JYK/P writes "it was good to see more
stations on from this side of the water". This was
a remark echoed by Dave GW8ZRE/P, who said it
was "nice to see more El/GI stations on the air".
Dave GW8ZRE/P was also pleased: "to work
1088 square for the first time ever 1GM8LFB)". His
comment proving that even for a seasoned
contester there's always something new to be
achieved. Fie also says that "EI/G7ANV/P in
1053E0-deServes artli onsfor giving away this
valuable multiplier
Whilst continuing to provide a challenge for
regular contest operators like Dave GW8ZRE, the
QRP contest of course provides the ideal introduction
to those having a first taste of v.h.f. contests.

-t-This was the first contest that I have entered
and I have tosu...tha it was very enjoyable",

writes Colin M1B

With an FT -290R and five -

element yagi he sa
I was very surprised at what
could be achieved viith such a simple set-up of
borrowed equipmer I had never done any v.h.f.
s.s.b. work before t ay and was amazed that I
was able to contact
ateurs in Scotland, Wales,
Northern Ireland an the Republic of Ireland".

Novice Mho Hmateurs
Novices were amongst the operators at several
stations. For example at GWOPZO/P, Sue
2E1GMA shared the operating with Colin GOPZO
to reach a very creditable eighth place in the
results table.
Three novices
i
ris
2E1GMW and Dom i
1GPG, had t
experience of v.h.f. co ests at Youlbury Scout

and Guide Amateur adio Station, GORELJP.
This station is estahli ed at the Youlbury
International Scout C mpsite, near Oxford, where
operation is usually GB4YOU. A number of
visiting Cub Scouts
re interested to observe the
Amateur Radio activi , and of course introducing
the hobby to young ople is the main purpose of
this station.

r

Visitors Welcome

Other portable statio

too. At "Dr-

und that they had visitors,
, visitors were
particularly welcome. "I
forgot my teabags so I
had to drink hot water"

1
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GI's

c_n

Cc-n
until a local CB enthusiast visited the station to see
what was going on. After about an hour he went
away, but then came back with a 2 litre bottle of cola,
and a kettle which plugged into a cigar lighter socket,
and proceeded to make two mugs of hot coffee!
(If the CB enthusiast reads this I'd like him to
7

Ashley Edwards
MOBAO/P's BIG

O
O

antenna!

write, identifying himself so I can provide a further
inter -hobby 'thank you'. Editor).
While visitors tame bearing beverages to

G1JGE/P, it was the oppasfts

StIthe

Oldham Radio Club portable site
lORC/P!
GOKUY writes "we were visite by the us
procession of park rangers all .sking to see our
letter of permission... we thi that this is just an
act over the years so that w will give them a can of
ale to make them feel belt r"!

Sateeo Years
Over the 16 years t t the PW ORP Contest has
been running, so
aspects of Amateur Radio
operation have c nged. For instance, there has
been a gradual
t steady decline in the number of
entrants since e peak of 234 in 1984.
The decli
in entrants has been paralleled in
other v.h.f. ontests and can probably be blamed on
various f tors reflecting the popularity of Amateur
Radio
general as a hobby. That's why I think the
effo at promotions such as the Youlbury station
eady mentioned are important. But perhaps the
time is ripe to take another look at the format of the
PW QRP Contest to see if it's still providing what we
want.
To start off - it's worth first recalling the two
main aims of the Contest as originally conceived.
These were to provide a contest for the
serious v.h.f. QRP enthusiast, and to
offer the newcomer to v.h.f. contests
a friendly fun event as an
introduction. The 3W output
power limit satisfies both
these, and the simple
scoring system was
intended to make it easy
for logs to be entered.
Secondly, there are
no 'sections' in the
contest, because we
did not want to

-C:1

.
riangulation
points
make useful
antenna an
Ashley Ectwar
MOBAO/P operate
Combe Beacon near
Chardain Somerset and
even though perspectives
can sometimes play
optical tricks...that's a BIG
antenna!

Fig.

discourage people from
getting together with
friends to form a multi ocr
operator station, which
they might have
avoided if they thought
they could do better in a
le -operator section.
evertheless, we have
always tabulated the
top 10 single as well as
multi -operator stations,
recognising the greater
effort
'red for a truly 'one -person' entry.
ecently, some people have suggested that

there should be an antenna size restriction as
well as the power restriction, or two sections for
single and multiple antennas. However, this
runs contrary to the first original aim of the
ontest, since the one thing that a serious QRP
rator should do is to optimise the antenna
, which means putting up the biggest array
'big -st a

THIS
YEAR'S
RESULT
TABLES
APPEAR
ON PAGE

23Ar

le of a group working hard at the
sible' approach is the

Worthing

t Amateur Radio Club,

G1WOR/P. Th
array, astack of

cted a novel 30 -element
nt beams, each rather
gis si -side, according to
dio Corn
nication,

like two -element
a design y F5OAU
March/Ap it 1994).

Recog sing that a si
station g erally
means one ntenna, for m
years we h
also
tabulated t top ten stations ing a single
antenna. Bu notice that this ye that list is just
the top 12 st ions of the overall r
list, apart
from the first nd second place (act
the
Worthing club with their 30 -element stack are in
joint 12th plac
Since man tations further down the results
are using multi e antenna arrays, this shows
once again what e have learnt many times in
this contest: that ften, a simple station can

compete effecti

ly with the 'big' well -

equipped groups.
Nevertheless, th

e seems to remain some
sort of feeling that w should have something like
league divisions 1 ancLagoi.p. two
sections, but it is t clear what
should be the trite to separate
On behalf of everyone on the PW
them.
Editorial team and the many
Some things ho' ever, have
enthusiasts who enter the contest
changed little over t ie years. For
every year I would like to pay tribute
to Dr. Neill Taylor G4HLX's continuing example although t ere's a greater
hard work organising, adjudicating
variety of transceiv s in use, 41% of
and overseeing the event. It's a truly
this year's entrants ere using a
year-round effort and Neill manages
Yaesu FT -290R, co pared with 60%
despite tremendous international
in the first contest back in 1983, or
commitments ranging from the USA

Thankyou Neill!

to Geneva. (Last year's results were
'couriered' over the Atlanic by his
son to California when he was on his
way to join Dad for the summer
holidays!).
So, thank you Neill - for all your
many years hard work. Here's to the
future and the 17th event!

Rob Mannion G3XFD, Editor PW
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50% ten years ago!inja8.

Other things h vanged a
great deal! For in ante, back in
1983 almost all e trants-used a
pen and paper, in soNhe cases

a typewriter, to repare heir
logs for submi on as n entry.
But this year, % see
0
have used a mputer
help
them in so
way wit his!

Lug Soto
An increasing number of stations are making use
of logging software to keep and/or score and print

the log. Unfortunately this led to one entry
being completely disallowed, the first time
this has happened in a PW QRP Contest,
because the wrong type of print-out had
been requested from the software, which
did not list contact serial numbers or
locators.
However, if so many stations are using
computers these days, perhaps we should
review the scoring system used for the contest. I
suggest this because the present simple scheme
was devised to make it easy in the days when
very few people had access to computing
facilities.
Of course, over the years many entrants have
given me their comments along with their logs
which have let me know that most people seem
content with the contest format as it is. At the
same time, some have suggested changes.
Because so many people have been happy
with the complete contest formula the way that it
is, I have been reluctant to change anything. But
now I would like to invite debate on all the issues
mentioned above (and any others that you may
like to raise).
Please let me have your views (preferably by
E-mail) to ntaylor@rmplc.co.uk, or by post to:

Neill Taylor G4HLX, 46 Hunters Field,
Stanford in the Vale, Faringdon, Oxfordshire
SN7 8LX, or better still by visiting the Web site at

http://home.neill.org/contest, where you will
.find an online forum to discuss these issues.

.lease do write to me, even if all you want
to sa
that the present contest rules continue to
be accep
le. I will consider all the views
submitted, a
if a consensus emerges we might
see some chang to the rules in 1999.

Ilia Sudo lo Jun
One thing that will not change, however, is the

scheduling on the third Sunday of June. And
although some clash with other events is
inevitable, this date has long proved suitable for
the QRP Contest, within the calendar of other VHF
and UHF contests, and the co-ordination with the
second session of the RSGB 144MHz
Backpacker's Contest has also worked well.
Furthermore, it's the Sunday closest to the
longest day, giving maximum daylight for those
with a long climb to mountain -top portable sites.
What's more...the date often coincides with another
important event, as Mike GW7LQD/P remarks:
"Father's Day! - What a treat, allowed out to play
radio all day"!
So the 17th PW
144MHz QRP Contest

will take place on
Sunday 20th June
1999. It's never too
soon to start
preparing, so mark
your diary and start
planning now...and
good luck everyone!
pse
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Practical Wireless 144MHz QRP Contest 1998
Pus.
1

2

3
4
5

6
7

8

G3CKRP
GWONWR/P
G1ORCP
GW1VDF/P
GW8ZREP

G8NJAP
G70CIP
G4SRSP

11

GOBPS
GOODS
G17JYK/P

12

G4RSEP

13

GVV7LOD P

14

16

G7AQU
GOOVA'P
G4HRSiP

17

GOLBO/P

18

GW4IDF/P

19

GOPJY.P

20

GMOCLNP

21

G3BPK,P

22
23

GOGRI/P

2

G6WIR/P
G8DDV/P
EI9HQ
G4RUL/P

9
10

15

25
28
27
28
29
30
31

32
33

G4NVM/P

GOCRW/P

G7NPH/P
GOTMT
GOWXQ/P
GOADH/P
GMOIXN/P

34
35
35

G1WKSR

37

G7WFM'P

38
39
40

G601

G7SPT/P
ON1BCJ

G5ZGP
GOSRCT

Points

Pos.

12160
9108
6989
6132
5122
5010
4611
4446
4396
4350
4266
3950
3888
3657
3458
3129
3048
3013
2668
2530
2415
2232
2200
2200
2121
2047
1805
1767
1764
1672
1656
1653
1602
1548
1513
1513
1496
1479
1463

41

G 0J20v.P

42

43
44

G3MAE.P
GWOSYG/P
GOTYMP

45

GOTAR

46

47

G1JDP/P
GVVOVJSP

4-8

GORRC

49
50

GORFCP

1411

80

G7UJUT

81

G3XE1M/P

G7AXE.P
GW4SZV.P
GMOAYRP
G8WYR

52
53
54
55
55

GOLJD P
GOLAR P

57

58
59
60

G7MWP P
G8AWO P

61

G3LRS P
GOJVRP

738
715
675
598
585
576
564
564
495
492
456
429
378
376
372
338

PE IEWR
G7NRO/P

MLR
G7KNO

GOVYIP
G7MMO
GM4VVXT

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

1084
1085
1096
1090
1091
1097
1093
1094

84-B

G70MO/P
G8NJO
GOTOUT

71

1052
1063
1070
1071
1072
1074
1075
1076
1078
1080
1081
1082
1083

893
852

GW1CXKP

62
63
64
65
66
66
68
69
70

Square Name

1406
1387
1386
1260
1216
1200
1185
1173
1168
1156
1140
1026
975
954
900
900

GM4YEOP
GM7SX1P

51

Leading stations in each locator square

Points

Collsign

G2HR/P
El2HV/P
GW7EVG

GWOVPIIP

GMIVYCIP
G7RVM,-P

GMOHLVP

J000
J001
4002
J011

No. entrants
in square

Callsign

Pat Keogh and Michael Kiel,/
El2HV P
EI9HO
Declan Lennon
Cornish Branch RAFARS
GORFC/P
Cleddail ARS
GWOSYG/P
Aberporth ARC
GWISZWP
Peter Lowrie
G17JY1013
Ayr Amateur Radio Group
GMOAYR/P
Mid Argyll ARS
GNI4VYQ/P
GM4VVX/P
Scottish Welsh Alliance
Torbay ARS
G8NJA/P
Stroud Radio Society
G4SRSP
North Wales Wafflers
GWONWR/P
GW8ZRE P
Dave Hewitt
Julian Ross
GOLBO P
Cockenzie & Port Seton ARC
GMOCLN-P
Menstrie Morse Group
GMOIXN'P
G4HRS P
Horsham ARC
Tony Crake
GOOVAP
John Rudd & Kevin Porter
G7OCIP
Warrington Contest Group
G3CKR.P
Harnbleton ARS eBi Group
G3MAEP
Alastair Turner & Peter Hutchison G4RULP
Dragonslayers QRP Club
GOBPS
Mark Tuttle
GOTMT
Jan Claerhout
ON1BCJ

1
1

3
2
1
1
1

1

2
2
5
7

6
3
3

5
8
7

4
1

12
3
2

Leading stations using a single antenna
Pos
5

6
7

10

168
112
105
88
80

11

12

17

12
14
15
16

Antenna

Callsign

Name
Dave Hewitt
Torbay ARS
John Rudd & Kevin Porter
S.J.Malpass & A.R. Cooper
Peter Lowrie
South Essex ARS
Frank Carter
Tony Crake
Horsham ARC
Julian Ross

GW82RER

G8NJAP

a special 7 -element
Tonna 17 element
Maspro 10 -element
14 -element Parabearn
Cushcraft 1362 Boomer
MET 19 element
19 element
Tonna 13 -element

G7OCl/P
GOOGS
G17JYK/P
G4RSE/P

G7AOU
GOOVAR
G4HRS.P
GOLBOT

15 -element

Tonna 9 -element

Leading multi -operator stations
Pos Name

Call

Warrington Contest Group

G3CKR. P

North Wales Wafflers
Oldham Radio Club
Hereford VHF Contest Group
Torbay ARS
John Rudd & Kevin Poner
Stroud Radio Society
Dragonslayers ORP Club
S.J. Malpass &A.R. Cooper
South Essex ARS

GWONWR/P
G1ORCP
GW1VDF/P

Scars

OSO

Squ

Loc

Ant

a.s.1.1m1

12160

320

38

1093

9108
6989
6132
5010

253

36
29
28
30
29
26
28

1082
1093
1082
1080
1092
1081

J001

2x16Y
2x9Y

27

1082

14Y

315
200
250

25

J001

19,1

55

4x 17Y

455

LTS2+
TS930S

560
635
610
350

FT48OR
FT29OR
FT29OR

.4-2x18Y
2

3
4

6
7

8
9
10
12

G8NJA P
G70C1 P
G4SRS.P
GOBPS
GOOGS

G4RSE P

241

219
167

4611

159

4446
4396
4350
3950

171

157
179

158

2x17Y
2x9Y
13..10Y
17Y
10Y

TX/RX

140

TS711
FT290R2
FT221R
CW
R2
FT29OR
1C271E

Leading single operator stations
Pos Name
5
11

13
14

15
17

25
28
30
32

Dave Hewitt
Peter Lowrie
Mike Baguley
Frank Carter
Tony Crake
Julian Ross

Peter Thompson
Declan Lennon
Mark Tuttle
Bob Razey

Call

Score

GA8ZREJP
G17JYK/P

GW7LOD/P
G7AOU
GOOVA/P

GOLBO/P
G8ODY/P
EI9HO
GOTMT
GOADH/P

OSO
197
158

159
133
127

26
27
24
23
26
24

2121

101

21

2047

89
78
87

23
22
19

1872
1653

t62

Overall Winners

Warrington Contest Group G3CKR/P

Runners Up

North Wales Wafflers

Leading Single Operator

Dave Hewitt

GW8ZRE/P

Runner-up Single Op.

Peter Lowrie

GI7JYK/P

Leading Fixed Station

Dragonslayers QRP Club

Leading English Station

Warrington Contest Group
North Wales Wafflers
Cockenzie & Port Seton ARC

Leading N Ireland Station
Leading Eire Station

Peter Lowrie
Declan Lennon
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a.s.l.lml

TX/RX

7Z

275

TR75IE

13Y

150

FT29OR

082

2x9Y

360

1092

19Y
13Y

FT290R2
TR9000

1091

Leading Stations

Leading Welsh Station
Leading Scottish Station

Ant

1083
1074

Loe

Squ

5122
4266
3888
3657
3458
3048

GWONWR/P

GOBPS

G3CKR/P
GW1 VDF/P

GMOCLN/P

GI7JYK/P
EI9HO

90

1084
1090
1063

9Y

J002

4x50

1091

9Y

2x1IY
13Y

295
800
240
300
40
q0

TR75 I E

TR75IE
FT221R
FT29OR

FTV250
FT221R

Just a reminder that
the 17th PW 144MHz
QRP Contest

will take place

on Sunday

20th June 1999.

The MN [IF E 501111z

Versa Tuner
John Goodall

GOSKR takes a

look at the MFJ
HF & SOMHz

Versa Tuner II

and enjoys

himself 'on the

air' using what
he considers to

be a truly
versatile
antenna tuning

unit!

isneyland has several, Alton Towers has a
few and Blackpool has an enormous
one....what on earth (you may ask) am I
talking about? Well hang on to your hats...as
the answer is a Roller Coaster but of course
it's a 'radio type' rather than a fun ride!

when the external supply is used).
Incidentally....) do wish MFJ would include a suitable
external d.c. plug and lead with this and other units...which
they don't!

The MFJ-969 is an extremely versatile 'roller coaster'
type tuning unit. It operates a 'T' matching network and
the manufacturers claim it will tune almost any known
antenna from 1.8 to 50MHz.
Designed for the modern shack the a.t.u. can operate
from three separate antenna inputs. Two 5011 coaxial
feeds and one separate wire feed can be connected to
the tuner It also has within
its 250mm x 265mm x 90mm
case, a useful dummy load.
(Almost a legal requirement

In Ise
In use, the operator selects the Dummy Load through the
tuner, via the multi position switch on the front panel, and
then sets up the rotary transmitter and antenna controls,
roughly as per the supplied instructions. Next, setting the
rotary inductor control (again roughly as per the
instructions) everything will be ready to fine tune the

many actually own one?).
The front panel, as you
would expect from the MFJ
stable carry the essential
controls for the unit. In the
centre of the front panel, two
rotary tuning capacitor controls
for transmitter and antenna,
together with the multi -way switch
for the various antenna selection.
Additionally, towards the lower edge of the front
panel there are three push on/push off buttons. One red
button, to the extreme left being the main On/Off control
for the unit. Another button controls the power levels
settings of, 30/300W and a PEP /Average button.

as 118.

.1i11..

11

..04,...er

Operation of the
unit couldn't be
simpler. Once you
have whatever
antenna you desire
connected to the
rear connections,
coupled the unit to
13.8V d.c. - the

'world's your
oyster'! (An
internally mounted
PP3 provides power
for the 'peak power'
measuring circuitry
when an external
supply is not
available. This must
be disconnected
24

With a low power setting on the
transceiver, the next stage is to
put a c.w. carrier into the
tuner's dummy load. Then,
by watching the twin cross
needle meter, the rotary
transmitter and antenna
controls are adjusted until
the lowest v.s.w.r. and
highest power readings are

within the station...but how

To the left of the front panel, there's a large easy -to read, 65mm x 45mm dual cross needle SWR/Power meter.
Also on the right hand of the front panel can be found the
large diameter rotary control for the roller coaster.
Above the rotary control can he found the three digit
mechanical numerical
Fig. 1: Internal view of the 'Versatuner' a.t.u. with the 'roller display for the number
coaster' inductor unit at the top and the built-in 50U
of turns counted on
dummy load mounted directly below. The PP3 battery
the roller coaster. Fully
holder is to power the 'peak power level' circuitry and is
clockwise being
only required when a external supply is not available
identified as 000 and
(perhaps during portable operation).
fully counter clockwise

,,mty.

system.

obtained.
If the v.s.w.r. is found to be still a
little high, the rotary inductor control can be adjusted
and the v.s.w.r. will go to almost zero. Next, the antenna
selector switch is turned to the antenna required and the
simple instructions previously mentioned are repeated.
When happy with the results, the settings should be
noted for future use, including of course the Band.
Transmitter, Antenna and Roller Coaster Inductor
positions.
The settings I used for 1.8 through to 28MHz with my
end fed long wire, I have kept - just in case (you never
knowl) - I may just own one some day. The Roller -Coaster
position is simply read off the digital display.

h the Rif
On the air using my 'long wire' antenna and concentrating
on h.f. las nothing was happening on 50MHz) I had great

fun. Normally, using such a simple form of antenna on the
h.f. bands (particularly the higher frequency allocations)
when it comes to working the DX you'll be competing
against beam antennas, But despite this I did very well
indeed - particularly to the USA.
On 18MHz I found that the excellent matching provided
by the unit enabled me to squeeze every last drop of r.f. 'up
the spout'. This resulted in many good long QS0s with
North American stations with consistent reports of '5&8'
(both ways) being given. And I was often using less power
than the other end!
So....I've no doubt you're asking 'what's his opinion'?
And in reply and to answer the question I've got to say the
Versa Tuner is a very powerful and useful unit. and at the
supplied price. I feel it's a snip. And again....I'm wondering
do I really have to send it back?

My thanks go to Waters & Stanton PLC, of 22 Main
Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 40S, Tel: (01702) 206835,
FAX 101702) 205843. for supplying the review unit The
MFJ Versa Tuner II (model No. 969) costs £139 plus
£4 p&p.
PW
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HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS

MAIL ORDER: 0181-951 5781/2

(NEXT DAY DELIVERY £10 TO MOST AREAS)

London showroom 8 Mail Order

W. Midlands showroom

132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL.

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.

Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782

Showroom now quadrupled in size.

rW

Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

(or easy to remember number:- "07000 HAYDON"

t 1s4

ALL ENQUIRIES BY PHONE TO 0181-951-5782

LOW RATE FINANCE AVAILABLE ONLY 19.9% APR
reetactivekt 111F/IIIIF Ateineaven
RECEIVERS
KENWOOD
TS-570DG MkII
Introducing a new performance
level in HF radio technology. Operating on HF with the
new TS-570DC from Kellwood will provide vim with
hours of enjoyment. Sleek ergonomics, computerization.
state-of-the-art DSP, equate to the rig of choice TS-570DG.

£899.00

ONLY

* * * * STAR BUY * * * *

*

Minco DR -I40 2m FM mobile ITM 150%).

OUR PRICE *

f199.95
Optional ext *

fly availahlr *

****************
TM-G707E

TS -870S

frontiers of performance
providing excellent strong
signal handling. high
sensitivity and wide hand coverage. Covers 10kHz
2600MHz.

ONLY

£1189.00
ICOM IC -8500
Next generation wideband
communication receiver covers
0.1-2GHz tall model.

£PHONE

£299.00 "\''

The true IF DSP radio for the connoisseur.
ONLY

The AR -5000 advances the

Dual hand mobile with
detachable head and
optional wide hand Rs.

KENWOOD
C

AR -5000

*

£1649.00

FT -8100R

IC -756

PCR- 1 000

.

?;:,-)

The ultimate HE. 6m

ONIY

£1495.00

AR7030 plus

2m all mode.

AN: MA-Ms 1R1 sPE( IAL

SCOOP PURCHASE

Our best selling mid priced hf
transceiver with tint - 2m.

With free notch filter & noise
blanker & telescopic antenna.

£349.95

£Censored

TM-G71E

ONLY

2m + 70cm transceiver with optional
wide band Rs.

IC -706 MkII DSP
LIS's best selling FIE transceiver
with 6 + 2m.

/k

DJ-G5E
2m + 70cm transceiver with optional
wide band Rx.
OUR PRICE

HE + 6 + 4 2m 70cm
transceiver tall model.

EUK's lowest price

£229.00

YAESU FT -920

Miniature dual hand transceiver with
wideband Rx.

£Censored

£Phone
FT -50R 2m 70cm II

FT-1000MP
=YAESU

£Phone

Il tor

The latest all mode innovation in handles.
There's too mann features to list.

£349.00
our price £269.00

AR8000

MVT-7100

£199.00

ICOM IC-Q7E

Soft case for MVT.7100

Miniature dual hand transceiver with wide
band Rx. 30m-1300MHz. (No gaps).

Soft case for MNT9000

INTRO OFFER

DX -70TH

£CENSORED
Alinco CI
Mince C4
Hora C408

AR8200

£219.00

ALINCO

£649.00

2m hand-held to clear
70cm hand-held to clear
70cm hand-held

429.111)

£649.00

OUR PRICE

`X -1R

HF + 6m transceiver.

our price

AR3000A

£239.00

YAESU FT -847

£879.00

FRG -100 + PSU

ONLY'

£Censored

ONLY

£249.00

FT-290RII

IC -746

Transceiver with CTCSS & CIA' filter. 16891111.

mode).1.349780'.

0

transceiver on the market.

Computer receiver.
100kHz-1300MHz (all

£19.99

£319.95

MST -9000

£19.99

ICOM IC -R2
Miniature wideband hand-held scanner fusers
0.5-1300MHz (AM, FM. WFM).

£89.95
£89.95

ONLY

£139.00
FREE P&P

£85.00

RECOMMENDATION AND PRICE ARE TWO GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY FROM US!
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RECOMMENDATION AND PRICE ARE TWO GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY FROM US!

(ASE COMEAU

',puts°

* * NEW LOW PRICES * *
QT -S2 GF 111MHz 4.5dB (86" I

154.95

QT -S70 GF 70cm 5dB (60")
TSB -3608 CF 50/144/70, 2.15/6.2, 8.4dBi gain

£34.95
£59.95

TSB -3315 GE 144/70, 8.5/1IdB (5.4m)
TSB -3301 GF 144/70,6.5/9dB (3m)
TSB -3302 GE 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (I.7m)
TSB -3303 CF 144/70, 3;6d8 (1.1m)

£99.95

Q-TEK
PENETRATOR
IttifillIff111/111:'''''''
* 1.8 - 60Milz HE vertical

D -308B BLACK DELUXE

2-TEK INTREPID - Half waves

TSA-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70 (N/N259)
TSA-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/70 (PL/2595)
CFX-514 Triplexer (6,210) (Coax)

ATU". (IkW),
ITP40

MOBILE ANTENNAS f6.3oddiv.7
TSM-1612 6 2'70 (2.15 6 8.4dB) 2.IM
DB-7900 144:70 ans, (5 7.6dB) I.5m
DB-770M 144/70 cms, (3 5.5dB) 1m

154.95

144/70 ails, (2.15 /3.8d13) .41ans
DB-EL2E 144MHz, Nhs, 4.5dB (1.8m)
DB-285
144MHz, kilts, 3.4dB (1.3m)

£19.95

DB-1304

ACCESSORIES

single band end fed wire antenna - "requires no

£29.99

124.95

ITP-20

DELUXE G5RV Multi -stranded plastic
coated heavy duty antenna wire. AB
parts reusable. Stainless steel and
galvanised fittings. Full size - 102ft.

£15.95

0.4E39.95

Its'P L2.50 on the following

MT -I301

Half size 5I ft. Only. 1:.z 1.95

MT -3302

4-7Elf
2m

2m
2m
70cm
70cm

2m

5ele (boom 45" '9d/1d)
7ele (boom 60"/I IdBd)
I2ele (boom 126"/13.8dBd)

1.36.95

7ele (boom 28"/ IldBd)
I2ele (boom 48"/13.8dBd)

£24.95

2m
2m

2m

4m
4m
6m

6m
70cm
70cm

5ele (boom 63" '9dBd)
Bele (boom 125"/ I IdEd)
I tele (boom 186" 12.7dBd)
5ele crossed (boom 64"/9dBd(
Bele crossed (boom 126"/IldBd)
3ele (boom 45" 7dBd)
5ele (boom 128" 9dBd)
3ele (boom 72", 7dBd)
5ele (boom 142" /Wad)
13ele (boom 76" I2dBd)
I3ele crossed (boom 83"/I2dIld)

£45.95

£69.95
£44.95

4.36.0:y

£46.95
£65.95
£69.95

£85.95
£39.95

10mtr

£69.95

Ci6.95
155.95

HB9CV (boom 12")

£16.95

HB9CV (boom 20")
HB9CV (boom 22.5")
HB9CV (boom 32.5")
HB9CV (boom 52")

£19.95
£29.95

PL -40
PL -20

PL -6m
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Enamelled
Hard drawn
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC)

Extra H duty (Clear coated)
Flexweave (H/duty)
Flexweave H/duty (20 ours)
Flexweave (PVC coated 20 nibs)

F-303YP
F-303RP

£21.95
£19.95
£19.95

Inn SOmtt
tots)

£12.00 P&P £5
18.95 P&P £5
122.00 P&P £5

/30.00 P&P £5

I. I S 'I",

tit.,r,

8 pin "kenwood" round
8 pin "Icom" round
Modular "Yaesu" phone
Modular "Kenwood" phone
Modular "Icom" phone

tlb q-,

Eliot;
th.,1",

tit. ,r,

Free standing tripod for the above telescopic

masts £84.95 P&P£10
P&P £6
GUY WIRE KITS
Standard kits (complete with wire)
1:22.91
£25.95
Heavy duty kits (complete with wire)
MAST HEAD PL
Easy to fit pulley with mast
£7.10 P&P 11.50
clamp lup to 2")

522.95 P&P £2
£22.95 P&P £2
£22.95 P&P £2

Q-TEK TRAPS

SECTIONAL MASTS can*, (8.50
4 x 5 foot aluminium sections each swaged at one end.

Traps

80 mtrs

Traps

10 nur,
15 mtrs
20 mtrs

Traps
Traps

£25.00 P&P £4
125.00 P&P £4
123.00 P&P £4
£25.00 P&P £4

Traps

011 P&P £4

-,==.11MMOI

114" dia £19.95

" dia

I

1

Q-TEK WINCHES
1001.11

QW-800

800LB

£39.95

QW-1000

1000LB

£49.95

OA 200

1200LB

121.00
127.00
131.00
136.00

£25.95

QW-(400

1400 LB.."

.145.00

£29.95

'=mo

." dia 136.95

2" dia

BRAM. %INCHES AVAILOLE

£16.9-,

8 mtrs £69.95 12 mtrs £99.95 tam., i10.00

£13.00 P&P £5
£16.00 P&P £5

QW-400

£20.95

£9.95

TELESCOPIC Mitt.STS

111.1. p&p

10 mtrs

£16.95

19.95

5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2 2" in diameter
and finishing with a top section of 114" diameter we
offer a S metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is
supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for
locking the sections when erected. The closed height
of the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre
version at 10 feet. All sections are extruded
aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

Wound on femte rod and encapsulated into a dipole
centre with an S0239 socket. Brass terminals form the
balun output and stainless steel screw eyes offer an
anchor point for the ends of the antenna. Ratio power

4.1 Balun
6.1 Balun

£9.95

P&P 13.50
Supplied with two pin molded plug will fit Alinco Yaesu Standard ,ADI /
Icom hand helds).
Optional leads (P&P £1.50).
F.3035
8 pin "Standard" round
F -303Y
8 pin -Yaesu" round

Q-TEK BALUNS

rating is 1000 watts.
1.1 Balun

£9.95

19.95

£24.95

size G5RV

COPPER ANTENNA WIRE

19.95

A high quality headset that will fit most hand portable
and most HF & VHF UHF tots via optional interface.

and convert it to a full size. £22.95 P&P £2

£65.95

END FED HALF WAVES
Ground plane free
4m
Length 92" (S0239)
fim
Length 126" (50239)
2m
Length 52" (S0239)
70cm
Length 26" IN -type)

80mtr inductors. Add them to Lour

136.95

Easy to mount 111, mobile whips ready to go with P4259 fining.

80m whip I approx I.5m long)
40m whip (approx I.3m long)
20m whip (approx 1.5m long)
6m whip (approx 1.2m long)

51ft

49.95

P8cP £5.00
Yam' lead)
OPTIONAL LEADS (P&P £1.50)

U-120 headset

F-3031

124.00 P&P £6
121.00 P&P £6

102ft

1M-08

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS

149.95

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
PL -80

AM -08

F -303K

STANDARD G5RV

£59.95

Q-TEK HB9-CV
70cm
2mtr
4mtr
6mtr

1-08

F -3031P

Q-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
2m

Carnage £6.00.

Full size
Half size

Q-TEK ZL SPECIALS

£69.95 P&P £6
159.95 P&P £6
£19.95 P&P £6

ALSO AVAILABLE IN OTHER RANDS. PLEASE PHONE.

£29.95

H Duty Slag Mnt + Coax ...Top Quality £24.95
Hr Duty Hatch Trunk Mnt. lop Quality £24.95
CF-BPF2 2m band pass filter
£49.95
Q-Tek
6m band pass filter
£42.95

K-08

1'M-08

80m version (40.7m)
40m version (20.3m)
20m version (10.1m)

Super quality. (Supplied with 8 pin pre -wired

8 pin "Alinco" round
8 pin "Kellwood" round
8 pin "Icom" round
Modular phone "Alinco"
Modular phone "Yaesu"
Modular phone "Icom"

A-08

ACCESSORIES NIP £2.50 on the following

ITP-80

C

1 EAFLET

ONLYi150.00 delivery £10

139.95
£29.95

DESK MIC (with up zdovntl.

SEND SAL
FOR

* 15 foot high
* No ATU or ground radials required

/54.95

124.95
119.95
136.95

REA9SIE7$

411-711 deCCESSORIES

£45.95

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASE PLATES
2"
6"
9"
12"

18"
24"

Mast base plate

1:12.011 P&P £5

Stand off
Stand off
T&K Brackets
T&K Brackets
T&K Brackets

£6.95 P&P f5
£8.95 P&P £5
£12.00 P&P £8
£1s.00 P&P £8
£20 00 P&P £8
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NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS
RECHARGEABLE ALKALINE CELLS
OPTO MINI
RANGER 811
Starter kit includes charger & 4 x AA cells.
INEasy to tune HF linear
SCOUT
amplifier. (Up to 800 watts).
£13.49. £2 P&P.
Frequency counter with
reaction tune covers 10MHz-

ONLY

1.4GHz.

£895.00

ONLY

(Interest free credit availabk)

£169.00

L89.95

OUR ma

our price 1:94.93

Portable PSU

PS -200

WC-300DLP
UK's most popular 300W ATU
with bunt -in dummy load.

con cm

SPECIAL OFFER o,.U J JO
Special offer

MFJ.949

£139.95

CUSHCRAFT PRODUCTS
R-6000 6-20 meters
R-7000 10-40 meters

£275.01)

10. 15, 20 meters 7 ele yagi
10, 15, 20 meters 9 ele yagi
10, 15, 20 meters 3 ele yagi

X-7
X-9
A-35

Be protected this summer! In -line
lightning surge protector.

1 9 .99

COAX SWITCHES
CX-40I 'N'

4 way (SO -239)
4 way (N TYPE)

CX-201

2 way (S0-239)

CX-401

AN -100

CX-201 'V 2 way (N -type)

P&P £1

Tectovz micro counter
£89.95
TNG100 Optional antenna
£6.99
Opto Cub
our price £119.95
Opto Scout
our price £349.95
R-11 Intercepter
our price £299.95
Opto Xplorer
our price £795.00
Opto Lynx computer interface
£129.95
Micro DIME decoder
£89.95
New Mini Scout
our price £169.00

£289.00
111 MONTS
SALE

SGG231 HF + 6m Smartuner

Meter (200W) (50239)

£3-1.9", p&p £1

t.19 ,1; p&p £1

DL -60 * Dummy load * DC-500MHz * 60W max

* PL -259 fitting t16.99 P&P

I

- THEAI(DctAsIsoly4611

Navigator
Cigar power lead
Active magrnount antenna

HF digital SW11 analyser + 1.8-170MHz

MFJ-949
MFJ-969
MFJ-9620

MS -107 Fist microphone to fit Kenwood. Yaesu,

£16.95
+

I P&P

I PIJASE SPECITY woe, or RADIO MIL\ ORIMUM. I

MFJ-418

I,

amplifier 2-5W input. 30W output
(for 5W ip). Turn your handheld into
a mobile for under £50
RRP

£49.95

P&P £3.50

T.2602

DB-770H

2m 70cm 23cm
(2 3 53dB) flexible

High gain 2m + 70cm
telescopic antenna
with widehand
receive.
OUR PRICE

antenna with
wideband receive
(14" long BNC).
OUR PRICE

£24.95
P&P £1

P&P £1

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand helds. Can be worn on the
belt or attached to the quick release body

holster. ri

1-1

Waterproof case for handheld

0(1.09 P&P £1

QS -200
Mounts on the air vent grille on a car
dashboard to allow easy and safe
operation of most handhelds.

300W ATU + dummy load
HF + 6m ATU
1.5kW versa tuna

549-7849 DSP filter

Ai
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This Ear/Mir rows with an "mei the ear-ear/we ILI EP -30f)

ONLYi18900P&P£5

CW tutor

£139.95
£179.95
£279.95
£239.95
£79.95

nd HF mobile antenna system (with
interchanging cable whips). RRP £39.95.
Antennailength: 130cm. Longest whip: 100cm.
Fitting: 8 UNF base. Frey cot.: 20-10m (incl
W.ARCt. Max power 200W PEP. (can be used for
base by adding 1.4 wave radials).
5

E19.95

(,..0Over

1....Gel°w £19.95

counter, resistance meter.

9a-TEK HF-M5

£129.95
120,0(1

the ear earpiece with lapel mic &
PTT. Fits lienwood. Alinco, l'aesu or Icom.
P&P El

+P&Pil

SCOOP PURCHASE

ouRma£319.95
(.PS -12

£449.00

MFJ-259 MkII

GARMIN
GPS-III
Latest UK version complete
with moving map of UK &
Europe. /044910.

P&P1

£22.95

Superb ATU will work with
any HF transceiver. 1.849.

As above with N -type

Fits
Yaesu or (corn.

Nissei EP -300T

AC

111

SGC-230

RS -40N

RS -502

£24.95

A linco,

NB --30W 2M FM handheld

sic MOWS

RS -40

RS -10l

our price £169.00
our price £119.95
our price £199.95

OPTOELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS

(P&P f3.001

1.8.150MHz (200W)
159.95 p&p £5
125-525MHz (200W)
159.95 p&p £5
1.8-60MHz (3kW)
179.95 p&p £5
1.8-525MHz 4200W)
£99.95 p&p
144 430MHz Pocket PWR. SWR

nwood.

Icom & Alinco.

£235.00

SALE PRICE
R-861 SW portable with RDS
ATS-818
RC -828 SW portable with cassette

£49.95
154.95
£18.95
£24.95

NISSEI
METERS
RS402

£54.95

SONY SW -55E

Nitta METERS

RS-IO2

SALE PRICE
Active atrial 100E

Superb quality portable SW
receiver with 125 presets. 100Hz
step tuning for shortwave.
Includes compact antenna, stereo
headphones and carry case. RRP £999:95

£649.01)

SP -350V

INTRO PRICE

£149.95

£329.00
1449.00
£329.00

Hanging typeearphone with

£250. RRP Orr

1.46.93

iVECTRONICS

EP -320
lillito

Award winning miniature portable
SW receiver. Its performance is
brilliant for its size. The best
shortwave receiver for under

23-30 amp power
supply with variable volts (315). Dual meters (Volts +
amps). The UKs best selling
power supply. RRP £90:957

CE Approved

#4111(L accessowes

SONY SW -100E

P-2512 `114'

Watson W.25

rrcherged with thu charger.

Extra cells availabel
4 x AA 15.99.4 x AAA £6.25.
Rechargeable Alkaline. No memory effects. I.5V cells.
3 x capacity of nicads.
NO QUIBBLE WARRANTY

SW PRMSLES

IF ACCESSORIES

NEW MODEL

Maw note that wily the .pedal 414 ctin be

SPECIAL PRICE

£29.95. Del £4.50

4,

£9.95

MA -339 mobile holder for hand -fields

P&P E2

0.99 P&P £2

ii,ullv adjustable desk top stand fur use
with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly
I FAI) with BNC & S0239 connectors
OUR PRICE

i19.95

P&P £2

EP -300
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

4t)£9.95

+ P&P El
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1999 Ham Radio Product Guide is avai a

NOW

* The foremost equipment guide on radio communications
* 240 high quality printed A4 pages.
* Over 1000 detailed colour photographs
* Nearly 2000 products
* Full specification details and descriptions
* Technical articles and editorial
* Lots of useful information

240

Pages

re,'"

* FREE Cash discount vouchers Je-

E2.95

Plus £1 postage

Cut along line and send in sealed envelope to : Waters & Stanton PLC 22. Main Road. Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS

Please rush me a copy of your 1999 "Radio & Beyond" Full Catalogue & Product Guide
Name

Address

Charge £3.95 to
No.

credit card

Expiry

Cheque Enclosed for £3.95

Postal Order Enclosed for £3.95

Signature

Phoned Orders 0500 73 73 88

The Rev.

George Dobbs
G3RJV has

something up

his sleeve for
short wave
listening this
month. It
comes in the
form of an
'active
antenna' or as
George says:

"...A useful

little box for
the listener"
accompanied

by the
compulsory
quote of

NIP° on rho

Practical

0

a
ne of my
favourite little receivers
is my Sony ICF-SW100.

It's a diminutive little
radio which
offers a host
of facilities.
It has travelled many miles
with me, offering anything
from World Service in far
off places to the 'Test
Match Special' in the church
vestry!
I can receive a surprising
amount on the built-in telescopic
aerial (antenna in PW'style'!) but it

course!

This month's project...an 'Active
Antenna'.

"aerial: add. boloogiog to the air: OXiStifIg in the air:
Oft1010d1 - O.

capable of
[L.

also comes with a reel -out wire version to help
secure those weaker stations on the short wave
bands. I did not opt to buy the matching AN -100A
Active Antenna because I thought it rather
expensive.
On one of my visits to the Dayton
HamVention, Roy Lewellen W7EL, admired the
little radio playing World Service in my Hotel
room. So much so, that he bought one at a
discount booth at the HamVention!
The following year, Roy and his wife came to
stay with us here in Rochdale, prior to travelling to
the Friedrichshafen radio exhibition. Roy and Beth
arrived bearing gifts and my gift was the AN -100A
Active Antenna and it has been put to useful
service in more recent trips away from home.

Useful firgenna
It occurred to me that it might be useful to have a
small general purpose active antenna for times
when I might have a receiver and be without an
antenna. The requirements seemed to be for a
small whip antenna, or similar, to feed a radio
frequency Ir.f.) amplifier capable of around 20 to
30 dB of gain.
Too much gain and local
noise, or even internal
amplifier noise, becomes a
problem and too little gain
and it will serve little
purpose. The short
antenna will offer a high
Input impedance and the
'input will probably need
to be low impedance to
suit most receiver inputs.
Just before his
untimely death last year,
Doug DeMaw W1FB, and I often
discussed circuits via E-mail. An active antenna
was one of the topics we discussed and the little
circuit here owes much to Doug's ideas.
(Incidentally...) have a whole folder of such
exchanges and I hope to give them an airing in
this column from time to time).

[ONO aerial) aoq exposed mire

folidifig or feCEIVifIg an elOCtfOITIdgOO[IC IlldVB.

HI, dill"

Chamber's EtlIff101OgiCd1 giCMOOdfll

-to

Short vote

or whip

Fig. 1: Circuit of G3RJV's 'Active Antenna' project.
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The Circuit
The circuit of the Active Antenna is shown in Fig.
1. It's a two -stage amplifier using a field effect
transistor (f.e.t.) followed by a bipolar transistor.
The f.e.t. stage offers a high impedance to the
small antenna. I chose not to use the usual
telescopic whip but mounted a socket for a short
wire antenna. Apart from saving the cost of a
telescopic whip, this has several advantages: for
example the length of wire can be varied
according to the desired amount of signal pick-up,
the wire can be moved around for best reception
and the unit is smaller.
The f.e.t., Tr1, is art MPF102 but the common
2N3819 would also do the job. Be careful about
the lead -out placement, that of the MPF102 is
rather odd, but readers following G3XFD's 'Radio
Basics' series in PWwill already be familiar with
this budget -priced 'old favourite' device!
In the circuit, Tr1 is biased by choice of the
source resistor and a 1mH r.f. choke which
provides a load at the f.e.t.'s drain. Although no
large signals are involved here, it's wise practice
with these f.e.t. amplifiers to keep the input
physically away from the output.
The bipolar r.f. amplifier, Tr2, uses shunt
29

practical
feedback between the base and collector and the
non by-passed emitter resistor also provides
some degenerative feedback. Most common
transistors will serve for Tr1 although it should
have a fairly high frequency gain.

Matching Output
A small r.f. transformer provides the matching
for the output of Tr2 to the typically low
impedance found in receiver input circuits. I
opted for a very simple choice, a transformer
wound on a small 'pig nose' ferrite former.
The ferrite formers are those little
things with two holes that look rather
like a pig's nose when viewed end
on (often referred as 'binocular
ferrite cores). Mine was out of To Collector Tr2
the junk box collection but if
To R9
you have to buy one, JAB
Electronics sell small Fair -Rite two hole beads,
which should serve the purpose.
The diagram. Fig. 2 (above), shows the
winding of the transformer. The primary is 12
turns of 30s.w.g. enamelled copper wire and the
secondary is 2 turns wound from the opposite
end. The diagram also shows how the
connections are made to the transformer. (More
sophisticated constructors might like to make a
trifilar wound 4:1 r.f. transformer but the simple
arrangement I used appears to work well).
Ugh] Rule
My prototype was built 'ugly' style, as you can
see from the photograph in Fig. 3. The circuit
was made up on a small piece of blank printed
circuit board (p.c.b.) material.
The transistors are mounted 'legs -up' (in
'dead bug' fashion) and they, with the
decoupling capacitors, provide the anchor points
for the other components. Point-to-point wiring
and short leads follow the rules of good radio
frequency (r.f.) practice.
The board is soldered to the bottom of a
tobacco or other suitable tin, with 3mm socket
for the antenna wire and a phono socket for the
output. There is room inside my box for a PP3
battery with a small on -off switch. 11 bent some
copper wire and soldered it in place to hold the
battery away from the electronics).
I tried the Active Antenna, with success, on
several receivers....some of them quite
interesting. (I like unusual receivers).

First Test
My first test was with the Atlas RX110, an
unusual but interesting receiver of the late
1970s. Quite advanced for its age, it has a diode
ring first mixer and excellent bandpass filtering
on the input. Incidentally...) came by mine in a
rather odd manner!
The RX110 has a matching TX110
Transmitter Converter, a small add-on which
converts it into a c.w. and s.s.b. transceiver
running about 15W output. I found one of the
TX110 units on a stall at a radio rally and bought
it for the power amplifier.
After buying it I then wondered if I could get
the matching receiver and a request on the
Internet yielded three people who were willing
to sell one - odd because not a lot were made. I
managed to obtain a good one at a very
reasonable price and it works remarkably well
for its age.
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My second test was done on my Davco DR -30
Receiver, an exceptionally beautiful receiver of
around the same vintage. It was the first receiver
to use f.e.t.s and it's built into a beautiful compact
case with the band -switching arrangement
mounted in milled aluminium.
The DR -30 sold for over $300 in the 1970s and
I coveted them at the time. Again they are quite
rare beasts but I managed to
To receiver find one a few years ago.
To chassis

4~1

WT1Ot7

Rick Campbell, KK7B, says
of his DR -30 that it confirms
his father's advice about

women: "the most beautiful
are not always the best"!

I think the performance of the DR -30
is inferior to many receivers I have owned.
However, it certainly is a fine piece of machinery
and it seemed to like the Active Antenna.
Recently I acquired a very well built valve
tuned radio frequency (t.r.f.) receiver from a
'Silent Key' sale. It was 'The real thing': a 1-v-2
well built in a handsome steel case with Denco
plug-in coils. I bought it for old times sake and it's
great fun to use. And although t.r.f. receivers can
be very fussy about what they have attached to
their inputs...the Active Antenna yielded amateur
signals on 3.5MHz and a good range of broadcast
stations.
So this simple little circuit appears to be at
home with a variety of receivers and is a useful
extra item to have for casual listening without
resort to a larger antenna. By following my
success...by getting busy with that soldering iron
you too could have your own 'Active Antenna.
Good listening!
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Fig. 2 (left):
Details for
preparing
the r.f.
transformer
(T1) for use
in the

CO
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project. (Sep

'Component
Suppliers'
for
information
on obtaining
'pig nose'
ferrite
cores).
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Fig. 3: Internal view of the project illustration the 'Ugly'
style of construction adopted by G3RJV (see text).
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Component Sources
JAB Electronic Components,
PO Box 5774, Great Barr, Birmingham B44 8PJ.
Tel: 0121-682-7045.
Syon Trading of 16 the Ridegway, Fetcham,
Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AZ: (see their advert on
page 19 in this issue) can supply the MPF 102 f.e.t.s fur
45p each, and the BC182 transistors for 10p each plus
postage (usually 35p or so for six MP102s). Suitable ferrite
cores are also stocked.

(Please mention you saw the reference in PW.
Editors
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS
www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk
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Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
VISA
-§11
Tr 01327 260178

Build Your Station in Easy Stages!
DC2000 SSB Sr CW Receiver Kit
n? peg

At!,,

experienced QRPer. Plug-in oand system

DC2000 Kit. £22.90 (one band module included). Extra band module kits:
f7 90
HA22R ,'
'pictured top left): £18.90.
r

r

TX2000 QRP Transmitter Kit
5W CW RF output iadjustattle) on160 to 20M bands, about 1W on 10M. Plugin band filter. Very clean signal. Use with Rx and linking module for transceive

TX2000 Kit: £24.90 (with one band filter). Extra band filter kits: £6.90 each
HA23R hardware pack (pictured lower left): £16.90

LM2000 Linking Module

ircr

...;
80M bands as standard. Optional ext'
plug-in band modules available. Can link to
TX2000 or AT160 for transceive (by adding

LM2000 linking module). Versatile and
popular. with great performance!

.,,smitter. Side -tone, muting, IRT, CW fitter. Kit 16.30

Fits in

S.SI3 llc c

DX1(20

Total to build this QRP Station: £99.90 (plus postage)

DXR20 Krt. £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HASOR hardware pack: £28 90

Enjoy the fun of home built equipment with HOWES KITS!
Top Value Receiving ATVs
UTU8: covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Efficient, flexible "T match"
cult 50239 sockets. Improve your antenna performance!
Actory Built: E49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

MIME.

-HOWES
crystal

r

'1-U9: as CPUS plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rit

Minto

=

Audio Filter - £29.80!
Clean up your reception!
Reduce noise and interference!
Sharp
SSB I Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF
ed and punched front panel All aluminium

Simply connects between radio and external loudspeaker or headphone
Suits receivers & transceivers ASL5 Kit plus HASOR hardware: f29.80

actory Built: E69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware': £39.90.

ACCESSORY KITS
AA2

Active Antenna t 50kHz to 30MHz

AA4

25 to 1300MHz Active Antenna
118 tot 37MHz Active Antenna
FIX Antenna SelectorrAttenuator
Internal 158 & CW Fifter for our RAs

El9 90

DFD5

E18 80

SPA4

£27 90
EIO 50

ST2

5 Meter for direct conversion Axs

EIO 90

XM I

A8118
ASU8
CSI.4

0(52
C8A2

E8

Counter Lune,(fit to Rs to feed OFD5) E5 90

DF 04

Add-on Digital Readout for superhets E49 90
Digital Frequency Counter/Readout
E54 90
Scanner Preamp 4 to 1300MHz
F15 90
Morse Side-torte/Practice Oscillator
£9.80

5W830 SWR/Power Indicator 30W 1-200MHz El3 90
Crystal Calibrator, 8 intervals

'dent £16 .90

loplogar haideare packs are avarlabe to sun many of
the above kris, please enquire,
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Please add £4.00 P&P. or £1.50 P&P 1-or electronics kits without hard,, arc.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations. full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales. constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during once hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets, or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website (URL at top) UK delivery is normally within seven days

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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The Isom ICE746 HE & VHF Transciever
Richard Newton
GORSN, PW's

resident 'hand
held' and

'mobile'
reviewer takes
a look at the
Icom IC746

and v.h.f. all

he now well established Icom IC -706
has long been the topic of
conversation in radio stores, at rallies
and in many radio clubs across the
land. And I'm pleased to say that
GORSN is the proud owner of an IC -706
Mark I and has had the pleasure of
reviewing both the Mark 1 & 2 for PW.

the IC -706 the controls are easy to get to grips
with. The radio is certainly in the very 'user
friendly' class.
The rear panel carries the power socket and
several sockets for accessories such as linear
amplifiers and external a.a.t.u. It also has
three S0239

So, my interest was more than stirred
when I heard people talking about the 'base
station' version of the IC -706. A few carefully
placed questions revealed that the radio they
were referring to was the Icom IC -746.
The IC -746 was said to have the versatility
of the IC -706 but more functions and more
power on 144MHz. Could this be true...)
asked myself? Fortunately, the statement
turned out to be true and I was also asked to
review the new transceiver for PW!
The Icom IC -746 is a very promising bit of
kit. It boasts transmit capability on Amateur
Radio bands from 1.8MHz to 144MHz
(including 50MHz, but excluding 70MHz). It
receives from 300kHz to 60MHz and 144146MHz.

Also on offer from the IC -746 is a

mode

transceiver.

completely adjustable power output from
5 to 100W on all bands and modes, except
amplitude modulation (a.m.) where the
highest output that can be achieved is
40W! It also has digital signal processing
(DSP) and an automatic antenna tuning unit
(a.a.t.u.l built in. After reading the details...
could not wait to get it out of the box and
see if it lived up to my expectations!

I

Base Rdh(111101S1011

The Icom IC -746 is referred to as the base station
version of the IC -706. It's powered by 12V d.c. and
measures 287mm wide by 120mm high by
316.5mm deep, thus retaining a certain portability
and even has a built-in carrying handle.
The first thing that struck me when I opened the
packaging was just how good the transceiver
looks. The display is huge, the frequency read-out
is very clearly and plainly displayed and I thought

that information provided on the display was well

Digital Signal Piocessing

set out.

Let's now look at the digital signal processing
facilities on the radio. The DSP function digitally
transposes receive audio components in all modes
of operation, and is done at the 'digital i.f.' stage of
the radio.
Included in the IC -746 are the following DSP
functions:
Noise reduction: This automatically reduces
various different types of background /white noise
and at the same time identifies and enhances

I think that the transceiver's front panel is also
well thought out and controls are clearly labelled
and spaced to allow easy operation. Owners
andior operators of the IC -706 will definitely see
some similarities here, as the way in which
frequency steps and fast tuning is achieved,
memory writing and retrieval and menu operation
are all basically the same.

However, for those unfamiliar with the use of
32

type antenna
connections, and
one of these is a
dedicated 145MHz
(v.h.f.) antenna.
The other two antenna sockets are
both h.f. and 50MHz connections. They are labelled
'1' and '2' respectively and can be switched from
the front panel by the touch of a button. (The a.a.t.u.
will work on either of the h.f./50MHz sockets but
does not work on the 145MHz socket.
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received signal.

Audio Peak Filter/Auto Notch Filter (APF):

controls would be very near impossible and frankly
quite boring so I will concentrate on the ones that
caught my eye.
The meter on the front panel simultaneously
shows output

The APF is .ised in the c.w. mode only. It changes
the receive frequency response by boosting a
particular
frequency for
power, s.w.r.
better
and automatic
reception.
"ft also has digital signal processing [DSP] and an level control
Using this
IALC) readings.
function, three
On other
'booster' pass
transceivers I've
automatic dfl[01111d tilf1111g unit [d.d.t.U.iUR Ir.
hands are
owned and
selectable,
operated it was
these are 80/160/320Hz. The actual centre peak
necessary to select them individually, so in this case
frequency is fully adjustable from 300 to 900Hz
I found it useful to be able to monitor all three at
manually.
once.
The Automatic Noise Filter (ANF) is used in
It's very simple to move to an amateur band on
s.s.b., f.m and a.m. modes. It will eliminate
the IC -746. All of the bands are pre-programmed
three beat tones, such as tuning
into a keypad on the front panel. But Icom do not
whistles....even if they are
stop there and apart from giving the operator 99
moving (changing
memory channels, one call channel and two scan
frequency).
edge memories, the manufacturers have also
Some of this may seem a
assigned three memories to each band that they call
little daunting or confusing
'stacking registers'. They are overwritten on a
to the less technical
rotational basis, remembering the last three
operation frequencies and modes in each band.
An example of using the stacking registers took
place when I selected the 14MHz band by pressing
the band button. The frequency of 14.325MHz
u.s.b. was then displayed.
There was an interesting station but I wanted
to quickly tune the band so I pressed the same
button a second time. I used this setting to tune
around, before pressing it for a third time I
checked 14.150 in RTTY mode, for any RTTY
activity.
Having found nothing I pressed the same button
again, this took me directly to 14.350MHz u.s.b. It
sounds rather like a mouthful, but it really is super
if (like mel you do more listening than talking.
(Although some of my listeners may not agree!)
The IC -746 also has a Band Scope. Icom describe
it as "a simple band scope". This description is
accurate. It's a hit of fun and can be set to
continuously sweep a given width of frequencies
using different steps, or to do one complete sweep
and then stop. It gives a visible representation of
the activity found. However it cuts off the received
audio while it is sweeping, thus its practical use is,
in my opinion, greatly reduced.
operator...however, in simple terms DSP
functions, when mastered are fantastic! And from
The automatic a.t.u.s has got to be the next thing
experience I can tell you that both of these
I mention in detail. These things never cease to
functions proved to be wonderful when operating.
amaze me!
Another 'interference busting' weapon in the IC Although there is a certain satisfaction in
746 armoury is the Twin Pass Band Tuning IPBTI
twiddling and tuning, it can be rather frustrating.
facility. This adjusts the bandwidth on both of the
Especially when that really interesting station says
receiver's i.f. filters, and when both are used in
".... Now going QRT" just as you have managed to
separate directions the pass band can be shifted to
tune the antenna system, having been locked in
move away from a close but undesired signal.
mortal combat with it for over 10 minutes!
When used both in the same direction it acts as an
With the IC -746 you touch a button, which is
followed by a whirr, a click and then a few moments
i.f.s shift. (Incidentally, there's a rather useful
visible graphic representation of how the filter is
later you're in business'
working on the front panel display).
Here in my Bournemouth QTH I have a long wire
of about 22m long, fed with 50t . coaxial cable via a
balun. The a.a.t.0 successfully tuned this from 1.8 to
Where 10 RorP
29MHz, although it did struggle at 29MHz...but since
It's so difficult to decide where to start a review
I never achieved a match using my manual a.t.u. I'm
with radios like the IC -746. It offers the operator so
not complaining!
much...for example there's VOX, voice
compression and electronic keying, a monitor
Oo the Hit
switch so that you can monitor your own
transmitted audio or c.w. and shifted
When I went on the air I was more than a little
transmit/receive.
surprised that the a.a.t.0 tuned my bit of wire on
1.8MHz. I enjoy 'Top Band 'but have never really
There is of course the a.a.t.u., pre -amplifier and
signal atennuation. However, to mention all the
had the time, space or patience to erect a decent
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Fig. 1: Close up of the
comprehensive, front
panel display while
working on v.h.f. (See
text)

antenna system for
the band. Still, as
the transceiver's
a.a.t.u. had kindly
matched my
antenna I felt
obliged to at least
give it a go!
So, I listened
around 1.960MHz and
found two very strong
signals, Mike
GMOCME, and Philip
G4FBG. I called 'Break'
(a little difficult to do
with my tongue in my
cheek...but I managed
it!l. To my amazement,
Mike gave me an
excellent report from Fraserburgh in the
Grampian Region, in the north east of Scotland
and Phillip was also able to give me a good report
from Stockport.
Both Mike and Philip were complementary
about the audio from the IC -746. I was pleased
with this result considering I am situated in
Bournemouth on the South Coast and I was
running about 10W!
I also had some fun on 7MHz. Here I worked

GB2HWG, the International Girl Guide
Fig. 2: Internal view of
(corn IC -746.

station...'real DX' at Foxlease in the New Forest
near Lyndhurst (approximately 20km away). I also
received a 5 and 9 report from Alan GI3INVVM,

Belfast and had a very nice chat with Mickey who
was operating GB4FCF, which was a special
event station for Fingringhoe Church Fete near to
Colchester. Mickey told me that my audio was
"very nice indeed".
While operating on the 7MHz band I
encountered a ORM problem. This is when c.w.
stations move up the band into the s.s.b. portion.
It's a very crowded band and when you are talking
to a marginal station a huge c.w. signal is perhaps
not what you want when you're in the s.s.b.
section.
So, I decided to put the Auto Notch Filter (ANF)
to the test. I pushed the button and the
599+ 18w.p.m. c.w. station that had
been there had gone! Thinking he had
just stopped transmitting I switched
the ANF off, there it was again.
The ANF worked extremely well and,
when I had mastered all the DSP
features and used them together,
operating on 7MHz s.s.b. was almost
like working n.b.f.m. on 144MHz!
On 14MHz I worked further afield,
working Dave W3KDD, and then Bill
W4CSV in West Virginia. Bill was very
kind, as the contact was not too easy.
The long wire was struggling so for
a bit of fun I connected my log periodic
antenna that covers from about 50 to
1.3GHz. I did this because John
GOSKR and I had been chatting and he
had told me that he had accidentally
got his IC -746 to load his log periodic
on 14MHz!
So I pointed my log periodic in the
general direction of the USA. The
antenna loaded and I got the contact
with Bill and he came up about 2 'S'
points on the S -meter! A fluke, a
mystery or divine intervention? Who
knows who cares? But, I got the
contact and not wishing to push my
luck I did not try it again!
I also had good success on 18 and
21MHz and decided it was then time to
try some v.h.f. contacts.
Swi[ching To VHF
Switching to v.h.f., and starting on
50MHz, I got two contacts, a feat in
itself in my area! Alan MOBKW in
Southampton and Gordon G7BCR
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emissions:

Receive

Transmit

both gave me good reports and
everyone I spoke to passed
comment on the good, clean audio.
Southampton is not a great distance
away, some 60km. but the contact
was good and it was a nice chat.
On 144MHz I managed to speak
to several stations engaged in a
contest on s.s.b. It was during this
period that I discovered that it was
best to switch the voice
compression off on v.h.f. unless it
was really necessary. It was not
needed as much on the 144MHz
band as it's not as busy and noisy
as the h.f. bands.
I also manage a contact with my

Modes:

300kHz to 60MHz (except
some ranges)
144 to 146MHz (except
some ranges)
1.8 to 1.99MHz (depending
on version)
3.5 to 3.99MHz (depending
on version)
7 to 7.3MHz (depending on
version)
10.100 to 10.150MHz
14 to 14.35MHz
18.068 to 18.168MHz
21 to 21.45MHz
24.89 to 24.99MHz
28 to 29.7MHz
50 to 54MHz (depending
on version)
144 to 146MHz
I.s.b., u.s.b., c.w., a.m., f.m.
and RTTY.

Memories:
Antenna:

99 regular, two scan edge
and one call
Three S0239 connectors,
50U impedance

Usable temp range: -10°C to 60°C
Frequency stability: Less than -1-200Hz from 1

to 60 min after power on.
Frequency
resolution:
Power supply:

1Hz

13.8V DC (± 15%) negative

father, John G8EAM in Minehead

ground

Current drain:
on 144MHz s.s.b. We can't usually
work each other on v.h.f. due to the
difficult pathway between us, so
Dimentions:
the successful contact was a good
indication of the receiver on the IC - Weight:
746 and illustrates that on the odd Transmitter:
occasion 100W does help.
Output power:
Next, I had a little 'play' on the
local repeater, GB3SC (in
Bournemouth) and got a good
report from Steve G1YNY.
Incidentally, I've heard people say
that they are disappointed with the protracted way
the IC -746 is put in repeater mode and, although I
concede that it's not the easiest radio I have ever
used in this respect...don't forget it's not a
dedicated v.h.f. mobile n.b.f.m. transceiver, frankly
I would have been a little disappointed if Icon') had
given this aspect of its operation priority.
Any problem setting up for repeater operation is
easily overcome by programming all the repeater
frequencies with their offsets into memories.

Transmit = (max. power) 20A
Receive = Standby 1.8A (Max.
audio 2A)
287 x 120 x 316.5 (w V h V d)
8.5kg

(Every memory on the IC -746 can be given an
alphanumeric name).

Side Bq Side
I put the IC -746 side by side with my Icom IC -706
Mkl. The 746 (imagine - if you will - my gritted
teeth) outperformed the 706 on h.f., and it was
more selective and more sensitive.
When I employed the DSP features on the IC 746, something my IC -706 does not have of
course, the '746 'blew the 706 out of the water'
performance wise.
On v.h.f., both transceivers were comparable
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h.f./50MHz 5 to 100W (a.m. 5
to 40W))

144MHz 5 to 100W
(typical) and a.m. 5 to 40W)

Less than -50dB (h.f.)

Less than -60dB
(50/144MHz)
Carrier
suppression:
Unwanted
sideband:
Microphone

40dB

55dB
600t2

impedance:

Receiver
Sensitivity:
Modes I.s.b., u.s.b., a.m., RTTY:

0.16pV (1.8 to 29.9MHz)
110 dB S/N) with pre -amplifier on:
0.13pV (50 MHz)
0.11pV (144MHz)
AM (10 dB SA): 13 pV (0.5 - 1.79MHz)
2.pV 11.8 - 29.9MHz)
1pV (50/144MHz)
FM 112 dB SINAD): 0.5pV (28-29.9MHz)
0.25pV (50MHz)
0.18pV (144MHz)

Selectivity
Modes I.s.b., u.s.b.,
c.w., RTTY:
More than 2.1kHz @-6dB
Less than 4kHz @-60 dB
Modes a.m. and f.m.lnarrow):
More than 9kHz @-6dB
Less than 20kHz @-40 dB
Mode f.m.:
More than 12kHz @-6dB
Less than 30kHz P-50dB
Squelch sensitivity
Mode: USB

Less than 5.6pV
Mode: f.m.:
Less than 1pV
Spurious image
rejection ratio (Except i.f. through on 50MHz)
More than 70dB
More than 60dB (144MHz)
Audio Power output More than 2W (@ 13.8V
d.c. into 8i2)
LSB CVVRTTY:

on the 144MHz band. However the IC -746
provided a very good account of itself when
receiving v.h.f. Air Band and Marine Band
transmissions.
In my opinion the Icom IC -746 is not a mobile
radio by modern standards. However, when I first
started working h.f. mobile I used a Trio TS -120V.
not dissimilar in size to the IC -746. The IC -746 is
quite definitely a portable radio.
The 12V d.c. supply, coupled with the fact the
IC -746 is small and light and has an extremely
versatile a.a.t.u., makes it just as ideal for camping
and caravaning, together with sitting proudly in
any shack.
I think the IC -746 is a well -made and versatile
radio with excellent transmitted and received
audio. But give yourself time to get used to and

get the best out of the DSP. It is different ...but

'by George'....it is very, very good!
My thanks go to Icom (UK) Ltd of Sea Street,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD, Tel: (01227)
741741, FAX: (01227) 741742, for the loan of
the review unit, the selling price of which is £1695,
including VAT.
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December 13: The Vet ulani Amateur
Radio Club will hold its annual rally at the

October 10: The Ballymena Amateur
Radio Club GI3FFF will hold its Annual
Rally at the Bailee High School from 1200
wed 1700 11.I1nre information from

Watford Leisure Centre, Horseshoe Lane,
Garston, Watford, Hertfordshire Ian

Jeffrey Clarke GI4HCN on (01266)
659769

Forsyth GOPAU on 1019231 265572
1999

October 18: The North Monaghan
Hobby Radio & Computer Exhibition will
be held in the Four Seasons Hotel,
Monaghan (function room and not the
disco), Ireland. Doors open at 1130 and
the rally finishes at 1630. All the usual
retailers will be in attendance including
large displays of computer equipment
and a Bring & Buy. Refreshments are
available in the hotel along with full
facilities for OSLing via the bureau.
Stephen Hand on (Irish Republic
number) (01365) 751479 evenings or E-

mail: Stephen.handavirgin.net or Ken
O'Reilly
(01365) 738981 or E-mail:
kenoreillybenterprise.net
October 18: The Hornsea Amateur
Radio Club Rally is to be held at the Floral
Hall, Hornsea, East Yorkshire at 1100
11030 for disabled visitors). There will be
trade stands, B&B, restaurant and a
licensed bar, entrance E1, talk -in, S22. Tel:

(01964) 532588.
October 24: The Carrickfergus Amateur
Radio Group welcome everyone to their
annual rally, which takes place at 1200 at
the usual venue which is Downshire
School, Carrickfergus. Northern Ireland.
Talk -in on 145.550MHz 1V44 1S221).

November 1: The Tir Conaill Amateur
Radio Society Annual Radio Rally, at
Jackson's Hotel, Ballybofey, County
Donegal. Attractions will include trade
stalls and a Bring & Buy There will be
refreshments available all day with a bar
in the hall. Doors open at 1200 and will
end at about 1600 with an auction at the
Bring & Buy stall Tel: (072) 52598 (Irish
republic calls) or from Northern Ireland by
calling 01035372 52598.

November 1: The Great Northern
[ferniest takes place at the Metrodome
Leisure Complex. Queens Road. Barnsley.
S. Yorkshire. A five minute walk from the
centre of Barnsley bus and train, less than
two miles from the M1 junction 37, follow
the large brown Metrodome signs. Doors
open 1000. The venue is all on one level
with excellent disabled facilities and
plenty of free parking. There will be the
usual trade stands. components and kits
with specialist interest groups and the
RSGB will be present. Morse tests on
demand available from 1000 till 1500
There will also be a large Bring & Buy
Talk -in on 145.550. Ernie G4LUE on

101226) 716339 and (0836) 748958 6
8pm

November 4: The Bangor & DARS are
holding a Surplus Sale at the Clandeboye

January 17: The Olcham ARC Mobile
Lodge Hotel. Bangor in Northern Ireland.
at 2000 11945 for disabled visitors). Free
parking and bar services available.
Admission is lust Cl. Talk -in on Ch. 22.

Roy GIOWVN on (01247) 460716.

November 7)8: The Twelfth North
Wales Radio & Electronics Show is to be
held at Aberconwy Conference Centre &
New Theatre, Llandudno Promenade. The
shows opens at 1000 each day and the
entrance fee is E1.50 for adults, children

under 14 free M. Mee GW7NFY on
Tel/FAX: (017451 591704 or the
Secretary Greg Robbins GW7NAU on
101492) 878288

lake place at Spennymoor Leisure Centre.

Please note that this is a new venue.
ideally suited for both trader and disabled
as it boasts good parking and easy access
to large ground floor hall There will be
the usual radio, computer, electronics and
Bring & Buy stalls as well as catering and
bar facilities Morse tests will be available
on demand. As you can imagine. there is
lots to do for all the family within the
confines of the leisure centre for those of
the family not quite interested in radio.
Doors open at 110011030 for any disabled
visitors). Admission is Et, and under 14s
go free of charge, if accompanied by an
adult. Talk -in on S22. Keith NIOBLN on

(013881601401 or (0374)417660.
November 8: The Midland Amateur
Radio Society (MARS - Birmingham) are
holding their 10th Radio & Computer
Rally at Stockland Green Leisure Centre,
Slade Road, Erdington. Birmingham
Doors open at 1000 and admission is £1.
There will be a large free car park, a free
hampers draw plus many trade stands,
local clubs and special interest exhibits.
For trader details contact Norman

0813HE on 0121422 9787 or for
general information, contact Peter
WORN on 0121-443 1189.

November 28/29: The London Amateur
Radio & Computer Show is to be held at
the Lee Valley Leisure Centre, Pickens
Lock Lane. Edmonton, London N9 OAS.
Doors open 1000 until 1700 each day.
Admission is £3 for adults, E2 for OAPs
and under 14s. There will be free parking
for 2000 cars, a large trade show, Bring &
Buy, catering, licensed bar, on -site
camping, special interest groups,
disabled facilities, cloakroom, Morse tests
on demand, a talk in on 2m and 70cm and

family attractions Steve Slayer G4UKR.
November 14: The SAMS '98 Computer
& Electronics Show is to be held in the
Bingley Hall, Staffordshire Showground.
Weston Road, Stafford 1A518 Stafford.
Uttoxeter Road), signposted from
junction 14 on M6. (bus shuttle from
Stafford Railway Station). Doors open
1000 to 1600 Admission for adults is O.
children under 14, 50p. Concessions,
OAPs. RSGB Members. Student Card.
UB40. £2, (Advance Tickets £2 plus s.a.e.).
There will be masses of free parking, a
licensed bar from 1100 arid refreshments,
meals and a cafeteria A great day out,

Sharon Alward, Sharward
Promotions, Knightsdale Business
Centre, 30 Knightsdale Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 4JJ Tt- 1014731
741533 FAX 1014731 741361 or E,
mail. serviceswsharward.co.uk
November 22: The Bishop Auckland
Radio Amateurs Club iBARAC) Rally wiz

December 5: The Rochdale & District
Amateur Radio Society are holding their
traditional radio rally at a new venue.
two miles NW of Rochdale Town Centre
on the A680 Rochdale to Edenfield Road
at Colgate Look for the orange arrows.
Talk -in on S22. There will be components,
vintage radio and junk. More information
from Rochdale & DARS. John G70A1 on

(01706) 376204 or (0973) 689077 or
E 'nail johng7oai@which.net
December 13: The Leeds & District
Amateur Radio Society is to be held at the
Pudsey Civic Centre IDawsons Corner).
There will he all the usual traders. Doors
open at 110011030 for any disabled
visitorsl. There will be a talk -in, a licensed

bar, etc. John Mortimer MICAI on
1019431 874650 or Malcolm
Robertson G7VCK on Leeds 0113-225
3379

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off.
The Editorial Staff of PK, cannot be held responsible for information on
Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith
as a service to readers. If you have any queries about a particular event,
please contact the organisers direct. Editor

TROU
LE
FINDING PW EAC MONTH?
We need to know if any of you are having pc&ilems obtaining Practical
Wireless. If you can't find a regular outleythen let us know. Please contact
Distribution Complaints by telephone 101202)659910,
FAX (01202) 659950 E-mail dist-comp@pwpublishing.ltd.uk or by letter to:
Distribution Complaints, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Rally is to be held at the Queen Elizabeth
Hall. Civic Centre, West Street, Oldham,
Lancs. Doors open at 1100 11030 for
disabled visitors). The event features the
usual traders and a Bring & Buy stall.
Morse tests are available on demand.
Talk -in on S22 via GB4ORC commencing
at 0730 There will be refreshments and

free parking. (017061846143 or 0161652 4164.
February 7: The 14th South Essex
Amateur Radio Society Radio Rally is to
be held at the Paddocks. Long Road,
Canvey Island. Essex The Paddocks is
situated at the end of the A130. Doors
open at 1030. Features include Amateur
Radio, computer and electronic
component exhibitors, Bring & Buy,
RSGB Morse testing on demand two
passport photos regLired). home-made
refreshments. free car parking with space
outside main doors for disabled visitors

David G4UVJ on(012681697978
February 14: The lath Northern Cross
Rally is to be held at Thorns Park
Athletics Stadium. Wakefield There is
one large hall, just out of town on the
Horbury Road. Easy access from M1
juncts 39 & 40 - well signposted and with
a talk -in on 2m and 70cm. Doors open
1100 11030 for disabled visitors and Bring
& Buy). Roy GOTBY on (01924)
893321 or packet GOTBYOGB7WRG, Email rally0weveg.demon.co.uk . visit
the web page at

http://www.waveg.demon.co.uk/rally/
February 21: The Barry Amateur Radio
Society Radio & Computer Fair has
changed its venue. The new and
improved venue will be held at the
Holmview Leisure Centre, Skomer Road,
Barry Facilities include lounge bar,
catering and parking. Admission is 11.50
and doors open at 1000 for disabled
visitors and 1030 for general public. Brien
GINOPUP on (01222) 832253
combined telephone and FAX number.
May 9: The Drayton Manor Radio &
Computer Rally is to be held at Drayton
Manor Park, Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffs on
the A4091. The main traders will be in
four marquees with a large outside
traders flea market. There will also be a
Bring & Buy stall, local clubs and special
nterest stands. Open from 1000 onwards.
Trader information from Norman on
0121-422 9787, other information from

Peter WORN on 0121-443 1189
evenings please.

Dear Newsagent,

Distributed by Seyniu..

please reserve/deliver my monthly copy of Practical Wireless
Name

Address

Postcode
WE CAN HELP YOU, IF YOU KEEP US INFORMED.

You can always place a regular order with your local newsagent. To help
make this easier, please fill in and cut out the coupon on this page.
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MARTIN LYNCH irt SONS
140-142 NOFrilIFIELD AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 9SB TEL 0181.5661120 HI: 0181 566 1207 ,N5T01rlS WE 0181

566 0 566

WEB SITE: hIlandS.co.uk E NAiL sales@MlandS.co.uk

Don't miss your
chance to scoop
an
unrepeatable
bargain on New &
Used Transceivers,
Accessories,
Parts
and a dive down our
"workshop reject"

corner!

,L,kcial

TOP THREE
AND AT
DISTRIBEAUTST
NEW
3ORS
L
PRODUCTS 'ON SITE"
All three Japanese distributors
meet you on
will be available to
Peaty of
the Saturday. Dave
Yaesu U.K., Bob Stockley of
Icon' U.K. and David Wilkins of
Kenwood U.K. will answer all
your questions and queries.

Servicing

OFREE RIG

CHECK

ng your rrsi

ML&S

MARTIN

Deals

ALL DAY'

along

Customer Servotth eice

beriartment

for a FREE
health
check!

140-142 NORTIIFI E
LONDON W13 9SB

in addition,
transceiveranyone booking
their
or accessory
reparr
over the
receive
weekendin for
a 10%
will
Rnal irivok-e discount
on the
vaiue
fora SpeCidi How s that
deal!
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Yaesu FT -847
FREE matching Yaesu
FP -1030A HD PSU

Yaesu Fr-920AF

2m 35W on 70cm. One of
the best in the RX dmscr.

FREE matching Yaesu
FP -1030A

RRP £449 ML&S £399 or

£13.08 deposit,
NOTHING for 6 months
then 18 x £25 p m
Yaesu have an excellent

Yaesu FT-900ATC

H F product raw and

Batch 7 - that's how many FT -847's have been

or those of you that arrive
early enough, Martin has
grabbed a selection of new
Demo
an
tickered
them up at crazy o .off
ffer prices. But hurry!1
re is
nly one of each of thei
giveaway priced" CASH
als.
irst come first served a to
hop callers only.

shipped to the U.K. alone Sure there were a
few (and very few) teething problems
initially but those are many hundreds behind
us and have been modified accordingly. So,

all that's left then is one for you today Sir'
Don't know the spec' How is life on MARS
anyway'
160m-70cm All r- le all bands.

RRP £1695 or £8.99 deposit then

Yaesu
FT-1000MP!AC
with FREE Yaesu
MD -100 & SP8!

Yaesu VX-1R was £269

One only at £159

VE E110

Icon IC-T8E was £349
One only at £249

SAVE E100

Most of the DX top team
in the U.K are using an
FT-1000MP - purchase-.
from ML&S, who else
Buy one today
for a measly
£2199 and
receive a FREE

matching Yaesu
Desk Microphone
and Speaker

worth £249!
Yaesu FT -8100 was £449

One only at £295

WAr-iP/M

Kenwood TMG-707 was
£349 One only at £249

Yaesu FT -8100
A full Dual Sander (i.e you
can receive two bands at
once), Remote, 50W on

RRP E949 ml&S £799

or £24.32 deposit &
44 x £25 per month

Icom IC -746
PS -85 PSU

One only at £1095

SAVE £300

including an auto ATU &
Collins 558 filter for
greater clarity Only a
handful left so hurry)

models herei

was £2550
One only at £1550.00

£1095
One only at £795

wc-oh f (.,"Y'J

RRP £1499 ml&S price
£1299, or £18.56
deposit & 57 x £35 p/m

Free GENUINE Matching Icom

Now the AC Version

Yaesu F7-847 was £1695
One only at E1195

ocvver supply for you

Voted the "best buy" if
all you require is a no
frills HF package without
all the bells but

thing" Yaesu FP1030A PSU No unknown

Icom IC -746 was £1695

!corn IC-706mk11 was

Yaesu FP -1030A matching

NOTHING TO PAY until APRIL 99. Men just
£50 for 50 months. And don't forget the "real

Yaesu FT-1000MP/AC

SAVE £600

the 7-920AF is no
exception 100W on H F+
6M with an auto tuner.
However, we go one
better Buy are today and
well throw in a FREE

RRP £2499, MI -&5

£2199 or take it away
for only E23.40,
NOTHING TO PAY until
April 1999, men Just
675 tur 4u months Don't
forget the genuine article
Accessories - MD -100
De'L M1C & SP8 Desk

Peaky

991
NO

Okay. Here is the question everyone wants to
know. Which has sold the most, FT -847 or the
IC -746" If I told you it was practically neck
and neck, I wouldn't be telling porkies.
There are advantages for both This one has
an inbuilt auto atu (that's very good), the
other hasn't. This one has got PBT (pass band
tuning) at both I.F's, the other cannot This
one has 100W on Two as well as HF and Six
You make vaJr mind up. We give them equal
marks.

RRP £1695 or £90.48 deposit, then
NOTHING TO PAY until APRIL 1999, then
just LtU
Su mt,ntns arc acn t forget the
°roper matching PSU worth a monster £245
FREE!!

SAVE E 00

Yaesu FPI 030A was £229

Kenwood TS -8705 was

ONE ONCy at
E99

£1999 One only at E1499

SAVE E500

In addition, the latest products will be on show ii
mobile, a new surprise main Transceiver from I

LYNCH & SONS
ID AVENUE, EALING,
TEL: 0181.5661120 FAX: 0181 566 1207 CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 566 0 566

WEB SITE: MLandS,co,uk EMAIL sales@MlandSico.uk

L',1:31A1
corn IC-775DSP
FREE SM8 Microphone and
SP5 Speaker
The ony 200 Watt H F base
available today Superbly mane
and one of Martin's favorites!
Big on features, size and
performance Even better with
t.)1.1c.kter

scherne

RRP £2999 WAS £2795 or

£298.76 deposit, nothing for
6 months, then £75 pim for
49 months.

Buy now - pay

stamp radio with you
when you wouldn't bother
with the others! One Watt out
on 2m & 70cm, wide band RX
0.5-1 7MHz AM & 76-999MHZ

1C-706mk1IDSP
NO DEPOSIT &

NOTHING TO
PAY FOR 6

APRIL 1999!
rt

FtWW8FM

MONTHS!

AVAILABLE'

ndreds of you
traightforward with
Mew rig now for a
low desit, PAY NOTHING until APRIL 99

Yaesu FT -100

you won't want to put it down, either as a stand-by
rig or the H.F. mobile install you have been promising

and either pay it all off with NO INTEREST
ZERO APR, or pay by our easy to use
ML&S Budget Plan. Told you It .1.10
If you have any trade-ins,

yeursef
RRP £1095 ML&S £995 or NO DEPOSIT &
NOTHING TO PAY until APRIL 1999
49 x

Yaesu FP1030A

Internal ATU, a new CPU, and
DSP provides 9 new or
revised functions. In stock
and the price has beer,

The only TRIPLE BAND 216ii70

Handle on the markM
Fortunately its brillian:

RRP £349 or only £1 deposit,
then NOTHING for 6 months,

followed by 16 payments of
£28 pim.

Kenwood TS -870S
NO DEPOSIT AND NOTHING
FOR 6 MONTHS!
Still the reigning DSP Base HF

Transceiver Get used to the
operation of the Digital
machine and you won't want
to go to bed Unless there is a

If you want a power supply to
be built properly then I guess
you have no choice but to
turn to the 'big three.' Yaesu
have just introduced a high

RRP E1999, ML&S £1849 or
NO DEPOSIT

.,ered still further
RRP £999 ML&S £899 or
£34.68 deposit, PAY
NOTHING until APRIL 1999
then £52 x £25 p/rn

quality Regulated DC PSU

specifically designed to work
with their current (including

Not available until the end of
'98 Once again we're asking
for a £25 deposit to secure
earliest delivery just like all of
you that placed a deposit for
the FT-847GX and got ahead of
the rest of the suppliers! HF +

6m + 2m 70cm (4m ?? Don't
All in a package the
size of a Dual Band mobile.

SEE IT AT

°UR

PARTY

WEEKEND
Kenwood TMV-7E

Kenwood TMG-707

the FT-847GX) range of HF
Transceivers.

RP £229
Special Introductory Offer
£149.00

Kenwood TS-570DG

easiest Twin
The clex.
Band 2.70 Mobile on the
market Okay? Now order

one.

6' 2" blue eyed blond wai!inq
for you.

latest in technology but only
requires H.F. operation DSP,

slIME

CW Flint

The latest 'Technology Up Grade' as the Kenwood Press
Release tells us pushes the
popular TS -570D further up
the charts. Ideally suited for
the operator that wants the

RRP £349.99 ML&S
£299.99 or TEN QUID
deposit, then PAY
NOTHING until APRIL 1999
then 13 x £25 pim

3

be
the money,
r special "Buy
seems to have

rirj
duredt ttfite,

Christmas b
ML&S to the
Now Pay Later'
saved the da
already. It's si
NO cat e6,
r

'GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE

Still selling on average more then any other HF
transceiver available today. The mkilDSP version is so
good it rather embarrasses the mkt let alone the other
less specified competitors in this market Try one and

Vi'it)1.1

get that

A proper dual bander witr,
nice bright blue head up
remote display to match your

them from you and r

OP( on top of

eat as we I!

8 OUT OF 10 TOP U.K.
DX'ERS CHOOSE ML&S
Why do most people choose
ML&S when they buy new or used
H.F. Equipment? Ask the top
DX'ers in the U.K., listed in last
months September RadCom under
9 band table "mixed mode".
Eight out of ten listed purchased
kit from ML&S. Competitive price
maybe, or after care service and
dedication? We like to think it
was the right mix of each. If you
want your supplier to do that little
bit extra then do what most DX'ers
do -

SHOP AT ML8cSI

shirt.

Only £499 or NO DEPOSIT
& NOTHING TO PAY until
APRIL 1999, then 24 x £25
p.m

IC-PC.111000
Yaesu W-1 R
Because the VX-1R is the

smallest Handle in the world,
we know that you will take this

tcluding the fabulous new FT -100 all band 160m-70cm

com (Shhh!) and the new TS-570DG from Kenwood.
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ACCESSORIES

A full range of accessories for all main
equipment is always in stock or on order
with the manufacturer. You can include a

products, you'll find everything you could
ever dream of under one roof. Our friendly

spend on increasing our used stock. So if

The Pro Series
Headsets are

4111110

would be pleased tio hear from you.

_

FT -847

comfortable headset
combines with a flexible

FREE
op your OSL card into the store on the Saturday for
an automatic entry in to this free prize draw! It realty
is that simple! Martin Lynch & Sons will even insure
and maintain the transceiver for you, throughout the
year. The draw will be made at a major event later in
the year and delivery will be made to the lucky
winner's home by the 25th of December - in time for
Christmas day! Whatever you do, don't miss the
chance to use one of the most advanced Amateur
Radio transceiver ever to go into production, FREE
for a whole year!

for a
year!

either a HC4 or HC5
mic. insert. The range
has 3 models, the

original "Proset" full
headset, the "Pro 5"
which only uses a single
ear piece, and the "Pro
Micro" lightweight unit.
All 3 designs may be
fitted with either of the
"HC" inserts, and
require an AD -1 adapter.
To PTT the transceiver
you can add a foot

switch, or utilise either
the VOX or MOX control
on your transceiver. The
HC4 (DX), and HC5 (full
articulation) microphone
inserts are available
separately.

-435511800 I.-- Nssoax

-

6,

Yaesu

tA boom which houses

c4.4

transceiver (or accessory) for cash we

Win a

pjz chasers. The light and
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you're wanting to sell your current

delighted to show you around and supply
you with as much coffee as you can drink.

designed to meet
4:1.)
the demands of top
"Z4, contesters and DX
c,n

goer and currently have E150,000 to

land non pushy) sales team will be

Tuner in the new finance deal.
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( SELLING YOUR EQUIPMENT )
We're always short of good quality used

selection of filters, a power supply or

tc,,,

)

WIDEST CHOICE

As the official U.K's largest dealer of
Yaesu, loom, Standard & Kenwood

Sponsored

NEW!

Attention Icom

by Yaesu U.K.

Users!

Insured and

Audio Guro Bob Heil has
developed an in -line
preamp to increase the
transmit audio from your
Icom when used with the
award winning Heil Boom
headsets. This unique
product gives you 8dB of
mic gain and 4dB of
equalisation at 1500Hz that
will make your Icom audio
sparkle! About time too!
Available soon.

maintained
by ML&S

0/RECTIOWS TO
THE

411&S

R40/0

Offer only available to U.K. resident
customers of ML&S who are
Licensed Radio Amateurs.
Only one entry per
customer.

SUPERSTORE"
rVi

Heil Proset

M40 rton.

,:orn Cm

Professional Headset & Boom Microphone

A40

£129.95

;,..,,.01----

HC -4 (DX Quality) & HC -5 (High Quality)

Lame

4.402C

Inserts

£29.95

Foot Switch
Heil Pro Micro

£27.95

'40 -142

Northfield
Avenue

ma

1

U.O..11911.

...,111.16 Avon.
'1 ,,11,1.1r1,u6r

Ilurnefsbkev AYte,14.

£119.95

Adaptor Leads

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 9SB
0181.566 1207
0181-566 1120
NEE s

MiandS.co.uk

',PC

:

.

99

months

within
6 months
at ZERO APR

Or 16
payments
of £28

Total

APR

credit
price of

2 I .9%

£449

Written quotations available on request

Nevv-,vA;vv

0181.566 0 566

II

4,44

All examples do not include P&P.
Pay

11; 14 ,ukt;i:o..ir,

sales = MLandS co.uk

FINANCE EXAMPLE
Nothing
to pay
for 6

The latest
generation, high
power amp from
MM. Up to 25W
with 200W out,
switchable pre -

A4

£11.95

MARTIN LYNCH & SONS

EI

Amplifier

o1o

For Yaesu, Icom & Kenwood

il1815041124

Moron Lynch can also offer hnance terms up to 60 months, Deposits Ow a minimum of f/5 We welcome your part exchange against any newlor used, I proauct provided its clean and in good wading order
Call the Sales Desk today. AM. 219% Payment protechon is also auatiabie up to 36 months All units are brand new and Posed and offered with full manufacturers ROB warranty All prices quoted for

cashitheque or Switchinelta card No additional charges tor credit cards Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker. Full written details are available on request. Finance is subject to

status. E&OE. flIt p&p on all mator items.

200W,
2m Linea

A316
from

13

Microwave
Modules

na
.0)6

Lightweight Headset & Boom Microphone

Deposit

NEW

SI801155 Co,,,.,
,..-A406

f399.95
AVAILABLE
NOW!

DON'T
FORGET!!
The U.K. Morse test
is available on
Saturday 31st
October between
10.30 and 2.00pm.
Please bring two
passport photos and
the £20 fee - best of
luck.

THEORY CABLES ACCESSORIES CONSTRUCTION MEASUREMENTS IDEAS II
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NEWS & PRODUCTS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ANTENNA WORKSHOPS REVIEWS
(013981 361215. Or by mail to
R.Benham-Holman G2DYM,
'Cobhamden', Beerdown,
Uplowman, Tiveton, Devon

Book .4t Bedtime
I find nothing more effective to
help me relax after a hectic day,
than sitting down and reading a
book. What more topical in A-i-A
than to mention the ARRL
Antenna Book (18th Edition) in
this context. I find that at least
one of the 28 chapters has most,
if not all, of the answers to any
problem that I may be 'mulling'

EX16 7PH.

Static AKD

over.

The topics covered include
antenna fundamentals, loops,
low frequency antennas, multi band as well as multi -element
antennas. log periodic and quad
loop antennas, long wire and
travelling wave antennas as well
as antennas for portable and
direction finding work. Those are
in the 'front half' of the book. In
the 'back half' are chapters
dealing with masts and
supporting systems, materials and
accessories, propagation,
transmission lines and matching
to the transmitter.
As an aide -memoir. there's a
glossary of terms that sets out
most of those terms which
everyone uses and that we
sometimes abuse. As Christmas is
'almost' upon us, why not buy
one for your Xmas stocking? To
help you 'make up your mind',
Michael, in the Book
Department, has a special offer

for you. His special price, to be
held up to Christmas, is just f20
inclusive of post and packaging a saving of f5 over the normal
price.

'Phone Home
I have an apology to make to
G2DYM, the supplier of traps
and antennas. In the news
section of A-i-A (September
19981, I gave the wrong 'phone
number for G2DYM after the
items about his new 'E2 series' of
antennas. For those who had
difficulties contacting him about
antennas or traps he that he can
supply, the 'phone number is

welcome to AiA!
In Antennas -in -Action (A -1-

A) this month, we have an

important 'grounding' topic
from John Heys G3BDQ, a
dipole antenna covering
the whole 50MHz band and
two topics of conversation
in 'Tex Topics'. As I write
this, it feels like it's nearly
winter and Christmas is
just around the corner,
although we haven't had
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Recently, I had to contact AKD
to verify the price of band-pass
filter, shown in their list dated
1996. I was pleasantly surprised
to find that their prices had been
held static ever since then. The
list contains a series of ten filters
covers most of the problems
of TV1 and interference that may
by Radio
Amateurs and their neighbours.
Test equipment manufactured by
AKD includes the 'WA' series of
wavemeters covering h.f. to u.h.f.
For instance, the WA3 covers
from I .8-92MHz, the WA1
covers 120-450MHz while the
WA2 covers 50 and 70MHz. For
more details of these items and
their receivers and transceivers,
contact AKD at Unit 5, Parsons
Green Estate, Buulton Road,
Stevenage, Herts SG1 4QG. Tel:
(01483) 351710.

Can You Help?
Do you know of a supplier of
roof mounting mast support?
Christophe Pierre F6IVT is
looking to mount an antenna on

much of a summer this year. Many of my antenna
projects have progressed slowly due to lack of
time and reasonable weather to carry them out.
No doubt it's been the same for many of you.
The weather (though more typically English)
seems to have affected my post bag as well. By
the reduced number of letters that I've had, I think
that many of you must have been away over the
summer (?). Certainly the weather hasn't been that
favourable for extended work on antenna systems.
Let's hope that next year will be better.
It remains only for me to wish you a happy Xmas
(a little early I know) and I'll see you again in the
'New Year's' issue of Antennas -in -Action.

his roof, but is stumped because
he cannot find the type of
mounting system he's looking for.
In his letter asking for help,
Christophe mentions a 'tripod' to
mount an antenna on his roof,
but that isn't the only method
that may be used. I've seen
'folding plate' mounting systems
in American and lapanese
magazines, but not in European
ones. With this 'folding plate'
system two heavy frames fold
down over the ridge of the roof,
forming a stable mounting point
for a short stub mast.
Do you know of a similar system,
or who supplies anything like
this? Answers please
in Action' at the editorial address
and I'll pass them on to
Christophe.
G1TEX

Editorial comment: 1 have seen
this sort of arrangement a great
deal in The Netherlands during
my many visits. Many Dutch
Radio Amateurs seem to use roof
mounted antenna -masts,
supports and even small towers
and there's even a useful
'through the roof' system for
supporting h.f. beam antennas
that also seems very popular. So,
perhaps some of our readers in
Holland could help?
(Photographs and information
would be very helpful). G3XFD.
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IN JOHN HEYS G3BDQ ARGUES FOR EFFECTIVE EARTHING ARRANGEMENTS FOR YOUR AMATEUR RADIO STATION. I

antenna workshop
Going To Ground
Station earthing is often low in
the order of priorities for many
Radio Amateurs. But, for that
so important protection against
lightning strikes, outdoors earthing
is essential. The only exception
might be at the home of the chap
who only uses indoor antennas. A
good earth system is also a must
when using Marconi type antennas,
i.e. those antennas that are single
conductors under a half wave in
length, which rely upon the
conductivity of the ground.

In this article I shall not be
discussing ground plane antennas,
for they rely upon resonant
elevated radials and not ground
systems. If you just operate on the
higher frequency bands using Yagi
or cubical quad beam antennas,
dipoles or other Hertzian based
designs, then a low resistance
earthing arrangement is then not
necessary.

Earth Rods
An earth rod will be useless as the
image of the 'missing' quarter wave
of a Marconi antenna, but it will
certainly help to protect, you, your
family and your property from
those Megavolts in the storm
clouds. The illustration of Fig. I,
shows a typical earth rod
arrangement. The rod must be
positioned not more than five
metres from the house.
The rod should penetrate at least
one metre into the ground and have
a very low resistance heavy
connection to the operating
position. Two lengths of the wide
woven copper braid used for
earthing electrical installations are
ideal as connecting wires. Similar
connecting braids can be made
from the outer screening conductor
of old heavy duty coaxial cable. It
can be flattened and at the earth
rod end soldered and drilled to fit
the earth rod's connecting bolt.

Using a pair of such leads will
lower the overall resistance and

42

allow the conduction to earth of
heavier 'strike' currents should they
unfortunately take place. Churches
and other high buildings use heavy
solid copper straps as conductor
down leads. I recently noticed
similar conductors when fuel tanks
were being installed at a new filling

copper plates (actually two pieces
of double -sided printed circuit
board material) each with a surface
area of 140mm square, were
pushed into the moist loam of my
vegetable plot and separated by
100mm.

station.

My first measurement indicated a
resistance of 6500 and a second
The earth rod may be of solid
made a metre away showed a
copper (expensive) or of copper
resistance of 8500. Use a non plated steel rod, or perhaps the
polarised meter for this work. The
stout Dural tubing used for
very high voltages around at the
scaffolding. I use Dural tubes, as
time of a lightning strike have no
they're cheap and strong.
difficulty in penetrating normal
Aluminium
soils, but the 'puny'
The ground post aft ould be buried
'greenhouse' nuts
r.f. voltages and
to at least a depth of one
bolts and
currents from
metre moo the soil
washers
an antenna
To buried wires
Twin wires to shack
and earth mats
earthing pont
should be
system
used to
cannot be
minimise
conducted
corrosion
very far.
due to
dissimilar
A commonly
metal contact
held fallacy, is
at the
6
connection
6
a
points. To help
Fig. 1: A
simple earth
reduce
6
spike, whilst it
corrosion, all
6
may be an
the junctions are
effective ground
liberally coated

with silicone

6

for mains
protection, is
practically
useless for r.f.
grounding

sealant. Some of
the connections
made in this way have

remained in fine condition
for more than ten years at my
QTH.

purposes.

'watering' around earth rods with
saline (salt) solutions. My advice is
not to bother, for the soil resistance
will be lowered just around area of
the rod, and it will not reduce the
overall ground resistance much.
Also a salty patch in the ground can
give rise to corrosion, not to
mention destroying plant and other
soil life in the vicinity.

the idea that fresh water is a good
conductor. It's not! and
connections to streams, ponds or
wells show no better conduction
than that of average soils. On the
other hand, salt water is some 500
times better as an electrical
conductor than fresh water. Very
poor high resistance soils include
those largely made up from
limestone, sand. stones and gravel.

Simple Measurements

Operating On 1.8 and

Before writing this article I carried
out some simple earth resistance
measurements in my garden. Two

When contemplating operations on
the 1.8 or 3.5MHz bands, the use

Some writers have suggested

ui half wave antennas up at their
most effective heights (full 1/2
wavelength) is often not possible.
So, shorter inverted 'Ls', end fed
wires or verticals are most often
considered instead. An ideal
Marconi antenna would have a
quarter wave vertical wire or mast
centred upon a horizontal disc of
copper (or other good conductor)
with a diameter of at least a half
wavelength.
Ships, whilst at sea, use the ocean
as a very effective substitute for the
half -wave horizontal disc. As do
those very few amateurs who may
be resident in the middle of a salt
marsh. If such souls exist they need

read no further! A Marconi
antenna, in the simplest terms, is a
dipole with the ground taking the
place (by reflection) of one dipole
leg.

To be effective a Marconi antenna
must have a very low resistance
earth return back to the antenna
base. Any resistance to these earth
return currents will lower the
system efficiency. It would be
something like having one leg of a
half wave dipole made with
resistance wire.

In the real world, we must
compromise and accept that our
ground arrangements will never be
the equal of the salt marsh or the
metal ground plate. Instead we
must lay down as much wire as
possible over, or under, the
available garden area. A temporary
arrangement used by many a DXpedition station on a distant island
might include many lengths of
aluminium kitchen foil held down
by stones and sand.

Such a kitchen foil earth should
perform very well on the lower
bands bands and, when operations
cease, may be screwed up and
disposed of. Some overseas 'Top -

3.5MHz

Band' DXers are reputed to have
several kilometres of ground wires.
But the vast majority of us may not
have the space to lay out such
lengths of wire.
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Boundary

Buried wire

Shed

Buried wire

can be made in either the soil or
the lawn and the wires pushed
down into the slot using a flat thin
piece of wood.
Some judicious jumping and
stamping will close the slots up
again and they will soon disappear.
The common central earth point
can be an earth rod, or a copper
ring about 100mm diameter. This
point can then be connected to the
main station earthing rod near the
house. Any lumps of metal can be
connected to the system. I once
used an old galvanised water tank.

Another common item, found in
many gardens, is an aluminium
framed greenhouse. As with the
one in my garden it can also be
connected to the earth wires. The
wires can be above ground, but of
course they are then a hazard to
both people and pets, but often
there are ways of running wires
above ground in most gardens. I
have such wires running in my
boundary hedges.

More Effective

V It- V V

t

IS'

'E"

96

Fig. 2: A much more effective r.f. earthing system, must consist
of as many radial wires as possible, coupled with one, or more,
earth -mats to lower the ground resistance at r.f.

So, how can we maximise our foldout earth system? The plan of a
'typical' suburban garden is shown
in Fig. 2. Some gardens may be
larger or smaller than the one
illustrated, but whatever size
garden you have, the concept stays
the same when planning a ground
wire system.

Convenient Length
1 he wires can be of any convenient
length and either bare or insulated
wire can be used. Many short wires
will be more effective than a few
long ones. A radial ring of 50 or 60

wires, each no longer than eight
metres will be better than a few
wires several times that length.
When the layout of the wires is
decided, slots made with a spade

An 'earth -mat' is more effective
than a layout of radial wires, and at
its simplest, is a criss-cross series of
interconnected wires covering an
area. A cheap, but effective earth mat, can be made with galvanised
mesh fencing (sometimes known as
'Chicken wire'). Even quite a large
mesh will appear as a solid metal
mat at our amateur frequencies, for
the holes are tiny in terms of
wavelength. New netting can be
soldered into position, and if the
matting is tinned before laying it
down, soldering the earth wires to
the earth -mat will be quite easy.

be acid and this will quicken
corrosion of the mesh if this is the
case. The lengths of newly laid
galvanised netting may look odd
lying on top of the turf, but the
grass grows quickly and the
accumulation of grass cuttings,
together with worm action results
in the 'disappearance' of the netting
quite quickly.
If it is only possible to arrange
buried wires or earth -mats, running
in one direction away from the
antenna base, you may find that
signals are stronger to -and -from
that direction. In my location, I find
little in the way of directional
effects and I can manage to work
stations in the 'wrong' direction
quite easily.

Looking Ahead
I have always been fascinated by
new ideas and technologies so, on
reading recent reports of an
electrically conductive concrete*
my imagination was stirred. It
seems that the Flare Group, a
London company, seem to be
marketing this new material which
can be arranged to have a predetermined conductivity (i.e.
resistance). Applications include
heated airport runways, heated
Underground station platforms and
as a building material to provide
electromagnetically screened
rooms or buildings to house
sensitive apparatus or computers.
Perhaps we will soon be able to lay
down driveways, paths or patios
around our homes which will then
be perfect r.f. grounds and obviate
the need to lay down buried wires
and metal earth mats!

As usual I personally coat any joints
with sealant. The wire will
eventually rust but I have had
earth -mats down for more than ten
years and they are still in good
condition. The soil in my garden is
quite benign, but some soils may

* A search of the Internet using the 'Yahoo' search engine and the key words 'concrete,
conductive' found the following page reference:
http://www.usherb.ca/CENTRES/beton/bulletin/mai97/ecc-e.html
On reading the page, it would appear that the concrete is a Canadian idea developed by Jim
Beaudoin and Ping Xie. If you do not have internet access, but would like to see a copy of the
web page, send a self-addressed label (marked 'Concrete') and a stamp to me at the editorial
address, marking your envelope 'Concrete' as well. G1TEX
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BRIAN SMITH GOIER, SAYS HIS MIGHTY -WIDE DIPOLE IS SIMPLE, EASY TO BUILD AND GIVES AN EXCELLENT STAN

Mighty - Wide on
Every single loft mounted
i0M1-1, 16m) antenna that I've
tried invariably had one
hating problem - lack of
bandwidth. The best performance I
could get was a usable bandwidth
of about 50-51 or 51-52MHz using

the 'double coaxial' dipole
arrangement featured in my ancient
copy of Pat Hawker G3VA's book
Amateur Radio Techniques.
Either of the two choices
mentioned works well on only half
the band space available to United
Kingdom amateurs. This situation
left me with a choice of the c.w.
section of the band or the
frequency modulated (Erna portion,
but not both. Not wanting to be
restricted to only one portion of the
band, I continued searching for a
suitable wide -hand antenna.

An intriguing design was eventually
found In the Amateur Radio Relay
League (ARRLI Antenna Handbook.
(Chapter 15 - 11. I resealed the

antenna for use on the 50MHz
band and also modified the tuning
arrangement. The results were
excellent so I have detailed them in

this article. Anyone
who wants to try 'sis
metres' will find this
a superb utility
antenna.
The Mighty -Wide
antenna offers the
benefit of folded
dipole construction,
and its wider
bandwidth, with the
convenience of
ubiquitous 5052
coaxial cable feed.
Other positive points
of the antenna are:
1

2794
2354

lw-r09581

Strain relief centre support with the
3000 twin ribbon feeder fastened to it.
All joints should be sealed if the
antenna is to be used outside.

Trimmer
(30pF)

- Simple 50L2

coaxial feed design
2 - No antenna
tuning unit required
3 - Wide Bandwidth
- 50-52MHz
4 - Lightweight ideal for portable or
indoor use

Fig. 2: The layout of
the Mighty -Wide
antenna. It works well
and is cheap to make
for almost any band.
The details shown are
for the 50MHz band.

The difference
between the Mighty - Wide dipole
and its nearest rival makes an
interesting comparison. There have
been many arguments over what

2:1

1:1

[WT09591

3:1

1:1

50

51

Frequency (MHz)

52

Fig. 1: Standing wave ratio ts.w.ri plots of two antennas, a dual
coaxial dipole and the Mighty -Wide 6 (see text for detail).
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Any
length

292

Terminal
(chock)
block

Cut the insu ation away from
the two conductors with a very
sharp knife, then solder the two
contacts of the trimmer
capacitor to the exposed wires.

500 coaxial cable
to transceiver

may be considered as a maximum
usable s.w.r. of any antenna. But for
the purposes of this article, let me
assume that the maximum s.w.r. is a
2:1 ratio and that a 'just usable'
ratio is 1.5:1. ( An argument that
we will not get involved with here,
although it may - or may not have
any real validity. Ed.)
I have plotted the standing wave
ratio (s.w.r.) of the antenna and that
of the coaxial cable dipole. The
results are shown in Fig. 1, which
might need a little explanation. The
lower graph shows two s.w.r.
curves - the red curve is the
indicated s.w.r. of the double
coaxial dipole when centred on the
upper half of the band. The green
plot is the same antenna with the
tuning centred on the lower end of
the hand range. Above these two
plots is the s.w.r. curve of the
Mighty -Wide Antenna - it's an
improvement over the comparison
antenna, don't you think?

Construction of the Mighty -Wide
dipole is simple. My antenna is loft
mounted so the constructional
details given here can be
considered for an indoor or

portable version of the antenna.
The whole dipole is made from
ribbon cable of the 30011 type.

Details of the device are shown in
Fig. 2. I used the non -slotted variety
of ribbon cable, which is available
cheaply from the Maplin or other
suppliers. The radiating element of
the antenna has a total length of
2794 millimetres. The antenna
feedpoint is connected to a section
of the same ribbon feeder. This
section can be of any length, which
is most convenient for siting the
antenna.

Two shorting links are placed
across the ribbon cable radiating
element. The links are placed at
distance of 220 millimetres from
each end of the antenna. I soldered
the shorting link wires across the
ribbon cable by first paring away
excess cable sheathing with a sharp
modelling knife. Du be careful if
you try the same technique, or you
may need to add Elastoplast to the
component list! A 30pF ceramic
trimmer capacitor will be required.
The trimmer is used as a capacitive
reactance element. This transforms
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IDING WAVE RATIO ACROSS THE WHOLE 50MHz AMATEUR BAND.

Six
the antenna feedpoint impedance
(at the junction of the SOU coaxial
cable and the 3000 feeder) down

to 50a I had a ceramic trimmer
capacitor in the junk box (these
items are very useful and I feel you
should always add a few to your
order when you're leafing through
the Cirkif or other electronic
supplier's catalogue Ed.).
The trimmer capacitor is soldered
across the ribbon cable as shown in
the inset diagram of Fig. 2. I used
the same paring technique detailed
earlier to expose the ribbon cable
conductor. Remember to leave a
length of ribbon cable below the
trimmer capacitor. The 500 coaxial
cable from the transceiver is
attached to the ribbon cable at a
point 292mm below the trimmer
capacitor connection point.
I've found that a two -connector
section of 'choc-block' (more
properly known as electrician's
terminal block) makes an ideal
connector for attaching the coaxial
cable to the ribbon cable. After
building the Mighty Wide dipole I
mounted the completed unit in the
loft.
I adjusted the trimmer capacitor for

the best standing wave ratio with
the transceiver tuned to 51MHz. I
was delighted to find that after
adjustment the s.w.r. hardly varied
across the whole of the UK and
European 50MHz band allocation
of 50-52MHz. I tried the antenna In
several positions. This included
using an inverted -V mounting. The
trimmer capacitor did not need to
be re -adjusted for any of the
positions tried.

Within Loftspace
The photograph of Fig. 3 shows the
Mighty -Wide dipole mounted
within the loftspace. The radiating
element is partially visible running
parallel with the roof ridge. The
downlead can be any length but
the 30pF trimmer capacitor must be
attached at a point 292 millimetres
above the ribbon to coaxial cable
connection.

The trimmer capacitor may not be
visible in the photograph, but it's
about half way up the vertical
section of ribbon cable. In the
background on the left-hand side,
can be seen the Practical Wireless

antennas
action

antenna design.
featured in the
September 1996

edition of PW!

All in all I've
found it to be an
extremely useful
antenna. I can
now cover the
whole band with
no antenna tuning
unit required. In
fact I think it's
such a good
antenna I'm now
considering
restating the
device for use on
the WARC bands
of 18MHz (12m)
and 24MHz
(17m). I may even
put one up for use

on 'ten' (28MHz)
when things
improve ! Have
fun building the
antenna and see you on six metres
chaps!

'Suspend -a -Loop' antenna for the

144-146MHz band - this excellent

Fig. 3: With the dipole elements
taped to the beams in the
lohspace, the feed line can drop
vertically down, free of any
other object in the loft (see text
for photograph information).

A CASE OF TVI, ON CHANGING TO A ZL SPECIAL AND AN
UPDATE TO THE DX -BUSTER ANTENNA

tex topics
A TVI Problem
I've had a letter from Graham
MICMF, saying that he has built a
I 44MHz band 'ZL Special'
antenna (designed by the late
Fred Judd G2BCX). Graham says
that although the antenna works
well, a neighbour is now suffering
TVI as a result of this new
antenna. He asked if I thought

that a balun would cure this WI.
In my reply I said, that I felt that a
balun wasn't the definitive answer
to the problem, although it might
help. I feel that the TVI was a
result of the greater field strength
due to the forward gain of the
new antenna. I have a few 'rules'
to follow to find the true cause of
TVI so, let me point them out

PW - Antennas in Action, November 1998

again here (assuming you have a

neighbour with a WI problem.)
Under what conditions does your
neighbour suffer WI? Is it all the
time? Is it when your antenna is
'pointing' at his antenna? Is it on
v.h.f. f.m. radio or on his TV?
Does he have a video recorder in line? (most likely) What happens

when the video recorder isn't in line - does the interference still
happen? Does the TVI 'go away'
when you use f.m. or or it
constant when you transmit?
If you have changed or improved
your antenna, I would expect that
the increased field strength from
your transmission is the major
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see text

Fig. 1: The switching arrangement used by Roy GW3KZW to
control his 'DX -Buster' antenna. See text for more detail.
problem, and that ,uur
neighbour's set-up is the most
likely main culprit, the likely
scenario. To estimate your field
strength, in the August 1996
issue of Practical Wireless,
Gordon King G4VFV wrote an

article on this topic (Invisible
Power). and in it he showed the
signal field strengths that a
transmitting station can create.
I think the most effective answer
may be a 144-146MHz filter in

the NW downlead (before the
video recorder) of your
neighbour's system. The
equipment suppliers AKD can
supply suitable filters, it might be
worth contacting them and
asking about their 'HPFS' filter.

This unit would be fitted at the
point where the downlead from
the TV antenna goes into the TV
system (Video recorder /
distribution amplifier or cable
system input etc.). At a little over
f 10 including post and packing
this might be the best, and
fastest, answer. Please let me

know how you and your
neighbour get on with the TM.

Bemoaned The Loss
In the September 1998 issue of
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Anterti

(A-i-A) Roy
Ratcliffe GW3KZW bemoaned
the loss of his 'DX -Buster

Antenna' which he described.
This really was a 'brute' of an
antenna, in that it consisted of
two full -wave delta loops for the
3.5MHz band. Roy has sent me a
letter, with some additional
information, and to correct what
he said was "possibly in
translation from the original
Swahili".
The major problem that Roy has
highlighted, was that the
information about the capacitor
coil combination Ito alter the
electrical length of the reflector
loop) could have been a little
more expansive. He has provided
a circuit diagram of the switching
unit that he used, Fig. 1, to
change the direction of
transmission of his antenna.

In an extension of the original
article Roy wrote "To 'lengthen'
one element some inductance
needs to be added to that
element to achieve the desired
effect. In practice I found that it
was not possible to 'hit' the exact
amount of 'L' accurately enough
to get the result I was looking for.
Had I had a roller inductor

available, this would probably
have been used, but I didn't

Further reading

So, Roy opted for a fixed amount
of 'L' (positive reactance) and
then, by means of a series
connected variable capacitor,
introduced a variable amount of
negative reactance (capacitance)
to offset the inductor (so.
effectively vary the amount of
1'). This variable inductance
then reflects to the feedpoint of
the antenna via the electrical
half -wave of coaxial cable.

'The DX -Buster' by Roy

Roy mentioned that the
technique he had developed for
tuning the system for front -back
ratio, was to listen on position
three of Si, then switch to either
position one or two of 51, and
tune the capacitor Cl a/b for a
minimum signal. On switching to
the other operating position
(positions two or one on S1) you
should now find the signal has
become a maximum.

Ratcliffe GW3KZW (A-i-A)

September 1998 issue of
Practical Wireless.
'Invisible Power' by Gordon
King G4VFV, August 1996

issue of Practical Wireless.
'ZL Special 144MHz

Antenna' by Fred Judd
GZBCX appeared, along
with many other antenna
and related projects in
More Out Of Thin Air.

In the final words in his letter,
Roy says "For goodness sake

don't let the 'experts' take over
the magazine and start
'improving' it. In particular
producing long boring list of
people that took part in the
'World Wide Pickled Onion
Producers Contest'. We like it as
it is". I have to admit to liking the
magazine myself too Roy (well I
would wouldn't I?). And
remember - too many pickled
onions give a warm southerly
wind that is, in spite of its
warmth, still obnoxious! So we
aim for a good all-round 'diet' to
suit almost everyone.

win..win..
Win yourself a copy of the new More
Out Of Thin Air.
Get writing, the next one we give
away may be yours - but without an
idea - it can never be yours.
The best idea used in every issue of
Antennas in Action wins the author a
copy of More Out Of Thin Ar. So get
thinking and writing. Send your ideas

and tips to. Antennas In Action,
PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach.
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Well I'm afraid that's all there's
space for this month so I'll take
my leave of you and I look
forward to our next meeting in
the January 1999 issue of
A-i-A.
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FUNKTECHNIK
PRODUCTS (GERMANY)
FIRBREGLASS TELESCOPIC MAST
The Fibreglass Telescopic Mast with an overall length of 3lit is
designed to construct antennas hir portable purposes. such as field dal
events, during holidays and weekends away. Unassembled it is
compact and light (3.3Ibs/1.5Kg) and only 3ft Wins in length. The
telescopic segments need only to be pulled out and twisted to lock. N..
z,x.ils required. £57.95

Essex
Amateur
Radio

Telephone

(0 1 2 68)
7 52 52 2

Services

?fit little dealer
with the Bit) heart

VERTICAL LOOP ANTENNA (10-40m)
.p antennas are very efkctive DX -antennas
due to their low radiation angle which is
.ichieved at relatively low heights. As
opposed to long wire antennas this
solution OFFERS good signal levels
n all the bands. (7-28MH:). £56.95
.

WAN113)

Jun 1.4

New & second hand
VHF/UHF
HF transceivers
Station accessories
Cash part exchange

PORTABLE W3DZZ
ANTENNA
The W3DTZ antenna is a half wave dipole
for 40m -80m. With an ATU can be used on
10m -30.m. Total length 99ft, traps with teflon
coated cable (max 150W). £39.95

10m Mast

14,E

PAY

TOP
PRICES

SUPER QUICK DIPOLE (10-80 METRES)
May be used in many configurations. Complete with halun (300W).

We pay cash same day or 24 hours by
post. Alway large stock available. Phone
today for the best deals. Silent key sales
handled efficiently and personally.

1131.95

DUOBAND LOG PERIODIC 2m-70cm
4EL for 2m. 4e1 for 70cm, 50 ohm feed with BNC connector. £52.95

See them at the rallies on the SYON TRADING stand

4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet
Essex SS7 5SN

SYCOM (SYON TRADING)

7 days a week 8am to 8pm

16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AZ
Tel: 01372 372587 Fax: 01372 361421

HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
I Kenfield Place, Aberdeen AB15 7UW
TEL & FAx 01224 316004

GM3HAT

LATEST NEWS ON CROSSED FIELD ANTENNAS
there are now three Monoband lrossed Field Loops available e% -dock. These a,
I i CFL 3.6 for 80 metres. 100W capability, diameter 67 cm (211 4iii) priced at C75 lid
recommended 18m coax feeder to give almost whole band operation
CFI. 7 for 40 metres, also 1151W, diameter 40 crn (1ft 4in) pnced at L60 owl the 7.5,
feeder of 541 ohm COM, and postage and VAT.

11 CFL 14 for 211 metres, 100W, diameter 10 cm (Ik) priced at L44 inv No Moder bid
feeder of 50 ohms impedance of .my length may be used and !he bandwidth is
full band.
I AMER DESIGNS of Ground Plane l tossed Field Antenna which caused so mu.
,ontroversy in the Electronics Wadi magazine in the period 19149-41'. are now Lem:
in much medium wave AM broadcasting in Egypt. Listen out for tlw 20kW star. u
dark at Tanta (arabic male speaker) on 864kt lz audible with good clear signal in .1
,..-channel stations of ten times the power from Sofia and Moscow using cony.
nast antenna..
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ON ANY OF OUR COMPACT AND COVERT
AMATEUR BAND ANTENNAS ON REQUEST

Best seller.. -the bargain priced

Adapt -A -Mast
Lifts to 25ft

Wall mounting
Complete with all brackets, cable and winch
Accepts 2in stub mast Adaptable to tilt -over
Available hot dip galvanised BS729
Simple four bolt installation
MANY OTHER MASTS AVAILABLE
ISO
9001
Mobile (0374) 951660

New Channel
Master

Light Duty Rotator
Rotor unit type AR300XL and control console.
Continuous indication of beam heading
Clamps to T 152mml max mast and
takes 1>f 138mml max stub. mast
'Offset type mounting. Vertical load

Medium
Duty
Rotator

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND LTD

4,".'-11

Doeven Elektronike. Tel: .31 101 6282 69679 =

E

11 Kent Road. Parkslone, Poole, Dorset BHI2 /EH

F6951
01202

Tex:
ax:011 0277 1232
Email atechedircon co uk
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Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU ICOM KEN WOOD ALINCO
Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PV/R, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.
WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *
AERIALS, Tonna. Maspro. plus full range of base/mobile antennas
BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

Radio Amateur Supplies
Q

3 Farndon Green. Wollaton Park. Nottingham NG8 1DU
Off Ring Rd.. between AS2 iDerby Road) & A609 illkeston Road)
Monday CLOSED Tuesday -Friday 9 00am to `,

E]38

I

- - 1111411111

JUST GIVE US A RING

GLOSSY 31PAGE CATALOGUE A1AILABLE BY RETURN @ f'

AERIAL TECHNIQUES

-

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

stub mast

Bearing £18.95.

-1-

l

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS

Colorotor

EIS 95

I
1

For sales in Benelux countries contact

Vertical load carrying I I3kg

head loads Fitted

I

l

E Mail:TENNAMAST@blinternet.com

0

AR1201 Alignment Bearing

I
1

1

81 MAINS ROAD, BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA15 2FIT

2" main mast
I

1

or write to

C

carrying 45kg Special offer £49.95

1

I

Call 1015051 503824

AERIAL ROTATOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
AR300XL

]
I

MatiPar,

MP //L.*. 9mrilie) rorilrEurekaii 448

G6XBH G1RAS G8UUS

EMAIL:

z
O
rh

3
U3

3

Tel: 0115-928 0267
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feature

International Globa
t 0800, the winds hit force nine,
sweeping in from the Needles
Headland, driving the rain
horizontally into the faces of a
damage control party led by Dave

Ben Clegg
G7RER gives

his indepth
account of a

project which
was deemed

impossible to

begin with but
turned out to
be a major
success for

everyone

involved. It
resulted in one

of the biggest

international

1:1

Cramp G7RSD. (See Fig.1).He had
commandeered members of the

public to assist him in his attempts to make
major repairs to a triband beam antenna that
was spinning like a rotor blade atop a 12m
Clark mast, sited less than three metres
from the edge of a 83m cliff.
A G5RV antenna nad broken away. Whipped
up by the wind, it thrashed like a snake as valiant
attempts were made to regain its mooring point.
Coaxial feeders had snagged in trees which, as
they swayed, tore them away from their fixings. A
long line had become three short lines.
The rain turned the entrance walkway into a
sea of mud. And this was how Saturday 6th
December 1997 ushered in the centenary of the
establishment of what Marconi called the "The
World's First Permanent Wireless Station".

The Needles Wireless Telegraph station at
Alum Bay was built in 1897, in the grounds of the
Royal Needles Hotel. This was situated on the
Western tip of the Isle of Wight and had long since
disappeared into the sea.
Close Rs Possible

The West Wight Radio Society (WWRS), Fig. 2,
has its clubhouse in two rooms of a large derelict
bungalow situated on cliff tops as close as
possible to the original site, overlooking the
famous coloured sands. It holds the permanent
special event callsign GB2GMM. This
International Heritage site is owned by Leisure
Great Britain PLC, trading as The Needles Pleasure
Park.

global linkups
ever and took
place on the

Isle of Wight in
December

1997.

By mid October 1997, it was apparent that this
significant date in communications history might
go unrecognised. This left the six active members
of the WWRS with both the moral and historical
duty to celebrate their club station's 100th
birthday.
The fine weather of the previous day had seen
the work of the first combined operations by the
WWRS, Binstead ARS, and the Essex based
Dengie 100 ARS come to fruition. It had taken only
a week by volunteers from the two Island clubs to
complete the transformation of this abandoned

building into the world's most modern amateur
radio station.
It was this background effort, especially by
members of Binstead ARS who had travelled 80
kilometres a day, that I was particularly thankful
for. Without their commitment the event would
have been a non-starter.
The Operations Room, directed by Mark
GOZGN, incorporated six h.f. sets. The primary
transceiver was the very rare 200W (corn IC -775, fed
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into 100m of Nevada's Low Loss Coaxial to a 31m
Clark Mast located in the car park. This loaded a
steerable Jaybeam Triband.
The other five Icom IC -756s, had individual
masts and various antennas sited near the cliff
edge. These were all switchable to 1.2kW output
from a £1600 Linear Amps (UK) Explorer 1200. With
another two IC -751s as back up, we had the capacity
to monitor a frequency on every amateur band.
The v.h.f. room had three Icom IC-821Hs running
144 and 430MHz, with the 144MHz SSTV linked into
an Isle of Wight College computer, one of their six
Pentiums was located in another room displaying
exhibits donated to the club's museum.
We had no idea how many of the general public
would turn up, but expected around 30-40 visitors
throughout the day. By 1100, a staggering 400
visitors had braved the elements to see us and we
had only been open for an hour! Although mainly
locals, some had travelled from Luton, Oxford, and
parts of Kent after hearing the National broadcasts
on Radios Two and Four that morning.
This amazing response from the public,
although very welcome, caused chaos to repair
crews and the timetable. At 1200, a BBC TV film
crew joined the operators and the 69 members of
the public crushed into the h.f. room! We had no
option but to temporarily vacate the station of all
but vital personnel.
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Alum Bay
the worlds firsf permanent wireless
G Marconi

relating to the importance of wireless in the arrest
of the infamous Dr Crippen and his accomplice. He
presented to the WWRS, a framed copy of the
Telegram from the SS Montrose to Scotland Yard,
advising of their arrest.
After a "Thank you" address by myself to the
sponsors, the Park's General Manager Mr Tim
Belgroye, opened a superb buffet, donated by site
owners Leisure Great Britain PLC, for all in

CJ

rrl

Main Photo
Alum Bay, Isle of
Wight GB100
"The World's
first permanent
wireless station"

attendance.

CJ

C-,

O

in anticipation for the final transmission from the
Royal Yacht to GB100 IOW. (See Fig.3). Three
attempts failed to lay extension speakers to the
outside of the building so that everyone could
hear. The crowds were so dense that the cabling
hecame fouled.

Recephoo Rooms

Everyone was steered
towards the large
reception rooms kindly
set aside for our use.
Here. Mr Tim Wander
C.Eng. Head of
Engineering, Telematics
and Advanced Systems
at GEC Marconi,
delivered a fine talk
about Marconi's work at
Alum Bay.
Radio and TV
personality Mr Shaw
Taylor of 'Police Five'
fame gave an
entertaining dissertation
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Now fed and watered and filming completed,
the station building was again mobbed by the
public. It became so difficult to transmit by voice
because of the background noise and chatter, that
operators had no alternative but to switch to Morse.
(Who says it's dead? And I'm a G7!)
By 1450, the station was heaving with
reporters, cameramen and enthusiasts, all waiting

This breathing space enabled repair teams,
now swelled by volunteer amateurs from all over
the country, the opportunity to relay new feeders
and construct temporary antennas. Their previous
attempts of running the now shortened coaxial
feeders along corridors
crammed with people
queuing to enter had
been impossible.

CJ

At 1500, Mr Jim Barlow G3VOU, Chief
Radio Operator from the 0E2 and with the coordination by Communications officer: Warrant
Officer Mark Sabin RN. made contact with HMV
Britannia using her own callsign GQXC on
3.56Mhz. A greetings message from the Queen's
Naval Commodore stated that after 43 years of
service, Britannia was shortly to be
decommissioned and that this was to be her final
transmission. This was without doubt the climax of
the day. Everyone was swept up in an atmosphere
of nostalgia and pride
At 1505, Mr John Francis G3LWI MBE, Senior
Morse examiner for the Isle of Wight, repeated on

m
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O
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CJ,

Fig. 1: The
Needles
Headland

(courtesy of
RSGB)
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Great Value ATVs!

- improve your reception!

If you want to get the best results from your antenna. it needs to be impedance matched to the receiver. If there is a mismatch,then not all of the
signal energy will be transferred to the receiver, and signals will be weaker than they could be. An ATU (antenna tuning unit) should be used to correct
the antenna mismatch and so improve reception. A well designed receiving All. will also reduce signal levels away from the desired frequency, and
so help reduce noise and interference too. Both these benefits are proved by the Howes Clt8 and CR9 tuners. Fully guaranteed and backed by our

expert technical advice service. these ATt's are an excellent way to improve your reception.

HOWES CTU9
HOWES ASU8

Receiving .1 1 I

HOWES CTU8
Rewiring .411

500k11: to 30,1111:

Antenna *lector / :Biennia°,

"T" Match

DC In 3041117.

three 50239 inputs

4.1 &Bun

'Took& to 3011H:

'

Bypass switch

I

S0239 output
0/5/111/15/20/25A Attenuator

50239 sockets

50239 sockets

/2 month warranty

£49.90

Terminal Posts

12 month warranty

12 nunah warrant,'

£49.50

LA 9. 91)
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Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants.NN113PT

V01327260178
www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk

plerbr ire 4patelle toil Vfl for the Hort& KM rang.'

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS
Universal Radio Communications trading as:

north Dales ikabio 1.a111) Club

RADIO, ELECTRO
& COMPUTER SHOW

Suppliers of all leading brands

Aberconwy Centre & N W Theatre
The Promenade, Llandudno
7th & 8th November, 1998

Dennis, G4SOT and Andy, G6MRI have had
many years experience of amateur radio. They
are familiar with all the current products and
will be only too happy to pass their
knowledge on to you, the customer, when you
visit their new shop in Herne Bay

Admission £2.00. Under 14's free
10.00am to tea time
)1,ABLED ACCESS. FREE PRIZE RAFFLE. BAR & BUFFET.

fin* further Mails contact:

Greg Robbins. GW7NAU

Tel: (01492) 878288
In book display spare (naiad:
M Mee, GW7N1Ftl

Tel: (01745) 591704
Wet:mite: http:

Immepages.enterprisemet greg

F. -mail: NIKRRCogreg.enterprise-plc.cimt

at: -

112, Reculver Road, Beltinge
Herne Bay
Kent CT6 6PD.
Telephone (01227) 749352
E-mail: unicomPcqdx.co.uk
Web site: www.cgdx.co.uk/unicorn

KENWOOD ICOM

AIR

AL/NCO YAESU

FOR ALL COMMUNICATIONS
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all amateur bands, the first
transmissions of 1897 of George
Kemp from the Royal Needles
Hotel at Alum Bay, to Marconi
aboard a tugboat located five
kilometres away in the Solent.
Then the DX piled in. Rare
stations from Afghanistan, The
Ukraine, Yakutsk, Kamchatka and
the Russian Polar Ice Cap all came
up on c.w. The wall -mounted
world map became covered it
coloured stars.
Tribute To Operators

I must now pay tribute to all the
operators who worked h.f.
throughout that weekend. It
needed (and we had) the best
'professional' amateurs able to
cope under intense pressure, in a
unique environment with
unfamiliar state of the art
equipment and with antennas crashing down
about them. Swamped by an inquisitive public,
who crushed in and bombarded them with
questions under the ever -watchful eye of the
media. No one was prepared for this invasion and
as such, operations became shambolic.
We had the top five operators from the Dengie
100 ARS, who had travelled down at their own
expense, combined with the best from the Island,
Cunard, and the Royal Navy. I defy anyone to have
done better in those circumstances. On one
occasion, Jim Barlow was talking to some visitors
and inquiring upon why he was playing with the
'flapping thing' (paddle). He replied that he was
communicating in c.w. to a mobile unit in Hawaii!
How he could hold a conversation in that noise,
with three people and take and send Morse in his
head at the same time truly staggered me.
As the day drew to a close and while contact
with Concorde, Cunard, P&O and
Royal Naval Warships was
attempted with renewed vigour, I
reflected on how we had come so
far. Six weeks earlier, the South of
England regional officer for the
RadioCommunications Agency, Mr
Roger Schofield, had sat at my
kitchen table. His rule book open
and his face aghast as I had
outlined my plans.
"Forget it Ben, there's no way
they'll let you do it." He then spent
the next hour working out how it
could be done! It was this attitude
that pervaded the whole event. It
was agreed that a modern day
global link up would be either
impossible on a practical basis, or
so expensive in equipment, time
and effort, that no one would
consider it.

letters, 180 E -mails, some 2100 pages of FAX and
made over 800 telephone calls.

The work resulted in the help of over 60
companies and many hundreds of their
employees. All went out of their way to donate
time and money, in true Marconi spirit, to
participate in a unique special event which had
begun as an attempt to replicate his first
experiment and which snowballed to become
a world-wide land, sea and air multi -band
radio link -up.
At sea were the Royal Naval Aircraft Carriers
HMS Illustrious, (Portsmouth) and the HMS
Invincible (Mediterranean). The Warships HMS
Nottingham (Far East), HMS Brave (Falklands),
HMS Newcastle (Barbados), HMS Monmouth
(South Africa), RFA Fort Grange (Adriatic), and
vitally HMY Britannia (Portsmouth).
The Luxury Cruise liners from Cunard, RMS

Fig. 2: The West

Wight Radio
Society
clubhouse
(photo courtesy
of RSGB)

Fig. 3: Getting
Busy) Just what
was Dennis
Goodwin G4SOT
(far right) so
interested in?

Personal Challenge

I then took the event on as a
personal challenge, which
triggered a telephone and FAX
marathon, overtaking my family
and life. Working days and often
through the night, I sent over 250
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sir 111111111116
Antenna
Rotator

Syncron
SX-144/430

AR-300XL

W11111....111111111

1686 Bristol Road South
Rednal, Birmingham B45 9TZ

SRP Mini-Mag

2/70

i2m/70cm dual band

.2m/70cm cross

Max load 60kg
(with support
bearing). 360 deg rotation in
approx 65 sec. (cable not
supplied). Support bearing
optional extra.

needle direct
reading
SWR/1000W power meter.

mobile antenna
featuring super strength
mini -magnet (only 30m
diameter) c/w miniature
coax and plug.

£39.95 Inc P&P
SP AND CARRIAGE RATE APPLY

£19.95 inc P&P

TO MAINLAND UK ONLY

£49.95 inc P&P

Electronic Barometer/Thermometer

Gold Peak 1300
1300mAH Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)
AA size

rechargeable
cells. No memory
effect. Over
twice the capacity of Nicads.

£3.00 inc P&P

A unique LCD readout electronic barometer with weather forecast,
barometric pressure (with trend), indoor/outdoor
temperature and clock/calendar displays. Features
selectable 12-24hr clock and °C/°F temperature
formats, audible storm warning and maximum/
minimum temperature memories. Can be free
standing or wall mounted. Supplied with waterproof
external temperature sensor on a 3m cable.

f32.95 inc P&P

Opening times Mon -Sat 9 30am to 5. 15pm We are Kenwood, Yaesu, !corn, & Alinco dealers.

Call Rod (G8SUP), Richard (G6ORA) or Mary (MOBMH) on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788

FAX: 0111-457 9009

ANTENNA RANGEfrom I

HB9CV 2 Element
Beam 3.5 dbd
70ans (Boom 121

£15"

6 metre (Boom 33')
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0 metre

£7"
3/8 Mog Mount 3 5"
50239 Mog Mount 3.5 £9"
£9"
3/8 Mog Mount 5"

FAO°

50239 Mog Mount 5" £11"

£12"

3/8 Mag Mount 7"

Halo Loops

50239 Mag Mount 7" £14"

£12"

2 metre (size 12-

4 mike (sae 20' approx( £18"

apro,' £24"

6 metre 'size

All come complete with Felt or
Rubber Base please specify

£27"
£34"

2 metre (Boom 2011.._...£17"
4 metre (Boom 231

Ma netic Mounts

1/2 Wave Vertical

£39"

3/8 TrFMag 305

Mounting Brackets,
Poles, U Bolts and
Clam s etc.

Fibre Glass (GRP)
Base Antenna

6' Stand Off Brock*

(without ground planes)

(complete wth

70 cms

;'

.

2 metre ,teng', 52';
4 metre )Le,,g,I, 921
6 metre

12' T & K Bracket

18' T d K Bradt*

£34"
£44"

24'T & K Bracket

I complve

£10"
£12"

U Bolts,'

£14"

complete mth U Bolts!

l'r"x

Swagged Poles (set of a)

Economy Full (Length 102') £1400

Tri-Bander BM1000
.ES9"
(2 mts 6.2dB) (6 mts 3.0dBd)
.

170cms 8 4dBd) (Length 100")

Trilander SQBM1000

£69

(2 nits 6 2dB) (6 mts 3.0dEld)

170cms 8 4dBd( (length 100')
Dual -Bander SM200
£29"
mts 3.5dB) (70cms 6.2dB1
(Length 62')
Dual -Bander BM200

£39"

(length 62')
Dualilander SQBM200'

£19"

(Length 621

£29"

12 mts 3dBd) (70cms tad)
llength39")

per order.

Standard Full (length 1021 £160)

£49"

12 mts 4.5dB) (70cms 75dB)

All Prices
Duallander
Plus £6.00 P&P.

Economy Half (Length 521 £120'

Standard Half (Length 52') £14°'

(2 mts 5.2dB) (6 mts 2.6dB)
(70cms 7dB) (Length 74")

Dual Bander BM100

Heovy Duty Ali

HB 9CV

£49"

Triaander SM1000

12 mts 4.5dB) (70cms 7.5dB)

Bon)

£15"
£20"

G5RV Wire Antenna
(10-20/80 metre)

£64°

(complete with L., Bolts)

Vertical Fibre Glass
(GRP) Base Antennas

SCIBM100

£39"

(2 mts 3dBd) (70cms 6dBd)

Rength39")

I

SOBM1000/200/100
are Stainless Steel, Chromed and

Poly Coated. Full 2 year
Warranty on
SPECIAL

HALO
-63

-

These Antennas.

Wire

-0

I

I

5 25 metres....£5"
5 50 metres....E6"

RAKE

Yagi Beams

2 metre 4 Element
(Boom 36') (Gain 7dBd)
2 metre 5 Element

£19"

Mobile HF
Whips

(Boom 63") (Gain 10dBc1)

£31"

(with 3/8 base
fitting)

2 metre 8 Element
(Boom 125") (Gain 12dBd) £41"
2 metre 11 Element
(Boom 186') (Gain 13c1Bd) .£65"
4 metre 3 Element
(Boom 45') (Gain 8dBdI .
£34"
4 metre 5 Element

(Boom 128') (Gain 10dBd) £54"
6 metre 3 Element

(Boom 72") (Gain 75dBd). £39"
6 metre 5 Element
(Boom 142") (Gain 9.5dBd) £69"
70 cms 13 Element
(Boom 761 (Gain 12.5dBd). £50"

(length 7' opprox)

£49"
AMPRO 80 metre

(length 7' approx)

£18"
AMPRO 40 metre

(length 7' approx)

£15"
AMPRO 30 metre

(length 7' approx)

£15"
AMPRO 20 metre

(length 7' approx)

Crossed Yagi Beams

£15"

2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 64') (Gain 7.5dBd) £64"
2 metre 8 Element
(Boom 126") (Gain 11.5dBd1 £79"
70 cms 13 Element
(Boom 83") (Gain 1 5dBdl. £49"

IL Special Yagi Beams
2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 54 "I (Gain 9 5d8c1)

AMPRO 160 metre

£31"

2 metre 7 Element

AMPRO 17 metre

(length 7' opprox)

£15"
AMPRO 15 metre
(Length 7' opprox)

£15"
AMPRO 12 metre
(Length 7' approx)

£15"
AMPRO 10 metre

Boom 601 (Gain l2dBd( £39" (Length 7' opprox)
2 metre 12 Element
(Boom 126') (Gain 14dBd) £65"
70 cm, 7 Element
(Boom 281 (Gain II.5dBd) £24"
70 cms 12 Element
(Boom 48') (Gain 14c1Bc1) £39"

£15"
AMPRO 6 metre
(length 4 6' opprox)

£15"
An Prices Pius £6.00

PAP per order.

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12 CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS CRANFIELD ROAD. WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS MK17 8UR TEL (01908) 281705 FAX (01908) 281706
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Queen Elizabeth
II (Nassau,
Bahamas) MV

Royal Viking Sun
(Los Angeles), MV
Sea Goddess I (St
Thomas,
Caribbean) MV
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Sea Goddess ll
(Seychelles) and

the MV Vista fjord
(Tenerife).
The P&O Cruise

Liners MV Oriana
(Lisbon enroute
Bahamas), and the

MV Victoria
(Antigua,
Caribbean).
Numerous
land -based stations
contacted, included

the RMS Queen

Mary
International
Complex
(Longbeach); The

Marconi stations
GB2GM Poldhu,
Cornwall. The GEC

Marconi
GB2MWT station
at Chelmsford,
Essex, and our
experimental
predecessors at the
Marconi site at Lavernock Point GB100LP, South
Wales.
Mr Schofield's diligence in going around, over,
under and, if necessary, through the layers of
bureaucracy and red tape was rewarded with the

issue of all the required licence exemptions from
the R.A.

ASuccess

As an attempt at a project, priced at some
£200,000, requiring the liaison of many multinational companies and individual bodies, on a
budget of just 80p, I consider that the event was a
success!

Despite the early scepticism, cynicism, and
some disbelief amongst the Amateur Radio
fraternity and the total failure of information to
reach amateurs in time for the event, even though
the Press received the full details well in advance,
the aim of the project was achieved. This was
solely because of the unbelievable support from
all the sponsors and everyone who said they
would come and help actually turning up!
It was a shame that we missed a lot of the
prime targets, but other stations globally recorded
quite high tallies and our contact with HMS Brave
down in the Falklands was a veritable
achievement. Our score of 1571 QS0s was a
station record.
Despite the damage early on, repairs were
carried out in extreme weather conditions with
the public both helping and hampering
operations. As a Public Relations exercise,
Amateur Radio and Marconi were featured in
live and recorded interviews on 21 different
radio stations including Radios Two. Four and
Five. A full page in The Southern Daily Press
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111/12/97) and write-ups in The Times and The
Guardian, pre-empted a full exposure on the
BBC National news at 2230 (6/12/97) featuring

Icom's Dennis Goodwin G4SOT. (Since this
article was written Dennis G4SOT has of course

left Icom to form his own company, Universal
Radio Communications, in Partnership with
Andy Rudd G6RMI. Editor). This broadcast
was relayed globally and seen in Australia by
John Miller VK3DJM lex G3WITI.

Fig. 4: HMS
Brave - one of
the many
vessels
contacted by the
station on the
day (Crown
Copyright)

The support of the Royal Navy and the
enthusiasm of their Public Relations Officer Lt.
Heather Tuppen RNR, underpinned the event. The
£1000 worth of marvellous QSL cards and
programmes printed free for us by West Island
Printers. The local hotels, The Lismore, The
Highdown, and The Sandpipers that gave £450
worth of free board & lodgings to our guests from
Cunard and Essex.
There was also the back up support of
Nevada Communications. who saved us at the
last minute by stepping in to supply vital
equipment at a moment's notice. The loan and
professional rigging of £60,000 worth of masts
by Clark Masts Texam and who, with Icom UK
Ltd £25,000 worth of radios, combined to make
an impressive sight. The visit by the Chairman
and Directors of the board of LGB PLC who
allowed the full use of The Needles Pleasure
Park complex, which had been given over to us
in its entirety for the day, and permitted free car
and coach parking.
Even though not all aims were achieved, I feel
we raised the level of public awareness in Amateur
Radio and its general perception of the hobby. It
was a marvellous forging of links between Amateur
Radio and commercial business, and everybody
PW
enjoyed themselves.
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Television Nostalgia
Larry Coalston

Photo of John
Logie Baird and
Ben Clapp at
Baird's amateur
radio station
G2KZ which was
used to transmit
television across
the Atlantic in
February 1928.
Reprinted from
Seeing by
Wireless - The
Story of Baird
Television
by Ray Herbert.

G7TDJ, takes a

walk down
memory lane

with his
account of

studio

1AE.. BAIRD

operations and
maintenance in
the BBC.

Having just

retired from
the business,

he is more

than qualified
to uncover the

finer details of
BBC

t's over 60 years since the BBC
began high definition television
transmissions and my memories
were jogged by the death, early
this year, of T. H. Bridgewater
OBE, a former assistant to John
Logie Baird, aged 88. He joined
the BBC in 1932 and during his
distinguished career was in charge of
Television Outside Broadcasts and
later appointed Chief Engineer BBC
Television.
I was privileged to work under
'Bridgey', as he was affectionately called.
He was the doyen of British Television and
a true pioneer and I am pleased to devote
this story to his memory.

Engineering.

Mosaic
Electron beam

Deflection. .0
coils
A
G

Fig. 1: Simplified
'Emitron' Pick-up
camera tube.
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Signal plate

I

Pa

Electron
gun
144*

wnoir

S.p.leleanXW

Collector grid

Dirgption

of light

WT1012

Deflection coils

Electron gun

RepIN

Programmes

Regular television
programmes began in
Fig. 2: Simplified
November 1936 from
diagram of 'Emitron'.
Alexandra Palace in
North London. For the
first week, all programmes went out on the
Baird 240 line mechanical system using an
intermediate film scanner, any pictures and
sound were delayed by four minutes.
The second week's transmissions were
from electronic cameras in a second studio
using the EMI 405 line interlaced system.
This studio alternation continued until
February 1937 when the Postmaster
General announced that the EMI pictures
had been judged superior and so the use of
the Baird apparatus would be discontinued.
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Because

German aircraft
could home in
on the v.h.f.
transmissions
from Alexandra

Image section

rt1

Multiplier section

Scanning section

A

Accelerator
Grid 6

WT1010

Palace, the

television
service shut
down in 1939 for
the duration of
the Second
World War.
When the
service reopened in June

Decelerator
Grid 5

Grid 4

Iris

Grid 3

Grid 2
Dynode 1

Electron
gun

O
O
Lens

Five stage

Photocathode

1946, I was

f -T1

multiplier
Scanning
deflection coils

O

Alignment

Target
Focussing coil
coil
ready to view on
a home brew TV
set put together
from ex -RAF radar units.
Fig. 4: Simplified diagram
The sensitivity of the Emitron pick up
of Image Orthicon tube.
tubes (see Fig. 1) varied due to
production methods and this often meant
BBC engineers: Don Brothers and Ben
a difference of about two F stops in the
Palmer, devised a detailed camera line up
iris setting of each camera lens. (Fig. 2 &
procedure. The cameras had to be
3). Any uneven lighting also gave rise to
modified for remote control of the lens iris.
Parameters for 'lift and gain' (Lift = Black
secondary emission.
Secondary emission appeared as a
level [0.3v1 = brightness. Gain = Contrast
Peak white 11V)) were specified together
spurious brightness on the right and
with a sensitivity requiring the lens
bottom of the picture - viewers often
phoned to complain that the "footlights
aperture to be within one F stop. (See Fig.
are too bright"! To cancel this 'fuzz', a
4).
saw -tooth and parabolic wave form
All operational controls were grouped
known as Tit and Bend' was added to the
on a panel in front of high grade 14in Pye
output. I once tried the 'Tilt and Bend'
monitors. At that time I was a vision
engineer at Bristol and returned several out
controls during the showing of an excerpt
from a play called Journeys End and
of spec. tubes to the English Electric Valve
didn't find them very easy to operate.
Co. The Image Orthicons were on hire and
In 1948 new Pye Photicon cameras
charged for each hour of use. They cost
were supplied to Television Outside
£1000 to buy - a tidy sum in the 1950s.
Broadcasts and Lime Grove studios. I
In 1960, Studio Three Television Centre
remember that the Photicons also
opened with new 4in image Orthicon
required a high level of light for good
cameras. After a number of co-ordinated
pictures.
studio tests using the new line up, it
became known as "One Man Vision

Image Orthicons
It was not until the mid 1950s that more
sensitive tubes using a low velocity
electron beam came into use. These were
known as Image Orthicons. Two senior
Fig. 3: Diagram of an
'Emitron' television camera.

Photoelectric
mosaic

Signal plate

Iris

:

I

1, LI

used in these cameras.
There was a problem with the prism

11

Lens

Deflection
coils

,

Afr
Electron beam
Electron gun

Control".
Eager for promotion, I applied for a job
in London studios as Vision Operator. At
Riverside studios in Hammersmith where I
went to work, there was another innovation
as well as "One Man Vision Control".
The intensity of each studio light could
be adjusted from a central console. All
Studio control areas eventually used this
arrangement. In the late 60s, TV pictures
could be compared favourably with black
and white films and photographs.
When colour came about in 1970, I
transferred to installation work on EMI
2001 Colour Cameras at Pebble Mill
Birmingham. However, it was some time
before a standard line up could be devised
for the plumbicon photo conductive tubes

-7' First
amplifier

Mr111.1
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Seeing by
Wireless - The
Story of Baird
Television
by Ray Herbert.
Is available
from the PW
Book Store.
See page 74.

O
O
rIn

O
O
rfn
itt:eSS

used for filtering the image into primary
RGB colours. This problem was referred to
BBC Research Department. The result was
that many of the colour wedges had to be
returned to EMI for modification.
Those were the days... brought back to
the forefront of my memory by the recent
death of Tony Bridgewater OBE.
PW
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introduction to the subject
of Nikola Tesla and building
Tesla coils. It features
instructions for building a
good sized coil using a neon
transformer and a spark gap
to drive the primary. But

Are You Sitting

Comfortably?
The PW Team

Suggests You

Book

PROFILES

not for use on the air of
course!
As the size of the book
may indicate, there is not
much detail but it is an
adequate source for those
of you interested in a quick
reference source on Tesla
Coils and most aspects and
techniques of coil building.
George Trinkaus' book
follows a clear, concise
format and hence, is easy to
follow with plenty of
illustrations from diagrams
to black and white
photographs.

Do....With One of
The Books On

Offer This Month
Especially As
Those Dark

Evenings Are

By now, you should be

getting used to the
longer, colder nights
and are probably dreaming
of the "good old days" when
we had hot, or at least warm,
summers! So, while you are in
the mood for nostalgia, the MY
team suggests that you take a
step back in time with us and
remember the works of Nikola

Recommended.

Tesla.

Well On Their
The Testa High

Way!

Double TeslaOudin Coil

Frequen(y Coil

Various Authors

George F Haller

& Elmer Tiling
Cunningham

fa it,
it P._
C-17;

MI=
(1.4

Elias
11.1.6m°
OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 98
Please note:

"or

accepted with mod orders.
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This book covers the
construction and uses of the
Tesla Coil and aims to offer
a "practical working manual
on the construction of high
frequency coils" for the
more advanced, historically
minded amateurs among
you. Not one for the fainthearted this book is, in
actual fact, a reprint of a
rare Tesla coil construction
manual, which was first
published way back in 1910.
The Tesla High
Frequency Coil was
rediscovered by George F

Haller and Elmer Tiling
Cunningham when they
got their hands on the seven
inch standard coil which is
covered in the final chapter
of the hook. There are
various illustrations
including diagrams, circuits
and photographs. Chapters
include: 'Theory of the Coil';
'Uses of the Coil'; 'The
Transformer'; 'The

Condenser' to name just a few.
An interesting read if
you feel confident enough

to tackle it. Recommended

to those of you who
have a particular interest
in historical features

Testa Coil (Third Edition)
George Trinkaus

A small pamphlet of 24
pages, this book is a good
basic

-TESLA

COIL.

This book is a collection of
five articles from The
Experimenter Magazine
and its derivatives of First
World War vintage.
The first article is
'Seeing the Unseen' by
Joseph B Branch 11925).
It describes the
building of a
Doe
sa."A
double coil high
voltage generator
which was a

b

cross between a
Tesla coil and an
Oudin coil.
The second
article is 'Wireless
Transmission of
Power Now
Possible' by

Thomas W
Benson (1925)
and is a well
illustrated article
about the
developments
at that time in
wireless
transmissions
of power.
'Home -Made
Geisler Tubes'
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11925) by F Castro is the
third, 'Testing High Voltages
With Spark Gaps'(1917) the
fourth and 'US Blows Up
Tesla Radio Tower.' (1917) is
the last article. They are all
fairly rare and make
interesting reading.

of your questions regarding
these lost inventions, but

Recommended.

of Tesla's radio

ShOldgil OR [0120z1 659930

Of

'High Voltage, Sudden
Pulse'; 'Low Frequency',
Conduction Through The
Ground', 'Resonance' and
'Aerial Capacity'. All
chapters are, once again,

it's recommended
nonetheless.

well illustrated. Good

Radio Tesla The secret

information source.

and wireless power.
Testa The Lost Inventions
George Trinkaus

This book follows George
Trinkaus' usual style. It is
only 33 pages long yet it is
an adequate information
source on Tesla's later
inventions which
were

ESLA

How To Build Your Radio

George Trinkaus

Receiver.

This book, again in a similar
format to his other books
mentioned on this page, is a
short (37 page), soft cover
format publication detailing
the "peculiar radio
technology of
Nikola Tesla" in the words of
the author
\k'f,R81,1s
himself.

Edited by Kendall Banning &
1 M Cockaday

This particular book, was
initially a 'freebie' from
Popular Radio (circa 1924!)
and carries the sub title:
Popular Radio Handbook
No. 1. It contains some of
the best construction
articles from that magazine.
Eight various receivers
are covered: a Haynes DX
receiver; a crystal receiver;

The

author
uncovers the
secrets
patented
behind a
and a two -stage audio between
frequency amplifier, to
1890 and
topic that is
taboo in
name but a few.
1921.
As he
official
Other chapters
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Due to the fast turn
around of popular
secondhand items, readers
should check on
availability of advertised
stock. In other words...if
you spot something you
fancy...don't delay or you
could miss it!
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YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
SOUTH EAST

WATERS &
STANTON

COMMUNICATIONS

01702 206835

00353 51 871278
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rob, SISt,
511'4lMOD 14234
KkEnnUODN XII

SIOBEL TX

N

mogul

2)411 401111E
10719/110D IM-441
51145 MOUE TX
911AKFSPEAA 0129112 )1 MANE TX
s 1 ANDARD C
557/91 MOB TX4A1///
s JAMMU C.52M
DUAL BAND 4011111
51544110 CM/
31 MOBILE

WM= TX

MEM Ft Sal
5ABI; 11.31( MK 11

YAEM FT 'NI
yhEsi

25111 411100( MN
HPNr19I14S WE TX
ICU. BAND MOBILE

11:91.

OM On
1211140

KENWOOD

PS 430 20A PON et sum',

1115,6

KENWOOD TM 221.A :Men 144

(1511

KENWOOD TM 241E :Metre 505

flop

KENWOOD TM 451E 70cm Mobile

fI95

KENWOOD 1M72 I 2/70 cm Crosdurider

Cub

L=01
1045111

C91141

(1119

Lowe FIF1 50 with keypad

£275

Lowe HF225E with PSU

£299

Sony ICF SW55

£169

Trio R600 base receiver

£199

Yaesu FRG 100 mint

1349

ICON KT:

Yaesu FT7000 mint

£149

MC 5:5
1:11445.10 15 44,

%Aim ILECEISIA

LOAF 223

IMAM 5ICA1119C14

099411

PIALLATIC
1,,4
REALISTIC FR0 yo n

11F R111151.11

1.119101

11751.

loom IC -R72 xJ Base Station ROCtIsCr

049
049

Lime HF-ISO a3 301ID.30MH: All Mode Rn
17.511

Lowe HE -225 30klir-30MH, All Mode Rs 12V
Lowe HF-250 *2 301.F11-10MH, Rs 121 PC

(199

£399
CompataNe
Realistic DX -394 150(112- 301MHz ASICWSSB
16011) MaireJI 2V
1115
Roberts 12-876 Portable Recener with Rd mere°
199
Sansan ATS-503A A3 Portable Receiver with SSB 179
Sony ICF-SW55 Port Rs with FM metro and SSB 11119

Suny ICF-SW100E Pocket Receiver ad FM werro
and SSB

1149

Sony 1CF SW7600G Portable Rawer with EM stereo
and SSB

1135

SCANNERS S1OBILF/BASF:

BASE/1110111LE SCANNERS

AOR AR- I 5(()50UkHz-130061Hr All Mode 100001
1139
Fairmate HP -2000 0 5-1303111Hr AM.FM.WFM
100001
Icon IC -R 1 0 1 1.300MHz AM/FM/ATM

[corn IC -RI li I - I VOOMH, AM/FM/WFM Dant
121$
Realistic Pro -30 614.51IMH! i with pm) AM.ES1

0.9
Realistic Pro -43 68-9996ft I 1, iih paps AM 151
1129

200Ch

Realistic PII162 68-960M114 with pp., AM 551

:WI lipase -an

Sony Air -7 FM. MW. LW. SW with 108-13..144
174MHz
'lumen] MVT-5003 25-550.800.1300111Hz AM.B4

_.__..-.2222-----_..195

111,151 100C11

11X-142.150-160220-391MHz
1169

10

£91111

BASE MAW% MERU

DRAKE 114.A

If la VHF

D RAKE 11W

141 RICEIMA
HE ILK -ACC

041..111

13910)

VHF MATED

YAM Flaittil

.5CANXING ALIZEITLI

AOR 8000 0-1900mh/ charger etc

1229

(ABC' 111G 11111

.If

Icom PCR 1000 demo... ........

£199

HANVIIIILDS
4144(0 411AI.331

241411111115

ALINED 01E1

Dim
1:13941

.L9491.11

1141411

£699

2541491 AIRM.4.1

on
1144 m

£199

MIN KA

A(MS E51:0114

1141

Yupiteru MVT7100 0-1650mhz

£179

IZEM111XE 41214.

2.4411111F11115

14.13.4151111111

Realistic Pro 2006 base/mobile mull

£179

(571110)111 711
KESIVCCO 14-1*

.7411 WHEW rA
2411 1141n -i0111 RX

IBM MI

51154.5 MELD TX

114510

1TA1911411.0C 1fly

MAIMS IMELD 15

419011)

YAM' ITSCIR

MACIAS MANDE

/199110

5431 El Me

IIME 1.9111ACC5
25111043 HE TX

O'9 no

YAESC1.7.510

EAFM 11411

:MS HANN

1.44491

31 /.01111 PSU

Mirage B -34-G amp

14.591111 A11

£149

K 014 P555

m AMP

Garmin GP45XL handheld GPS

£169

K EM90011 CAM
KESIVOODATIM

491E\15 11551

Garmin GPS2 handheld GPS

£169

ICEAWOODAT'in

ANIT1N4 117,111

MF1 949E 300watt ATU, dummy load
MFJ 259 antenna analayzer

Momentum 11OU multimode decoder

£99

£169
1209

£249

Datong Tutor D70

E19

Watson multimode decoder

£49

All Prices in Sterling

R5000 Rama......._

£495

KENWOOD

125000 Reecho with VHF.........

(5(11

KENWOOD TS 440 SAT 2X Filters

(595

fb95

....

KENWOOD TS 570D DSP General GArragc

L750

KENWOOD TS 440 SAT

1800

KENWOOD

TS 100 SAT (X2)

KENWOOD

T5 790E Dual Band

1995

KENWOOD TS 9541 SD

11.395

KENWOOD TS 870 DSP &UM exeditioa

19111)

119901

YAESU

FC 700 Tuner ........

YAESU

FC757 Auto Tuner

(175

YAESU

Fr 5100 Dual Band

254)

YAESU

FT 290 Mk Multi -Mirk

£275

YAESL'

Fr 85110 Dual Band

025

YAESL'

FL ?Aar/ Linear Amp ..............

095

YAESL'

7757 Gx II 'Mini Coahuom...... 1495

YAESU

FT 8911 HE Gen -as new"

YAESU

FT 890AT HE

YAESL

FT 8911AT HE......................_....£675

YAESL

FT 726R 2-70-6 &

`TABU

Fr 990AC with 2K Filter

f900

YAESU

F1736R 2/7045M Late Model

£975

A114 111.ASFAX N 1.5111P14EVI

lill lino

Garmin GPI 2XL handheld GPS

KENWOOD

199,6

£89
£89

.....

114,10

Alinco DX10 drop in charger

1239

£350

KENWOOD TS 50 FIE

.112901

Icon 1C7000FIF 0-2000mhz

Op........- boxed mint

TS DO Late Model. ...

1399441

IMES NC n2n

.1109

KENWOOD

.0.5
14154 01

£249

Yuman VT. I2.5 D 1011.142MHzAirbod 20Ch _1135
Yupneru

AX.AlitA
BA AA 70,u
AL*

1575

MFJ 962D I .5KW antenna Tuner
£1.99

_Lin BD

Yupiteru MV 190(X) top handheld

Di", 1'3 114
1145
1199

WET ER

AOR 3000A 0-2036mhz

STATION ki vENNORIES
SCANNERS HAND HELD

SKr) rAnal HP

BASE SCA.ViNG paunlx
CM, la lASSITI1

Realistic Pro62 inc meads 66-956mh/

Realistic Pro -2005 25.520,76D 1300MHi
AM.FM.WFM 4000-h
1195

010
(1011

EPA an

YAM FPI' I 70cm FM 11/Held wnh IX' ALptce

lliC NR13.345 100tHt-30M1* AALSSB.C9. F A \

(1111

111.01
24914)

RECEI1125

HAM1HELD sCANSFX

f995

.

DOM

.AKD HF3

E69

....,....

DRU3 Voice Sonde

(299

1145

K.ANTRONICS KFC3 TNC.

(645

737.................

KENWOOD

Standard C-558 2m/70cm FM Handheld

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Grundip YB-206 Portable Rower in an FM
Grundis YB-500x2 Portable Recent, with SSB

PRICE

1EN TEC CORSA, II

ATLAS MO_
196411725

kom IC.24ET lWlOrm FM HiHrld
1179
kom IC-P4E 70cm FM Hilleld
(169
kom 1C-W2E 2inrrkm FM wykid I w1. sp ma
Kenwood TH -48E 704m EM HhieW
Standard C.506 2m/71km EM Sheri, 11.1Held

BRABB TR,

Kenwood TS950S mains.ATU mint

Alinco D1190 handheld mint

(109
(169
[175
(149

Servicing 01922 417829

TRAMCET51119 HE

(199
(199
(275

VHF/ HE HAND HELD TRANSCEIV F R
Ahnco DI .4110 70on FM ykyteki

01705 662145

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS

VHF/UHF BASE/MOBILE TRANSCED ERN

RADIOINORLD
01922 414796

(REP OF IRELAND)

WATF.ILS AND STANTON PLC SECONDHAND
STOCK UST AS AT 23rd May 1998.
PLEASE NOTE SECONDHAND ITEMS COME skim
FULL 3 MONTH PARTS & lABOUR GUARANTEE
FOR MORE INFORVIAT10's PHONE STEVE PAWS
ON 01702-33605 OR FAX 0170231613

Kamood TM -231E 2m FM Mobile 5(1W
Yaesu FT -290R 2m AD Monk Portable
Yam F1-301X/M 2m FM Morale 7(1W
Yam FT -726R 2m.70cm All Mode Base Mum

NEVADA

1513-1

41.

4I71ROL1I0

5149AXI0 OFC.V0
KESIVCCO11-1251

In n% 14 AMP

1412104100 AT

11.1411 FOR TSSIX

0.72'

If1 #1

SIL HT 11110

124

400UE3
0191)5COUT

4059011.144A

412An MCAts A14?

11ANDHUDOX11111
MI 1944
511)

TOKYO HI: 511111

HE A* 414 55

10KY0 HX940
TOKYO SAGIANu

e4111 TO IF TSTR
25191174

vlcT111513 v( M al All
YAECI FUIM3

IF ASO.

1294191

.149901
112110
.049451

..... , .............

16011

101

WEB SITE ,ao iffIVNUCC.Vailflrleliradu, NOrld

COIF
.1:1001

mad ralio.wer1d0 wyin

net
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a 741te

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
ARC

EARLESTOWN
01925 229881
HF TRANSCEIVERS
2 x Yaesu FT-757GXI + boxed _........._.....(TEL
£799
Yarsu FT-%)
Yana FT -1017D Mkfil + FC-902IFCVA0IR
incl 2.m/bm

£799

Yaesu FT -10/

£.375

from £1300

2 x Icom IC -765 VGC
Kenwood TS -5M

£200

Ken* ood 15-930 sic

.........

£750

ICenwood TS- 120S

(495

FL -21002 HF linear

Kenwood1S-830M
Kenwood TS440SAT boxed

(TEL
025

.

Yaesu FT -9020M + SP -901 & FC-902.

£599

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

PALCOM (Mk)

01202 490099

01908 618923

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Ina TSI 30S HF & WART 100W Base HE
TM, TS I 10V HF & %ARC IOW QRP VE0120
Yaesu Fro- Basic HE with VE0 and PSI'

Yaw F17 Baia HF with FM Bturd
Yucca Fr- Raw HF

II 231 Wide RX FM IOW Mobile

koen
'2JE 101 2313 EM Maink
Icrun It 34
Iklutc 1)11.11 ILIDd 1101.-K1

inr

kom It ICI 101 11..Jhrld with Kcsp.a.1
Kenui.+.1 1'317511:10131unimiiik Oloh,lc 2599
To

Ili., I m 231 Ali bilr Shinn* 2331
111_5x,Tina 201111 HxndkW.

-

.

Yxsu 11.5190 231 islulumude Base IOW

Yr. I-T299R11 IM Slam* Brach & Amp
Fnua . From 11/Hckla + NCO amigo
Yana ET73R Rued 'Okra
.

MOBILE/BASE X11E/1 HF TRANSCEIX FRS

1295
1295
1.2195

VHIlI HF

loin

1195
1275
1159
1254
195
1545
1295

r5

1225
1300
1135
195

Kenussx1 TS '1 I F -N1'4 a
+ hook. mkrapbone
Alin:» DR- I

£115

RECEIVF.RS
1340 Mantic HF Recover VGC
Drake SWINE Gen Co. Rx with VHF Air

Nas ico .AMR -1000 2m mobile.........._

£160

FDK-71.068 VHF FM Costrilkd Ramie,

135

Yaesu Ft-I8OR boxed

£250

&ahem SB.I01 Han Band RX
Lowe IfF150 Complete Sums tin SP1Sti PR 1 NI

C75

Icom IC -229 boxed
Icons IC -290D...........»_

£199

and Ke)pad

_....._....»...._...£300

)(Jou FT 2901W boxed

.._..._........1325

I

.....

Yaesu FL -2025... ..............

£99

Kenwood 7R-9130

f.27.5

TR-90181 & one/book/lead

£275

Trio TS-770E_...._.......(TEL
TM -COLA boxed (10 wan outputl ____ £17.5
IC -821H unnuculate condition ____-__ /TEL
AKD-6001 boxed
E225

Yaesu FT -700R boxed

Trio TR-2400
Trio TR-7500 boxed

190

17E1.

Lowe HEIN/ Criminal Gen Co. Rx with Kenna
Lawn HEIN) Corinna Gm Co. Rx with Keypad
Lowe Kr.30 Deluxe Cell Co. RX with Opium.
ME/9100 Restorative ROXIM I Akil I
Octal 1215 Milano Spec HE Recover
Realime DX394 id Gcn Cm RX with fcal urr.
Inn /2000 HF Geer Cm RX with VHF
Tmi R11100 Basic Spa MiMade HE Gal ( 'in 0
View FRG9600 VIWAYHF Flacon

Yam FRG7700 Gee Cm RX..._...£195
View F1101 Basic HE RX 1Spa.Ec Barklo
Yam FRGICO chs Norm% CW. FM At PSI

050
£599

Realisik Puo37 2.1114'11 311E7 'FIEAIR Scanner

£299

(TEL
(TEL
045

£75

Realistic PRO -59

Standard AX -700 book & bat._
AOR ARI000 hand-held

£299

*item MVT-7100 boxed

£150

Roberts R-861 + book & box.._

£125

Realistic PRO -3105 boxed

£150

£125

f75
15.5

145
17.5

.185

1175

199

MLMEI.LANIIIHIS
AEA PK232..MBX MM.& Data Terminal
Diamond SX410 VHFIEHF NOW SWR MM.!

1149

Ihasa CNA 100 I - .Auto
DIA. A A Fh061i. Acme Audio Fillet

1145
175
125
L449
£95
195

Kim CW kn
70cms Amplifier
11kni,n RE12-90
Mionuase Miuluks 101W 254 Amplifier
Mitnusare 1440110s 30W Tik-ms Amplifier

Scowl 4S6 6MH, Score As New
Shure 444 RAW MICTOOMAIC

(59

£65
.

ItAsii Hs Risser 11X240 2/1.>HF Traniscnn
Intemal VHF fur FRGSXOn

Yam FRP7IJ HE RX

£35
1145
C99

139
1163

liTBSITE.'

£115
£125

(150

...

_

£225

MH-784 boxed

1175

VC-3000DLP boxed

(99

£TEL

Datong D-70
......

1150
110

Disclaimer

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Icom IC -761 100W mains powered.
General Coverage transceivenntemal
auto ATI! all modes.
£799
JRC 1ST -135 100W HF General
Coverage transceiver all modes.

Bandwidth Control Unit complete with
matching power supply. Excellent
condition
£799
Aline" DXTOTH. 100W HF & 6m all
mode mobile transceiser. This unit is a
demo model and complete as new' £525

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS

Advertisements from traders Cut
equipment that is illegal to possess. u sc
or which cannot he licensed in the
11.' K. will not he accepted While the
publishers will give whatever
assistance they can to readers or buyers
having complaints. under no
circumstance will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods
ordered, late delivery or faults in
manufacture.

HE TRANSCIENERS
DRAKE 4-C LINE LS A I CONDMON
DRAKE TR-ICW AS NEW RARE
COM 1C-106 BOXED AS NEW

1575
15.119

L599

403/.1 1C-706 BOXED AS NEM.

10%11C-706 MK -I BOXE
COMIC -725 AS NEW

15695

OF/I
1479

1599
1635

ICON IC -726 HE+6 AS NEW
!COM IC -729 HF+6 AS NEW. BOXED

f499
ICT0.1 1C.736 AS NEW

19111

Ltin

11.01.1 IC-740AS NE'W
1COM 1C-746 UNWANTED

11,300
11,299

1101.111756 EX -DEMO
KENWOOD TS -110 %MIMES°

LIN

KENWOOD TS -430 GREAT VALUE .....-..

O15

KENWOOD TS-440SAT WITH ALL FILTERS.
KENWOOD TS-440SAT Vim) FILTERS ___
KENWOOD TS -530S IN Al CONDITION

£559
L569
1299
£515

Yaesu FT -736R. 2rn/704.3n1hrn all mode

KENW00013-601116 HF + 6 METERS..___

base station complete with built-in power
supply. Excellent condition
£725
Kcnwood 131-251E 45W2m FM mobile
transceiver, complete. As new
£190
Tno TM -411E 25W 70cm EM mobile
transceiver. complete with box, manual
and bracket
1123

LINWOOD TS -690S HE + 6 METERS
_
KENWOOD TS-150SAT AS NEW. BOXED ._.
LENWOOD TS ANISAT AS NEW, BOXED .

169

LE9W000TS415MAT AS NEV. BOXED

11469

Yaesu FT -4700 2m/70cm dual -band
mobile. (Case marked and no user
manual)
£179

Kenwood TM-70IE 2InnOcm dual -band
£179
Alinco 13.1 180E 2m FM hand-held
complete tas new)
£129
Alinco DJ -190E 2m FM hand-held
complete las new)
£149
Kenwood TM -431E 70cm FM mobile
tr.uvweiser (mint condition)
E179
F111 mobile

.

RECEIVERS & ACCESSORIES
AOR AR3000 500kHz-2300MHz wide hand all mode scanning receiver
£350
AOR AR7030 30kHr-30MHr all mode
receiver. This unit is complete and as
£425
new
Yaesu FRG -100 30khZ-30MHz
receiver
£275
Trio R-600 100kHz-30MHz.
USB/LSB/AM receiver
£125
Nevada MS -I 000 51:10itlit- 1300MHz.
AM/FM.WFM receiver
E99
Datong 11.-3 audio filter
£74
£20
200W dummy load
AKD HF-3 short wave receiver 1Hr:old
new)

19.59

TENTEC CORSAIRnall IN GREAT CONDITION4499
TENTEC PARAGON ALL FILTERS GEN COV RX 1699
YAESU FT IOCED BOXED AS *IV
t1,109
YAESU FT-141GX GREAT VALUE HF SET
(309
.....1349
YAESU F1174768 GREAT VALUE HF SET
YAESLI FT -767 111111 ALL MODELES WI/79

YAESU FT-900AT BOXED 6 MONDE OLD...
YAESLI FT -920 EX DF7d0 NEW

.

YAESU FT -ONE IN Al CONDMON
YAESY FT902.DM IN GREAT EMEND ON

VIP
tkW
11.100
1499

099

AHFAIIF TRANSCEJAEFS
ALINCO DR -150 DUAL BAND MOBILE
MINED DRMI6T11 6 METER FM EX DEMO
KOM ICI: ltiT TOCMS HANDIE
ICOM 1C1V21ET DUALBAND HANDHELD
1COMICW.32E DUAL BAND HMO. ACCESS

(229
11151

.

KENWOODTM-25511A 2 METER 7118. MOBILE
ItENWOOD 154.733 AS NEW

KENW003 TR-9000 VHF MULM1100f

1159
£169
1109
L199
1215

YAESU FT -450 2 METER MULTIMODE

IAEA) FT -TX, ?mem BASE MULTIMODE
YAESU FT -736 WITH 2 AND 70 AS NEW
YAESLI FT -736 WITH 6, 2 AND 'OAS NEW

1335
1825
1929

YAESU FT-767GX PLUS eitr0 AUTO ATU
ACCINSORIES
6METER TXVTR 2 IN ti °UT 10 WATT'S..._.....
CAPCO BAULN 1KW RAND.
CAPCO LOOP ANTENNA 40-10 MHZ AS NEW
CVi.5010,:secr cw FILTER. WHAT A FILTER

C79

131

1250
169
1149

ILAIWA C1911.419 5011W ATLI .

DATONG 11-3 AUDIO FILTER
DATONG FLA AUDIO FILTER ...
DRAKE Ll :KW LINEAR AS NEW BOXE I
.

£90

AOR AR800() I 00kHz-1800MHz all
mode hand-held scanner. Complete with
ease. nicads. charger. manual and
box
£150
Yupiteru MVT-7100 100kHz-1650MHz.
All mode hand-held scanner. complete
with meads. charger. aerial. box and
£145
manual
Alinco DJ -580E Zni/70ern dual -band
hand-held complete with battery pack.
charger and antenna
£179
BNOS 20 amp power supply
179

0159

1:1731WOODTS-1130SAT AVERAGI' (INI go(
E69A
f799
KENWOOD TS-850SAT BOXED
1799
KENWOOD TS -940S AS NEW GRI.A1 All'L
KENWOOD TS-940SAT IMMACULATE .......
£515
KENWOOD TS-940SAT AS NEW GREAT VALUE 11199
KENWOOD TS -950 SD WITH ALL FILTERS .....11,599
TENTEC CORSAIR MK -B GREAT CONDMON 1$99

.

1

1.39

O.1041 FRV7709 HEsVHE Tramsenci
Yams 6500A Elo ARM Unit

01480 406770

1125

hilre m. wit tlirrti,rrr , r. d for latr Ii .ynLrrr

MISC.

Yaesu SP -901 speaker

Yvan, M1712511 Cnil Airtwad Soma

lila

HANDHELDS
Icom IC-IE

CAP Co SPC-300

ACAINA: Prii2S 30Ch FM IOW Scanner
Tilden( TR2409 Wuk Band
..

£115

£125

Ivan IC -R7100 + book

Kenwood TH-27 - boxed
IC-W2E + curas
IC-X21ET & CTCSS fitted

1450

SCANNERS

Icom1C-R7IE boxed
Lowe HF-225
Yaesu FRG -7700M + ATV
Realistic DX -394
keen IC -R7000 + buck
Trio R-600
Roberts R-876..

£454

E22

Drake R-hE - vgc
Negroes. MX -7000

1.32.5

View FRG7700 Gee Co, RX with Mem 'nil

Lone FS10 1001 Mame Scannet
RC4i1AC Pri9611 20901 VIII-) HI -AIR Si. Arlo
RCAIAIC Prn30 21Xli 111 1111.14 S. nisei
EM H1kW SiAnno
RAJAAli Prulii

£499

1550
£295

View FRG114100 Gen Co. RX with VHF.
Yarn. FRG7700 Gm Co. RX iint0 Mem Una

Fairmate 11P1110E I flui Ch 1111.14 Scanner

RECEIVERS/SCANNERS
Yam FRG -X000+ FRT-7700...

099

1275
£94
1325
£195
1235
£375
1415
1175

View FRGS801 Gen Ca RX_____

2000

LTD

1325
£275

D15 li0E Full lamIct Maul Hilda

MULTICOMM

165

(1.1)1
1149

'COM At 150 AUTO AM

1199

1COM AT500 AUTO ATU

L99

K'OM %CIO DELUXE DESK ?Air
KENWOOD AT -230 ATV VERY RARE._
KENWOOD AT -250 AUTO ATU BOXED
KENWOOD TL -922 LINEAR AS NEW
MAPUN MAPSAT 3 WEATHER SAT fl S11%1
MEI NOISE BRIDGE
MEI-247 HE ANTENNA ANALYSER
MF1-948 3018. ATU (Ex DISPLAY
R& N 6 METER TRANSVERTFR 10 IN
R & N 6 MEIER TRANSVERTER 1O LA
TIMEWAVE DSP-S9. DSP FILTER. EX DEMO)
TOKYO ILK -250144 TO HE TRANS VERTER
WELTZ AC -330 HF 200W ATU. AS NEV
.

YAM) FIN -107 6.2 TRANSVERTER

190
£99

(159
1945

[10
199
£59

199

1199

.195
111111

1139

5'
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review
t came as quite a
surprise when I
discovered it is nearly
two years since I had
the Kenwood TS -570D
on loan from
Kenwood. In fact it
was just after the October
1996 Leicester Show that
I had the chance to
evaluate what I
immediately referred to as

the 'friendly' rig.

The

Whether or not this effect has
come about because of the
change to the DSP software I don't know but it does seem
to have made some
difference.
However, I should point
out that even though I heard

17
1 4111C3.

It)

ORD

-- . _

i

-111

reports - after I'd written

the first review in the
January 1997 PW- that
some operators had noticed a
faint audible 'warbling'
coming from the speaker
(due to some problem in the
DSP stages) I can honestly
state I did not hear them
myself.

tr.
I had the rare privilege (for
or wan
0
the Editor of an independent
/-I%
Amateur Radio magazine) of
being the first journalist to get
his 'hands on' the new
transceiver. And, as often
Tex Swann G1TEX, our
happens with new
Technical Projects Sub -Editor,
Rob
Mannion
G3XFD
provides
the
latest
report
on
equipment...at first I didn't
noticed the warbling and one
have access to the manual
or two readers and owners of
Kenwood's13.5701) which he first reviewed in the
and instructions!
TS -570D transceivers wrote
Januar 1997 issue of PW.
Writing the original review
to me. However, the vast
I said that in addition to being
majority of operators did not
'friendly' I thought the TS -570
the new DG model.
modifications to the built-in
notice the problem - which
was also a very 'visible'
New features also include
electronic keyer. The operator
certainly seems to have been
transceiver - in all senses of
a transmit sound quality
now has manual control over
overcome on the new
the word. The large, very
monitor. The nine step
setting the 'weighting' setting
version. I know - I checked by
clear display was uncluttered
monitor provides
having six pairs of different
(the relative length of the dots
and easy to read in all
comprehensive control over
ears listen to the receiver in
and dashes) which can now
lighting and operating
voice quality.
be set in 16 steps ranging
action!
conditions. Altogether it was
There's also an operator
from 1:2.5 and 1:4.0 by
Much of my operating
a very nice rig indeed. It was
adjustable Noise Reduction
turning off the 'automatic
during the 'second look' was
also very easy to get on the
System - the NR1- available
weighting' function.
on 7MHz, with some action
air without the manual
on s.s.b. The new NR1
taking place on 14 and
system can be controlled in
Surely a good indication of
18MHz. On '40' the
00 RIO Rlf
just how 'friendly' it is?
nine step increments and
performance on 'close in'
Now that Kenwood are
input signal strength can also
In illy original tests I'd been
s.s.b. reception was
producing a new version of
be tracked automatically.
most impressed with the
exceptional and was - in my
The original model had
the TS 570D I thought it best
Kenwood TS -570D and I was
opinion - absolutely siiperh
to provide an 'up -date'.
nine DSP c.w. filters - this has
keen to try the new version
on c.w. Kenwood improved
Especially as quite a few
now been increased to a total
this aspect so much I thought
on the air. I wasn't
friends bought
of 11 with
disappointed!
for a moment I was using a
the transceiver
80, 150 and
As I'm an active QRP c.w.
TS -870! The new 'beat cancel'
My thanks go to
following my
50Hz.
operator I found the
function also worked well - it
Kenwood
Electronics
review - and
Settings of
additional DSP narrow filters
cancels intermittent beat
(UK) Ltd., of Kenwood the NR1 and
one person in
to be extremely helpful on
ORM extremely effectively,
House, Dwight Road,
particular
NR2 'track'
c.w. Additionally - although
ideal for s.s.b use of course,
Watford, Hertfordshire with mode
comes to
no modification is mentioned
and the c.w. 'auto tune' mode
WD1
8EB,
Tel:
(01923)
mind...Brian
changes. The
by Kenwood - I noticed that
links only with the RIT facility
816444, FAX (01923)
Tansey EI5HV
noise
'close in' strong c.w.
without changing the
212477 for the loan of reduction
from Midleton
transmissions did not cause
transmit frequency. Very
the TS -5700G for
in County Cork.
settings can
convenient for
the automatic
review.
When not busy
be regain control
working traffic
working in the
configured
(a.g.c.) 'pumping'
that's slightly off
local distillery (A very rare job
automatically when changing
which seems to
fi Behr RN?
frequency - a
that Brian!) - he was often to
mode groups (for
occur with some
common
So, is the new
he heard telling me and
example...s.s.b./a.m./f.m. to
DSP equipped
occurrence!
version TS-570DG a
others he bought the TS -570
c.w./f.s.k.). There's also an
transceivers.
One challenge
better buy? In reply.
on my recommendation. So, I
equaliser function on
As I've already
for any receiver is
I've got to say very
feel duty bound to provide
transmit and receive - so the
briefly mentioned
to listen to the
firmly - YES! It's a
the 'up date'l
operator can equalise the
- I found the 'One
international
superb value -for
receive signal and use
Touch' filter wide
beacon frequency
money transceiver.
different settings for both
mode control to
Especially when you on 14.100MHz.
Whar's On Offer?
transmit and receive.
be a delight to
Here, packet radio
consider it first cost
So, what's on offer with the
Another - (extremely
use. It's such a
transmissions are
around the £1500
new version of the
useful in my opinion) facility
clever little idea often very close
mark and now only
transceiver? Well for a start,
is the 'one touch DSP filter
and very useful
(and sometimes
costs around £995 the designation for the new
wide mode' control. This
when operating
right on) to the
cornplete with new
model is the TS-570DG and
literally allows the operator to
on a cluttered
beacon frequency.
software and
Kenwood inform me that
'resurface' from the filtering
frequency or to
additions. Real value However, the new
there's quite a list of additions
and check surrounding band
see if that
DSP software
for money I think!
and improvements.
conditions around the
incredibly
filtering really
One of the main new
frequency of operation while
powerful S-9 c.w.
helps and despite
features is a new Central
the receiver is working in
signal has gone elsewhere the often very strong packet
Processor Unit (CPU) i.c. and
narrow mode. And once
confirming that the station
transmissions I could listen to
a new Digital Signal
you've had a quick look
you're working will be finding
the beacons. Try it for
Processing IDSP) software
around - you can 'submerge'
yourself - and you'll find that
it easier to copy.
EPROM. Together, Kenwood
into the DSP again. All done
On s.s.b. I found that the
listening to the beacons on
say that these provide nine
by a single touch of a button.
receiver seemed to be just as
14.100MHz can be very
new or revised function and
Nice one Kenwood!
difficult sometimes!
sensitive - but quieter when
all future shipments will he of
Another change is the
operating in DSP mode.
PW
11.1111111
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puts forward an alternative view.
He states (quite correctly) that
G4CQM only possibly heard the
Canadian beacon and that no
positive identification had been
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made. Furthermore Sp -E
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UK DX CLUSTER @ GB7DXC

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR TAKES A LOOK AT DX
WORKED RECENTLY ON THE
144MHZ BAND.

Although v.h.f. propagation was
very good during July, it appears
that events during August were
even better. On the 144MHz
band, for example, the 3000km
tropospheric path from the UK to
the Canary Islands (EA8) was
open on a number of days, with
contacts being made from as far
north as Scotland. Also on the
144MHz band there were
Sporadic -E (Sp -E) openings to

eastern Europe and the
Mediterranean area whilst the
Perseids meteor shower

produced predictably good
results with contacts being made
with stations up to 2000
kilometres away.
In the dying days of August
an excellent aurora occurred
allowing contacts to be made on
the 144MHz band into northern
Europe and the Baltic Republics.
There's also been more activity
from Slovenia (55) on the
70MHz band with the stations of
55101, S51UF, 551ULID, S53X,
557A and 558Q all being
worked during August.
Conditions on the 50MHz band
were also very good and I've
got reports of all continents
(except Australasia) being
worked in a single day! Some of
the stations reported included
CX6AW, KP3A, KP4EIT,
LU3EMK, N51FIV, ODSRAK,
PY5CC, TZ6VV, Z22JE, IAOKM,
3C51, 4X1IF and 7Q7RM. DX

conditions on the v.h.f. bands
are definitely improving.
Turning first to your reports
of contacts made between the
UK and the Canary Islands on

the 144MHz hand. As explained
last time, this 3000km path
normally opens up once or
twice every summer. This year
however has been particularly
good with openings in both July
and August.
Although openings to the
north coast of Spain are
relatively frequent (being only
1000km from central England)
this sea path was open on a total
of nine days between August 510 and August 15-17. On four
days during the period (August
7, 8, 9 and 15) the marine
ducting extended even further to
the south-west to encompass the
Canary Islands. A number of
EA8 stations were logged in the
UK, all of them being v.h.f. class
licensees. These included the
stations of EB8ALZ, EB8BEB,
EBBBTR, EB8BTV, EB8BTZ and
EB8BYR.

Jeremy Kewn G7TBj (1070)
located near Penzance,
Cornwall has written in for the
first time. Welcome to the
column Jeremy! He mentions
that he uses a Kenwood TR751E
transceiver modified to run 3W
into a laybeam 8 -element Yagi.
Under normal conditions Jeremy
has difficulty working anything
outside of the county, but during
the period August 6-10 some
very good s.s.b. contacts were
made on the 144MHz hand. His
QRP contacts included EAICBY
and EA1CNO ( both in IN52:.,
EA 1 DKV 11N53), EA I DDU,

EAlEBJ, EA1KE, EA1Y0 and
EBIEHO (all situated in IN73),
EA2LY(IN93) and maritime

mobile station EA2AWD/MM
(IN75 and 1N84). His best
contact though was over a
2600km path to EB8BTV (IL18).
Jeremy contacted this station
on two occasions, at 1053UTC
on August 7 and at 1125UTC on
August 9. Although signals were
quite weak, Jeremy receiving 51
and 52 reports, it just shows

what can be worked with low
power when the band is open.
Stations located in the
southern part of the Irish
Republic (El) are always in a
good position to benefit from
this type of sea duct. John
Desmond EI7GL 11051) reports

that the stations of [MAK,
EA8BPV, EB8CME and EC8AUZ

were all heard working through
the Cork repeater on
145.750MHz. Several local
stations could also hear the EA8
stations on the repeater input
frequency. Note that very
modest equipment was used.
typically 10-20W into a vertical

antenna. Not bad for a 2700km
path!
Many of the contacts
between the UK and Canary
Islands took place in the period
August 7-8 with QSOs being
made on and off throughout
each day. On August 7, for
example, the first reported
contact took place at 093OUTC
and the last at 1815UTC.
Similarly the first record I have
of a contact being made on
August 8 was at 0635UTC by
GW3ZTH/P (1081) and the last
around 1800UTC by GM4JJJ
(1086).

The opening in the UK was
fairly widespread but generally
favoured stations located to the
west of the country. Your reports
show that contacts were made
from locator squares 1070,

1072,1080,1081,1082,1083
and 1093. The longest distance
contact however was made by
the station of David Anderson
GM4JJJ located in Fife, Scotland.
During the afternoon of August 8
he heard the EA I VHF beacon,
I 464km away. peaking 519.
Some hours later, at 1754UTC,
he heard EB8BTV calling the
station of GWOPLP (1072) and
making a short contact.
David waited for the QSO
to be completed before calling
the station on Tenerife. Reports
of 51 were exchanged on s.s.b.
over a path of some 3253km!
Unfortunately this QSO was
11km short of the existing
Region 1 tropo record made on
September 9 1988 between
GMOKAE 11086) and EA8BML
(IL27) at 3264km. Nevertheless it
was an exceedingly long contact
for the 144MHz band.
The long distance tropo
contacts have provided further
impetus for attempting the first
transatlantic contact on the
144MHz band. John EI7GL
thinks that if the Atlantic path is
going to be broken then it will
he via marine ducting and will
occur when a large high
pressure weather system is
present over the North Atlantic
Ocean. He doesn't think it will
be accomplished via Sp -E,
aurora or meteor scatter and
mentions that when the station
of G4CQM (1070) claims to
have heard the VE I SMU/H
beacon on July 6 a suitable
weather pattern existed at the
time.
John thinks that possible
tropo paths will be between
EI/G/GWGW to VE/VO or
between EA1/CT to VENO/Wl.
However Geoff Grayer G3NAQ

contacts equal (if not further) in
distance to these tropo contacts
have also been made this year.
Stations in south-east
England reported hearing and
working Israeli stations (4X4) up
to 3500km away in lune and
Geoff mentions that he made a
2850km contact into Crete (SV9)
in the same period. Admittedly
these Sp -E contacts were in the

wrong direction but so are the
tropo contacts to the south. The
question is, which is more likely,
a high pressure system

developing over the North
Atlantic (like the regular Azores
high which creates the G-EA8
path) or a multi -hop transatlantic
Sp -E event (quite frequent on

50MHz) reaching to the
144MHz band. Geoff reckons
he'll plumb for the latter, even if
it will be brief.

LAST OF SEASON?
No sooner had I written last time
that the Sp -E event on July 15
was the last of the 1998 season

then up pops another event on
the 144MHz hand exactly one
month later. From reports
received there were three
separate events on August 15,
the first mid -morning between
0935- I 00OUTC with the other
openings later in the day
between 1658-1700UTC and
1815-1819UTC.
The morning event
produced S9 signals from
stations located in Bulgaria,
Greece, Romania and
Yugoslavia but you had to be
situated in southern England
(1090, 1091, 1092, J001,1002)
to catch any of the action. Some
of the stations known to have
been worked from the UK
included LZ1FG (KN12), LZJKJ
(101311. SVOEC, YUI EV (KNO4)

YU I MI 1KNO3) and YU7DP
(KNO5).

Dave Dibley G4RGK (1091)
was listening on the s.s.b. calling
frequency 144.300MHz at
094OUTC when LZ1AG (KN22)
suddenly appeared putting in a
very strong signal. Dave then
went on to work YU7KB (JN94).
YU7ON and YZ7NOU (JN95).
Ten other YU station were heard
on s.s.b before the band faded
out at 1000UTC. Located on the
south coast near Bournemouth
Jim Smith GOOFE 11090)

contacted YO7V5 (KN14) and
YU7EW (KNO5) and heard an LZ
station. The 144MHz band was
open with him between 09400957UTC.
Pista YU7EW reports that at
his QTH there were four
discrete events during the Sp -E
opening on August 15. Between

0845-0903UTC he worked
seven stations in Norway (LA)
and Sweden (SM). At 0934UTC
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regular
another opening to LA and SM
occurred lasting for 4 minutes.
At 0943UTC propagation had
moved towards the UK with
contacts being made with the
stations of GOOFE and G7RAU
(both in K)90) and with
Ft UVN/P 11010). This event
faded out at 0947UTC but reappeared again at 0952UTC
having swung round to the north
again. Contacts were then made
with four Danish stations before
the Sp -E finally faded out at
0957UTC.
The afternoon events were
rather brief and as a
consequence I have received
very few reports. All I can gather
is that the band was open to
Spain and Portugal and that the
stations of EH7ALL IIM87) and
CT1FOH 11N50) were worked by
operators in both the north
11093) and south 11001) of
England.
PERSEIDS

METEOR SHOWER
The Perseids meteor shower is

an annual event with maximum
activity in the period August 1213. Because of its predictability
many v.h.f. DXers rate it as one
of the better of the major
showers that occur throughout
the year. This year was no
exception and many meteor
scatter (m.s.) contacts were

made primarily on the 144MHz
band and to a lesser extent on
the 50MHz and 430MHz bands.
I missed this year's shower
(being in the Algarve was a
much better alternative!) so I'm
relying on reports of the event
from the DX Cluster and the
packet radio network.
Ray James GM4CXM (1075)
mentions that he had little time
to operate in this year's shower
and that he concentrated on
s.s.b. random for most of the
time. He uses an 3CX800-A7

amplifier running 400W into two
16 -element Yagis at 25m above

ground. During the morning of
August 12 he contacted the
stations of DAOND 1J0341,
F/G8MBI (J1404), F6DRO ONO3)
and SP2OFVV (1093). Ray noted

that unlike previous years the
shower didn't produce any really
long bursts. However he did
manage to receive m.s. signals
from ES2NA, EA7A1, HA5KDQ,
HG1VHF I2FAK, IZSEME,
OH1XT, OK2MWR and 9A2AE
Three Hungarian stations,
HG9MDP, HG9MET and

HG9OZD, decided to pool their
resources and operate from
locator square KNO8 during the
Perseids shower. Taking it in one
hour sessions, the group made a
total of 21 contacts, HG9MDP
working UK stations GM4AFF
and MSOACG/P and HG9MET
contacting G1WPF. G3IMV and
MSOACG/P.

Also in Hungary, the station
of HG1DLZ reported working 11
stations in the period August 1213. His contacts included

GOCUZ (twice!), GM4AFF and
GM4YXI. From Belarus the
stations of EU6MS, EW6AL and
EW6DI operated a mini expedition during the peak of
the Perseids shower. Using the
call sign EW6AL (K046) the
group made 106 m.s. QSOs
including the UK stations of
G3IMV, G4AEP, G4FUF, G4YTL
and GM4YXI.
Rytis LY2BIL passes on the
excellent news that after five
previous unsuccessful attempts
the stations of LY2WR (K024)
and UA9FAD (1088) finally
made a complete QSO via m.s.
on the 430MHz band. The test
was carried out during the peak
of the shower on August 12 and
took 3.5 hours to complete. At
the station of LY2WR a total of
four reflections were received (7
seconds, 6 seconds and two at
0.5 seconds) with signal strength
around S4-5. The distance of
1935km also broke the existing
IARU Region 1 430MHz m.s.
record (some 1869km set by the
stations of PA3DZL and
SM2CEW on August 12 1989)
and may also be a new world
record. Congratulations to both
stations.

LEONIDS METEOR
SHOWER
If you want to join in the m.s.
action, you can't do better than
try your hand during the
forthcoming Leonids meteor
shower. Past observations of the
Leonids meteor shower have
shown that approximately every
33 years the shower reaches
storm proportions. The last peak
was in 1966 and for the past few
years each succeeding year has
seen the zenith hourly rate
1z.h.r.) of the shower steadily
increasing. Although we are not

due for the 33 year cyclic
maximum until 1999, the
shower, which will peak on
Tuesday November 17, is likely
to produce some excellent DX
contacts on all the v.h.f. bands.
Last year many stations

operating on the 144MHz hand
reported receiving bursts of
signals of up to 3 minutes
duration and this went on for a
number of hours throughout the
morning. At my QTH (1081) in
Herefordshire the activity on the
meteor scatter s.s.b. calling
frequency (144.200MHz) was
really amazing and the best I've
heard in any meteor shower for
a long, long time.
Between 0657-1129UTC I
made 27 contacts with stations
located in DL, EA, F, HA, HB9. I.
LA, OE, 55. YU and 9A. My best
DX contacts were with YU7EVV
(1859km), IBMPO (1829km) and
18TWK 11827km). Many bursts
were between 2 to 3 minutes
long with signal strengths
peaking 59 on numerous
occasions. However, operating
on 144.200MHz during a major
shower is not for the taint
hearted. It can be absolute
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find it very useful to write all
these down to keep track of
where you are and to also have
a copy of the reporting system in
front of you. However, I
guarantee you'll get tongue-tied
during your first m.s. QSO!
I mentioned earlier that the
shower will peak on Tuesday
November 17 but determining
the best time is always more
problematical. Will it be after
midnight, during the day or later
in the evening? If you look at all
the predictions (mostly based on
the visual peak) you will see
many alternatives. I like to use
the method based on the actual
peak time of the previous years
shower. As the earth intercepts
the shower orbit every 365.25
days, you simply add six hours
to the date and time of the
previous year's radio peak. (For
leap years you must subtract one
day for all shower dates after

bedlam and unless you have
some real muscle you're not
going to work much around that
frequency.
This point was picked up by
Ray GM4CXM following last
year's shower. He reckons it
would help if stations spread
themselves out more to reduce
the interference level. On the
144MHz band there are actually
THREE allocated centres of
activity for m.s. work. The most
popular is the 'traditional' s.s.b.
sub -band 144.195144.205MHz. It's very busy here

but with 10kHz of bandwidth
there's just enough room to gel
out of the way of the larger
stations.
The other s.s.b. sub -band

lies between 144.390144.400MHz. This is a very
much underused part of the
band but in major showers, such
as the Leonids, it may be
worthwhile putting out some
calls up there. By the way, this
sub -band used to be centred on
144.400MHz but following the
recent move of beacons to
144.400-144.490MHz, it was
shifted 10kHz down with the
centre of m.s. activity on
144,395MHz. The third
allocated area for m.s. work lies
between 144.1(X)-144.126MHz
and is intended for c.w. usage.
The nominal calling frequency is
144.100MHz and operation can
take place up to 26kHz higher
than the reference frequency.
Although not a working
frequency, you'll probably hear
(and possibly work) DX stations
on 144.300MHz during large
bursts. If the Leonid shower lives
up to expectations then it's quite
possible to work stations
anywhere in the band, so calling
or listening between 144.200144.300MHz might be
rewarding.
I don't intend to give a full
treatise on m.s. operation suffice
to say that on c.w. you must use
two and a half minute periods
and on s.s.b. you use one minute
periods. In the UK you transmit
s.s.b. in the second period. That
is minutes 01-02, 03-04, 05.06
past the hour. On c.w. that
equates to minutes 2.5-5, 7.510, 12.5-15 and so on. You'll

February 29).
Last year in Europe, the

maximum activity was noted to
be between 0700-1100UTC.
Adding six hours to these figures
gives a theoretical maximum
from 1300UTC to 1700UTC.
However, there's a problem
insofar that the shower radiant I.
actually below the horizon at
these times! What this means],
practice is that Europe may not
experience the full fury of the
shower this year. Nevertheless
meteor rates will be very much
enhanced especially during the
time when the shower radiant is
well above the horizon. For the
UK this will be in the period
0100-1200UTC. Sorry but !can't
be more accurate than that!
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AURORAL OPENING
Now, turning to the auroral
opening on August 27. This wt not totally unexpected to
Internet and Packet observers as
warnings of a major corona!
mass ejection had been posted a
few days beforehand.
Reports from Scotland that
the SK4MPI (1P70) beacon was
being heard via aurora at
0800UTC on August 27 was also
a very good sign! The main
event in the UK took place
between 1300-180OUTC with a

The station of LY3GM Is active on meteor scatter mode.
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LY3OM
tali

To Rodeo

Date

Report

I G4 Ask /5./2.9; 10.00
Operators: LY2BIL, Rytis

QSO confirmed by 044.3

2 -way
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LY2SA, Vidas

LY3BF, Arvydas

QSL F34._ via bureau

731 Good reflection,
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on 29MHz, the satellite
downlinks, the beacon
allocations, the repeater inputs
and their related outputs (in the
USA) et al.
'Ten' is also a very good

much smaller phase between
2015-213OUTC. Beam -heading
from central England on the
144MHz band ranged between
40-70°1 (signifying a good
aurora) with contacts being
made with stations located in
DL, HA, HB9, I, LY, OK, OZ, SM,
SP and 9k
Some of the c.w. DX worked
by David Johnson G4DHF
(1092) included FiA5AB (JN97),
HA5KF/1 (JN87), HA8BV7
(JN97), HA8CE (KNO6),
HASMO/P (JN91), HA8MV/P
(KNO6), HG6Z (N97), YUI EW
(KNO5), 9A1CAL (N86), 9A2SB
(JN95) and 9A3VD (JN75). David
used 400W and eight 11 element Yagis to make these
auroral contacts. On the east
coast John Regnauh G4SWX
(J002) reported the stations of
IllTQ (JN35), LY2MW (K024),
LY2SA (K014), SP1NQN 0084),
SP8UFT (K011) and 9A2AE
0N86). I only managed to catch

O
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AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE
DX.
SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT

MONTH.

73 Pew 41-ige

bands!

The 28MHz band in
particular is a band that's full of
surprises. When conditions are
favourable it's possible to work
all parts of the globe regularly
with very low powers and some
of the simplest antennas
imaginable.
I was licensed in 1989, just
prior to the last peak and
consequently, spent most of my

TEL/FAX: 01443 411459

O

THANKS FOR YOUR LETTERS

MID GLAMORGAN
WALES

CJ

takes.

TRELEWIS

CF46 6DB

O
CL.
O
O

That's it again for another month.
Sorry, no room this time for all
your 50MHz reports. I'll try to
squeeze them in next time.
Please forward any news, views,
comments and especially
photographs to the address and
by the date given at the top of
the column. Alternatively a
simple telephone call is all it

33 NANT GWYN

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI

LL

DEADLINES

For the relative newcomers
to the hobby, in other words,
those licensed over the past
couple of years, the coming
increase in sunspot numbers
should provide something to
look forward to on the higher

Hf fAR & WIDE

O
LL_

20 minutes of the event between
1640-1700UTC working 14
stations in GM, DL, HA and PA.
Best DX was HA6VV/P (JN97) at
1690km.

LEIGHTON'S COMPILATION OF
YOUR HF ACTIVITIES REALLY
DOES SHOW THINGS ARE HOTTING UP! BUT YOU CAN HELP
EVEN MORE BY SENDING PHOTOGRAPHS OF YOURSELF ON
AIR OR LISTENING TO BE FEATURED IN THE COLUMN

I'm writing this month's column
during the latter part of the
month of August and our
reporters generally agree that
propagation conditions have
been pretty reliable over the
past four weeks.
Indeed, all have commented
on the marked improvement in
both short -haul Sporadic 'E' and
long-range 'F' layer propagation
on the 24 and 28MHz band,
not to mention the increased
activity and good propagation
conditions on the 21MHz band.
Those of us who were active
on the bands during the last
sunspot peak, will I imagine
(like me) be rubbing their hands
with glee at the prospect of the
coming good DX on the higher
bands - especially 28MHz.

early years as an amateur

operating on 28MHz. All my
antennas for this band have
consisted of simple home brew
dipoles, ground mounted and
loft mounted verticals.
At one point, even the
aluminium guttering of my
house was 'loaded up' via the
station a.t.u. to work DX very
effectively on the band!
Antennas for 28MHz can be
easily constructed and used

virtually anywhere, and it really
is amazing just what you can
get away with up on 'ten'
metres!

The 28MHz allocation is
also the widest of our high
frequency bands, being
1.7MHz wide. So there's plenty
of room compared to the
crowded lower frequency
bands.

Included within 28MHz is
an array of different sub allocations, such as the
frequency modulation (f.m.)

section and the 'all mode' slot

'local' chat band. Although it
must be said that 28MHz is
much more widely used in this
respect in other countries than
compared to the UK, which is a
great pity. However, there's
already a marked increase in
band occupancy as conditions
are improving, which is a good
thing in itself I reckon!

NEWS SNIPPETS
Now it's over to the RSGB's DX
Newsheet for some DX
snippets. And to start, there's
news that Steve NE4Z, is
regularly active from Chile as
CE3/NE4Z using s.s.b. between
the hours of 2200 - 0000 on
21.340 and 28.340MHz, and
also at 0345 on 14.188MHz.
(QSLs should go to AMY, at PO
Box 1207, Highland City,
FL33846 -1207, USA).
From the Solomon Islands,
Norried H44NC is operational
until the year 2001, while
working on New Georgia
Island. He operates on 3.5 28MHz (no WARC bands
though) with 50W and a dipole
antenna. (QSL to PO Box 168,
New Georgia Island, Munda,
Western Province, Solomon
Islands).

On Fox Island (KL7), Tim
NO7F, will be active "for some
time to come as my work
allows" as KL7/NO7F. (QSLs to
Tim Tilleman NO7F, PO Box
921194, Dutch Harbour, AK
99692, USA.
Peter V63PD, is now active
from Micronesia (Chuuk Island)
often at 1100 on 10MHz c.w.
(QSL via VK4AAR).
Meanwhile, from the
Marshall Islands, Dave V73UX
says that the following stations
are now active: Tim V73AT on
28MHz, and JA3FGA operating
as V73Z0 on Bikini Islands on
21MHz s.s.b.

YOUR REPORTS
On to your reports now, starting
with the 7 and 10MHz bands. It
seems our reporters have, not
surprisingly, spent most of their
radio time on the higher
frequency bands, and judging
by conditions, who can blame
them?

However all - our 'c.w.'
man Ted Trowel! G2HKU on
the Isle of Sheppey in Kent (A
'vintage' shot of his station
appears in Fig. 1 this month)
offers a couple of contacts on
the 7MHz band, in the form of
EA8/CT3FN (Canary Islands)
and 9M2TO (Western Malaysia)

at around 2100 using around
70W and a HF6 vertical
antenna. Operating on the
10MHz band, Ted reports
working SO1DX/P (Wolvin
Island) at 1500, and HFOPOL

(Antarctica) at 210OUTC.
A single 7MHz report
comes from Sean Gilbert
G4UCJ of Milton Keynes in
Buckinghamshire, who lists a

two-way QRP contact with
FP/W8MV (St. Pierre Island) at
0007.
Down in Wales Carl Mason
GWOVSW from Skewen in
West Glamorgan used a
massive 4W to hook up with
ZL4SEA (New Zealand) at 0520
(just how does he do it?) who
himself was using a slightly less
massive 3W, plus a contact with
ZB4AZ (Gibraltar) at 0545UTC.
Carl uses a vertical antenna for
this band.

THE 14MHz BAND
Conditions on the 14MHz band
have been relatively solid
recently, apart from a few days
where they dipped slightly. The
band is remaining open later
and later into the night and
early morning these days,
which is of course a good thing
for those amateurs who are
constantly burning the midnight
oil!
I'll start the 14MHz report
with the log from John
Constance GOVGD who hails
from the town of Aylesford in
Kent. He says he's: lapsed into
radio silence" recently, due to a
blown power amplifier stage,
but is now glad to be back on
the air. John uses a
Kenwood/trio TS -530S

transceiver and a simple G5RV
dipole on the band, and this
month used the c.w. mode to
hook up with LU4GO
(Argentina) at 1135, VE2GNW
(Canada) at 2000, KC81IE

(Michigan, USA) at 0015, and
UR5SK (Ukraine Republic) at
1815, along with SV9/P/14UFH
(Crete) at 1324UTC.
Next up is low power
'addict' Eric Masters GOKRT of
Worcester Park in Surrey, who
is as pleased as punch this
month, after working Ron
VK3OM in Australia, with just
5W of s.s.b. and his W3EDP
wire antenna! This was a new
country and a new continent for
Eric, and he's rightly pleased
with the achievement. Well
done Eric, that's one to be
proud of!
Eric also noted that VK3OM
is active on a regular basis
around 14110 to 14120 around
0600 to 0645UTC. Ron is
regularly trying to work QRPers
from the British countries, so it
may be worthwhile you low
power buffs having a listen out
there! Eric's other contacts on
the 14MHz band are listed as
YT7A (Yugoslavia) at 2206, and
W9KRH (USA) at 0645UTC.
Meanwhile, Charlie Blake
MOAIJ of Milton Keynes, has
been busy with his mobile
station on 14MHz, using 100W
and a Comet mobile antenna
on the roof of the car, cranking
up contacts with Chris
V2/GMOUKZ (Antigua Island) at
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(Algeria) although this time
with a pretty effective 2W!

THE 24 & 28MHz BANDS
Sean G4UCI warns us to watch
out for pirates! He says "the
26MHz pirates are using the
24MHz band now. I've found a
few Italian pirate stations
openly chatting away right in
the middle of the band"!
But despite the problems,
Sean lists two contacts on

24MHz with MAU (Market

Trowell G2HKU's station as featured in a 'vintage' copy
Short Wave Magazine In 1947. He's still going
strong...but what happened to the 'utility' chair?
2006. 5B4ACG (Cyprus) at
1944, and CT98EXPO
Exposition Centre, Lisbon,
Portugal) at 1014UTC.
At home Charlie used a
Yaesu FT -920 and a nest of

dipoles to work TI7DBS (Costa
Rica) at 0611, N4Q0 (USA) at
(1702, OY/DL9YBY/P (Eysturoy
Island) at 0939, and 3Z01
(Wolin Island) at 1012UTC.

THE 18 & 21MHz BANDS
Bev West GWOOSQ in
Pontypool says he thinks that
holidays get in the way of
radio...but I wouldn't advise
you telling the XYL that Bev!
On the 18MHz band, Bev has
notched up DX contacts using
s.s.b. with SUISK (Cairo, Egypt)
at 1800, JA1IRK (Japan) at 1520,
along with BV5BG (Taiwan) and
HZ1AB (Saudi Arabia).
Next came WHOAV (Saipan
Island) and SV8/ON5CT (Samos
Island) at 1800, V73RF/MM lin
the Red Sea), SV9/DL4HS
(Crete), VP5/CX4CR (Turks &
Caicos Islands), 5X1T (Uganda),

and finally KItED in the USA.
And all this on a homebrew
cubical -quad antenna and less
that 10W of sideband! Not bad
eh?

The 18MHz band provided
John Wheeler GOIUE of
Melksham in Wiltshire with
some nice DX this month.
Using just a rotary dipole and
100W of s.s.b. from a Yaesu FT 920 transceiver, John lists
contacts with 1A2ANA (Japan) at
0755, K6JOX (San Francisco,
West Coast USA) at 2204,

ER1BF (Moldova) at 2043, 169B
(St. Lucia Island) at 2120,
VK2CLB (Australia) at 2206,
VPS/CX4CR (Turks & Caicos
Islands) at 2300, 8RIAK
(Guyana) at 2100, and finally

DUIDK (Philippines) at 1503,
and D44BC (Cape Verde
Islands) at 1800UTC.
Sean G4UCJ hooked up
with KG4TO (Guantanamo Bay
- on the island of Cuba) at 2000
and KP2/AG8L (US Virgin
Islands) using just 5W of c.w..
and with just 30W also worked
7Q7LA (Malawi) at 2022,
YV1NX (Venezuela) at
2230UTC.
Ted G2HKU has been
making his mark on 18MHz
too, using c.w. at 70W at

around 1500 to hook up with
SV5/G4013K (Rhodes Island),
SV9G4ZFE (Crete), 1AOKM

(Sovereign Military Order of
Malta in Rome), CU2/DL1HRE
(Azores Islands), plus UN7PCZ
(Kazakhstan).

Switching to 21MHz. Ted's
log shows contacts with
HFOPOL (Antarctica), BV4HB
(Taiwan), 4Z5FW (Israel).
OD5/9K2MU (Lebanon), and
EP2MKO (Islamic Republic of
Iran), all at around 1SOOUTC.
Carl GWOVSW had a good
go at 21MHz too, and using
70W of c.w. and a vertical
antenna on the band worked
TU2XZ (Turkey) at 0900,
EP2MKO (Iran) at 1140,
KG4OX (Guantanamo Bay) at
1315, D2BB (Angola) at 1940,
along with YN9/TI4SU
(Nicaragua) at 2200. Carl also
made contact with 7X4AN
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Reef) at 0840, and OD5/FSLMG
(Lebanon) at 1521 while
28MHz provided a chat with
IY9QJ (Jordan) at 1449UTC.
Incidentally, I've had a listen
to the 24MHz band Sean, and
during just one afternoon, I
heard no less than 19 stations
using non -amateur callsigns!
Let's hope this doesn't become
a habit, as 24MHz is only
100kHz wide, and there's not
enough room for legitimate
Amateur Radio operation,
without having pirates to
contend with!
Editorial note: European CB
radio users - mostly Italian and
French operators - are also very
active on 28MHz using s.s.b.,
particularly on or around the
International beacon frequency
of 28.200MHz. G3XFD.
John GOVGD spent a bit of
time on the 24 and 28MHz
bands this month, and offers
24MHz s.s.b. contacts with
9A3LE (Croatia), and 3ZOAIR
(Poland) at 1800, while 28MHz
saw a contact with 4X600 (Tel
Aviv, Israel) at 1400UTC.
Yours truly GWOLBI spent
quite some time this month
both monitoring and
transmitting on the 28MHz
hand, using a wire dipole and
20W s.s.b. I managed to work
LU4EF (Argentina) at 1453,
XE I JK (Mexico) at 1430,
K4GGH (USA) at 1400, ZS6FRV

(South Africa) at 1304, and
9G2A5 (Ghana) at 1539UTC.
Argentina was the only
28MHz s.s.b. DX contact for
John GOIUE, in the shape of
LU5MAD (Mendoza,
Argentina), while Ted G2HKU
tried 24MHz c.w. and came up
with PY2XB (Brazil), and 4Z5LF
(Israel) at 1500, while the
28MHz band provided PY2XB
(Brazil) at 1500 and LU1EWL
(Argentina) at 1800UTC.

SIGNING OFF
Well that's it for this month
folks...it's signing off time! Keep
a keen eye (or ear!) on the
higher bands as we approach
the winter, as they should he
producing some decent DX
over the next couple of
months. Mind you, having said
that, don't neglect the lower
bands either!
Thanks to all reporters for
your time and effort for the
column, keep up the good
work, and good operating! As
usual, reports and information

(and photos PLEASE as I'm
desperate for photographs of

our reporters!) by the 15th of
each month as usual. Cheerio
until next time.

73 Zell,Atoff 01/0787
PW Listening &
Operating Watch List
All times to UTC
Charlie Blake MOAII listens
and operates: 05(X) - 0700 on
7.061MHz s.s.b. with an NRD
525 receiver & sloping Wire
antenna and is also busy with
his mobile rig (see text).
Steve Locke GWOSGL
operates: 1100 - 1500 most
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days around 14.180MHz
s.s.b. using a Kenwood TS 940.

George Woods G3LPT
(Suffolk) operates: an open not

on 29.570MHz n.b.f.m. eve
weekday morning except
Monday at 0930.
Don McLean G3NOF
operates: 1030 Saturdays on
3.685MHz on the ISWL Net.
or 1030 Sundays on the Yeovil
ARC Net 3.665MHz s.s.b.
using a Kenwood TS -950 &
trapped dipole antenna.
John Wheeler GOIUE
monitors: 28.5MHz s.s.b.
every evening between 1700
and 2200 regardless of
conditions using an Icom IC 706 and a 2 -element TET
triband beam antenna.

Leighton Smart GWOLBI
operates: Sonic weekday
evenings at around 2100 2330 on 1.949MHz s.s.b.
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using a Yaesu FT -747

transceiver at 5/30W and a
long wire Marconi antenna.
Rob Mannion G3XFD listens
and operates: (weekdays &
weekends) 1800 - 1830 on

3.7MHz 100W s.s.b.. & 3.530
or 3.560MHz and
18.105MHz QRP c.w. using
an Alinco DX - 70 transceiver
and a long wire antenna \L, ,
at 2300 on either 3.56(1.

7.025MHz (c.w.) or 3.7m1),
s.s.b. (All operation
dependent on PW workload!).
Sean Gilbert G4UCI operates:
around 0700 to 1100 and
2100 to 0000 seven days a
week on 14MHz and 7MHz
using an FT -307 and Alinco
DX -70 transceivers at 5/25W
output and a GSRV dipole
antenna in the loft space.

T Iblitson GOVTI operates :
each evening between 1900 2000 on or around
7.020MHz c.w., or
14.035MHz c.w. using a TenTec Scout at SOW.
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regular
Another really good
site is the American
Federal Communications
Commission. Again, there's
loads of information on a
very wide range of
communications related
issues. They can be found

at hftp://www.fcc.gov/

RADIO 'SOH
MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC
PO BOX 1863
RINGWOOD
HANTS
BH24 2ZD

E-MAIL:

mike.elaine@btintemet.com
WEB SITE:

http://www.btinternet.com/-m
ikespage
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THIS MONTH, MIKE RICHARDS
G4WNC, WILL BE TAKING AN
IN-DEPTH LOOK AT SOME
INTERESTING WEB SITES.

Whilst just about every Internet
Service Provider (ISP) provides
free Web space, making use of
this space can be quite a
challenge. (I've covered setting
up your own web page in
another column, but the trick is
to use a graphical web editing
package).
One of the best packages

for this, in my view, is Netscape
Communicator or Netscape
Gold if you have a Windows
3.1. based machine. Using this
system, you can pinch
interesting backgrounds and
graphics from other people's
Web sites and very quickly
create an interesting personal
Web site.
When it comes to adding
information to the site,
generally the best plan is to
concentrate on information
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junk mail.
The other way of becoming
known to a specialist group is
to announce your site on the
appropriate radio news group.
The only problem here is that
there's such a huge volume of

1997 specifically to provide a
way of communicating and
collating Amateur Radio Web
sites. To join your site to the
ring all you have to do is
download the WebRing
graphics and code from their
site and build it into one of your
main Web pages. Once this is
done you simply E-mail the
Ringmaster with your site
details and he will add you to
the ring.

cover. Up-to-date
instructions for doing this
are usually provided by

STAR GAZING
If you want to try something
completely different, take a
look at the main Joderel Bank
site at Manchester University. It
appears the joderel Bank radio
telescope (now called the

Lovell telescope) is still going
strong and is packed with lots
of information and data. You
can even go into their live site
and see exactly what all the
antennas are up to - I wonder if

hobby.
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listeners is the Met Office. They
can be found at

http://www.meto.govt.uk If you
want to get straight to the latest
satellite pictures you need to
add /satpics to the address and
you can get the very
latest infrared and
visual Meteosat

lust as I expected, the
delivery of high speed
data to you and I is
really starting to heat up. The latest to arrive
is BT's Home Highway
that provides ISDN2 access
specifically designed for home
users. What you get with this is
a really flexible and easy -to -use

digital communications link.
Your existing phone line is
converted to an ISDN2 line and
the box of tricks that's fitted
gives you four possible links of
which any two can be used at
ordinary phone lines and two
digital phone/computer lines.
You could therefore connect
your computer to one and get

There's also a very good
visitor centre, so if you find
yourself in the area why not
drop in and see what they get
up to. The story of how the first
antenna was built is fascinating.

Internet access at a real 64kbs
and use the other for your
ordinary phone calls. Of
course, when the rest of the
household go out you can hook
into both digital lines to get
really fast 128kb/s access to the
Internet!
In addition to the
conversion to HomeHighway,
you will also need a terminal
adapter to take advantage of the
ISDN connection - these cost
from around £100.

WEATHER EYE

FAREWELL

It seems that weather watching
is always popular in the UK,
probably due to our highly
variable weather patterns.
Anyway, if you want to know
what's going on, there's loads of
data on the Web. For quickly
checking the current weather
around the world you'd have a
job to beat Weather
Underground. They can be
found at

I've finally decided to hang-up
my PC and stop writing the
Radio 'Scape column. The
reasons are simply too many
interests, a very busy job and a
demanding young family! So
the time has come to leave this
particular task to someone else.
I would like to thank those
readers that have supported me
with valuable contributions and
ideas and wish you lots of

they'd let me borrow one for
some moonhounce! The site

http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/

engine and typing in 'amateur
radio' will take you straight to
loads of data containing all
manner of proposals and
recommendations for our

meow a.

the same time.
For example, you get two

details are

If you want to find out what's
going on with the major
regulatory bodies that influence
our hobby then the
International
Telecommunications Union site
in Switzerland has got to be
worth a visit. This can be found
at http://www.itu.ch and
contains a wealth of useful

rte

INTERNET

If you want to have a go
and join -in, the Web address for
full details is:

GET THE RULES
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REALLY FAST

sites.
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There is a degree of
checking to ensure your site
meets the rules for the ring, but
that's all there is to it really.
Once this is done, not only can
other amateurs easily find you,
but you can use the ring
yourself to find lots of useful

http://www.digdez.com/amate
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Federal
Communications
Commission
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messages around, that yours
may only be seen by a few
people. Probably the best
method is to make use of the
Amateur Radio WebRing.
The Amateur Radio
WebRing is an easy to use Web
organisation that was set-up in

data. There's even a search

related to your slant on the
radio hobby. It's also worth
creating a page of useful links
containing all your favourite
sites - this can be very popular
with other Web surfers.
Once you have your
Web site, there are a
number of different ways
to make your site easily
visible to the rest of the
world. You register your
site with a number of
Internet search engines t,
get the widest possible
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your ISP. The only snag with
this option is that it does tend to
result in your receiving lots of

IR

htip://www.underground.com
Here you will find detailed

. Mm==1
-.. am..111mmie
AIM -AM

current weather reports from
around the world. You just
select your area and you can
get details right down to

individual towns - providing
there's an observation site there.
The other vital site for UK
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regular
-I=
happy hours surfing the ever
expanding Web.

READER'S SPECIAL OFFERS

If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm4VFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer

with the Public Domain and
Shareware Library (PDSL).
They have put together a library
set of all five disks for just £12,
all inclusive.
Using PDSL also makes
ordering simpler as they accept
all the usual credit cards so you
can order by phone - you don't
even have to write a letter.
Please direct all orders and
enquiries about this disk set to
POST Winscombe House,
Beacon Road, Crowborough,

BROADCAST
REPORTS AND INFORMATION
TO ME PLEASE.
PETER SHORE

I C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICES,
ARROWSMITH COURT,
STATION APPROACH,
BROADSTONE,
DORSET

BH18 8PW

E-MAIL:
petershore@pwpublishing.ltd.0

I

THIS MONTH PETER SHORE
TAKES A LOOK AT MORE OF
YOUR FINDINGS AND BRINGS
NEWS OF NEW STATIONS THAT
CAN BE FOUND ON THE
BROADCAST BAND.

The Broadcast column in the
September edition of PW,
spurred Paul Price in
Penydarren near Merthyr Tydfil
in South Wales to tune his radio
in search of Radio Kudirat, one
of the stations beaming pro democracy programmes
Station

.

Time

Frequency

IUTC) (MHz)
Voice of America

Voice of Armenia
All India Radio

Channel Africa
Radio Belarus Int.
Radio Bulgaria

Radio Cairo
Radio Damascus
Kol Israel

Merlin Network One
Radio Moldova
Sunrise Radio IUK)

1700
1900
1930
2000
2015
1030
1745

2200
1700
1930
1100
1900
2300
2200
2005
1030
1900
0900
2130
1700

Sussex TN6 1UL. Tel. 01892
663298 and request library
volume: H008739abcde. IBM
PC Software (1.44Mb disks):
Disk A - IVFAX 7.1,
HAMCOMM 3.1 and WXFAX
3.2; Disk B - DSP Starter plus
Texas device selection software:
Disk C - NuMorse 1.3; Disk D UltraPak 4.0; Disk E - Mscan
1.3 and 2.0.

73 Aie

Editor's comment: We're very
sorry indeed to lose Mike
G4WNC as a regular
contributor. Please see next
month's 'Keylines' editorial for
further comments. G3XFD.

towards Nigeria. He has heard
the station on 11.54MHz at
1930UTC with a good signal of
SINPO 54545. Paul reports that
he has also logged the state -run
Voice of Nigeria on 15.12MHz
at a number of points in the
day, including 1030, 1530 and
1920UTC. Paul's receiver is a
Yaesu FRG -7 with a 15m long
wire antenna.
Paul sent me his August log
(Table 1) and I've included
some of the most interesting
finds here which should
encourage some good knob twiddling in search of worldwide broadcasts in English.
Paul concludes by saying
that he is having difficulty
finding Radio Bras. RAE from
Argentina, Radio Georgia and
one or two others. I'll try and
publish some frequencies for
these elusive stations in the next
couple of months. Meanwhile, I
recommend you order a copy of
the twice -yearly Global Radio
Guide published by the
Association for International
Broadcasting. This lists all the
world's English -language
stations with their times and
frequencies, together with
comprehensive contact
information. The book is
available through
the PW Book

15.41, 15.445
15.18
4.95
17.725
9.965
17.385
7.41, 9.95, 11.62
9.95, 9.648. 11.62
15.24

7.21 lTuesdays)
15.175, 15.585
9.70

11.72 (tor North America)
9.90
12.085, 13.61
15.64, 15.65

9.435, 11.605, 15.65
9.915
7.52

5.85 (via Deutsche Telekom
site in Germany)

Radio Taipei Int.
Liniversellest
(Germany)

2200
1300

15.60
9.71

WEWN

1200
1700

15.745
15.695, 17.555

WYFR

fi//t/a
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Service.
Radio

Belarus, one of
the stations
which Paul Price
logged, has
announced that
it is beaming in
English,
Belarussian,

German and
Russian daily to
Europe on 7.21
and 11.96MHz
between 1900
and 2100. and
between 0100
and 0300 on
7.21 and
11.67MHz for

Table 1: Paul
Price's
August Log

the Americas. Radio
Belarus' national
first programme is
also available on a
number of short
wave frequencies
including 17.805,

1-1-1

c_rD

O
IT
O

11.96, 11.67, 7.265, 44,111,.,

7.21, 7.145, 6.115,
6.08 and
5.965MHz. At times
these channels carry
the Mayak second
programme from
Moscow.

RN

GOOD OR BAD NEWS?
The time change in Europe due
at the end of October means
frequency changes too, some
news which may please
broadcast listeners in the USA,
while disappointing some in
Europe. The latest agreement
between Radio Netherlands
and Radio Vlaanderen

International means that the
Belgian station secures a prime time short wave transmission
from Radio Netherlands'
Bonaire site (see Fig. ltin

exchange for a whole hour of
medium wave for Radio
Netherlands on RVI's 1512kHz
transmitter. As a result, the
1730UTC English broadcast will
no longer be available on
medium wave, although the
two later transmissions at 1830
and 2100 will both be on
1512kHz.

PIRATES IN OUR MIDST?
A brand new US short wave
broadcaster was due on the air
in late September. The WBCQ
station is owned by sometime
pirate broadcaster and
entrepreneur Allan Weiner. He
has secured permission from the
US authorities to build a new
50kW transmitter at Montecello
in Maine.
The new broadcaster has
ordered a log periodic antenna

which will beam the
programmes towards Mexico,
Central and South America.
Initially programmes will be in
English although Spanish output
may be added in time. There is
also, according to Weiner
interviewed on Voice of
America's Communications
World programme, the
possibility of broadcasting in
native American dialects. Tune
to 7.415MHz which is the
frequency America's FCC has
agreed WBCQ should use - let
me know if you hear anything!

OTHER FREQUENCY
NEWS
Greek Radio's international
service is now carried on
medium wave from transmitters
which used to broadcast local
ERA programmes. A total of six
channels are now in use for
Greek international
programmes, including 765,
927, 1008, 1404, 1494 and

Radio Netherlands QS.
card - 1969-89
1512kHz. The three highest
frequencies are radiated from
50kW transmitters.
Other frequency news now.
French -financed pop music
station Africa No. 1 in Gabon
can be heard 0500 to 0700 on
9.58MHz, 0700 to 1600 on
17.63 and 9.58MHz, 1600 to
21(10 on 15.475 and 9.58MHz
and 2100 to 2300 on 9.58MHz.
Radio Singapore
International has a daily
English -language programme
for Asia at 1100 to 1400 on
6.015 and 6.15MHz.
Radio Pyongyang has
English: 0000-0100 on 11.845,
13.65 and 15.23MHz, 05000600 on 11.71 and 13.79MHz,
1100-1200 on 3.56, 9.975,
11.335, 13.65 and 15.23MH,
1500-1600 on 3.56, 9.64,
9.975, 11.335, 11.735 and
13.65MHz, 1800-1900 on
4.405, 6.575, 9.335, 11.71 and
13.76MHz, 1900-2000 on 6.52,
9.60 and 9.975MHz, 21002200 on 4.405, 6.575, 9.335,
11.71 and 13.76MHz, 23002400 on 11.335, 13.76 and
15.13MHz
The Irish National
Broadcasting Corporation (RTE)
in Dublin uses transmitters in
Germany, Singapore, Ascension
Island and the USA to beam
programmes in English,
including: 0900-0930 weekday,
on 5.07MHz (via USA), 1000
1030 weekends on 5.07MHz
(via USA), 1000-1030 daily on
11.74MHz (via Singapore),
1730-1800 daily on
17.885MHz (via Ascension),
1830-1900 weekdays on
12.16MHz (via USA), 19001930 weekends on 12.16MHz
(via USA).
Finally, a UK -based short
wave broadcaster, the Voice of
Hope based in Hereford, is
hiring time on a transmitter in
Germany to broadcast daily to
Asia at 1330 to 1530 on
15.715MHz to Asia and at 1800
to 2200 on 6.015MHz for
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Europe.

That's all for this month. Keep
me up-to-date with what you
hear so that all readers of PW
can share in the broadcast
listening experience.

73/ Peter
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SEND YOUR ADVERT TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS, BARGAIN BASEMENT, ARIU
p s u and monitor. £150. let Peter an
Essex 10125515021%

FREE ADVERTS

Practical Wireless Jan 1938: Jan '39,
Jan '40. Feb '40 May 44). Oct V, July '44 June '57, Amateur Wifeless Aug '32,
Wifeless World Apre '76. Practical
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Nom's your chance hi send
photograph .1 !iota equipment is good
unusual
Idea
it
it's
really
fir

ar.compans sow jJvcn Plisse note
!hat all photos will iris he published
at our discretion and arc non.
returnable.
ta hen send.,
Sl
ante
k

FOOVISICHT April '50 July TO, offers, buyer
to collect Tel Coventry 10121131460000

Pulse Generators Nagard 5002 and 5101.
Advance SG21 Oscilloscopes Marconi
TRF-2210 Telequipment 551A lmodifiedl.
anyone interested, Buyer collects Tel.

-

,

up ti a
.fate.

sour contact details

I

Phil 1017311 351214

Please use

Pye ex-prer. rigs. M290 series with
information for modification, £10 including

the order form pros sled

postage Tel 0141-632 5408

61155 phis p.o.e. and speaker, v g c
f120.Eddystone 5880 p'us speaker and
manual, £245 Large selection of 19 sets
and accessories from £80 Larkspur
boxes and leads from £250 Wiese FT 10111), in box, £265 Tektronix scope
524AD and manual, f25 Farnell p S.11,
f20 Tel West Yorkshire 1012741
.

Ads enisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which cannot be licensed w the LK, will nut be accepted.

No responsibility will be taken for errors.
You should state clearly in your ads ert whether the equipment is professionally built. home -brewed or modified.
The Publishers of Practical Winks.% also wish to point out that it is the responsibiltiy of the buyer to ascertain the suitability of goods
offered for purchase.

824816

For Sale
Absolute mint conditioa. as new. Yaesu
VX-1R. £180 a vno. no time wasters Tel.
Don 1079571 928734. anytime or en East
London 0181-924 1491

Alinco EIJG5TE, v h flu h f twin band I m,
hand-held transceiver with charger
extend receive a m. extend receive u h f.
booed. as new, f170 ono at swap for 2m

Readout Communications Recerver. 030MHz. E50 PRO -2024.60 channel base
scanner. 150 All with manuals. Tel

Eddystone 840A communications
receiver. di very good condition, wunsing,
E110 ovno Also, Philips Lamps Ltd
communications receiver type PCR,
spares or repair, otters. Tel East Sussex

High gain TH61:00( to band, six element
beam, fantastic performer, also three
element mono -band beam for 17m
118MHz1. both in daily use, try before you
buy, absolute bargain. £300 pair Tel.

1013231894226. evenings.

GOWXP OTHR on Doncaster 1013021
729131 or 101302i 874224

1144MHil hasermobole Tel Vince 1014871

never used mobile. £280 Tel John GOF1K
1017071 872772 after 6pm. answer phone

Eddystone 1010. re -aligned, serviced
three years ago, mains p.s u, nice
condition, £80 Telequip 061 double.
beam 'scope. £30 Regency scanner
MX7000. 25-550MHz 800-1 3GHz, with
Gould mast head pre -amplifier. £55 Tel.
Doug on Crewkerne. Somerset 1014601

and FAX.

75838

Mince DX7O CTCSS board fitted £450

Eddystone receiver 730/4. f40 o n o
Lalayene receiver HE -30, E20. Grundig
Satellite 600160 Plus loads of valves or
£100 for the lot. Buyer collects or
exchange for small transistor with 13 f o.

823879

Aline° 06.5901 twin bend 1 m monde,
service, mobile mounting bracket boxed.
service, manual, excellent condition,

Tel GOWMC, OTHR on Kent 1013221
406368

Amateur television colour testcard
generator 16 panerns, complete with

S h r n.elei L2SL la I. a Heel

0100 deluxe version 0/1111 with sc dIi aril
instructions. receiver bands 1,2. and 3.
E45 Addonis AM5036, base microphone.
£20 Buyer collects or pays postage Tel
Min= 011.18 /013321 741564

G3KMY 1012461862099

loom 75114. 100W all mode h 1

transceiver, boxed, £450. o n o horn IC
23508 dual band. v.h.fiu h.1. boxed. [320
will pay postage IUK I Tel: 1012941 550688
loom 1C -32E, 2m/70cm 1144/430MHz),

hand-held, new NiCad battery pack, d c
converter. charger, handbook, speaker,
microphone, leather case, Rubber Duck
antenna, excellent condemn, postage
paid, bargain at El 50 Tel George on
South Wales 1014431 437345

s.s.b. Tel 0171-791 0628

loom IC -740 with internal p.s u , 12240V
m tined, manuals. 3340 Hansen FS210

operation, £45 plus carriage Tel- Bob

Viktor Electronics Magazines, all issues

08V01 OTHR on Waterlooville 1017051
250830 altar 6pm

from 19781998. first otter over 030
secures, buyer to collect Tel Bob G8VOI

automatic s w r power meter, 00.
Original handbook. New Zealand
wireless set ZCI Mk II. offers. Graham

Lustemised EPROM. boxed. 121/

OTHR on Waterlooville 1017051 2501330

Amp Sagra 600. two 4Cx250Bs. 400W plus
v h 1. excellent condition, E500 IC -255E
m ,£100 Tel: Mike (013121810E12

Ea -WD headphones, [5 Voltage reducer
20W variable to 10W Tel John 1012831

Icon IC -871 receiver. fated FL32 250Hz

c.w, filler, I m demodulator board, as
new condlbon, £520 o.n.o Teti Bill on

221870

AOR 3000A, mint and boned. £450 Tandy
2042 with VOX -record fated. £160 or may
part exchange for Fairhaven RD 500VX or
quality h.1./u h I seL cash ether way Tel
Vic on Stoke.on.Trent 109731 538502

GOLEH, 7 Tonge House, Royal Circus.
West Norwood, London SE27 OBL

FT-10120 MM, f m £200 FAG-100 Cm,

Cambridge 1012231 292941

and p s u .E250 IC -207H. [250

low dev box manual. mic. v g c .075

Icons R71E receiver in mint condmon with
I m and manual. [450 Also Yaesu FRG 9600 with Raycorn mods, mint with
manual and boxed. DM plus postage or
delivered within 25 miles Tel 0151-625

fim 150MHzl. 100W ampipre amplifier, as

5501

new. E75 P&P extra. Tel 1012061396946
Idaytime?.1012551880858 I evenings)

Icons T7E. 2mr/Ocm 1144/430MHz), with

£140 Buyer collects Tel GM4OHJ on
Scotland 0141-885 2022

AR -11110. excellent condition, manual.
spare valves, E85 Heathkut h.1
transceiver, extras, v g c., RX fault, £95

FT -690 PAH multi -mode with CTCSS and

0S2 'Scope oscilloscope, 125 Codas AT5
transceiver, f25 Hohner full size midi
keyboard. voice fault. E25 Tel Ken on

Cash, cheque or credit card

NiCads. charger dry cell pack, leather
case. boxed and manual, v g c ,£190 Tel:

FT. T1 transceiver. 10-80m (28.3 5MHz1.

Oliver 101524) 736817 alter 5pm

Gloucester 1014531 845013

ARM rotator. ideal for v h fru h and h I
minibeams.£40 Three element version al

manual, mic .1.m board, c w filter, 000
plus P&P Tel G4GXU on Stourpon 1012991

JRC NRD-525 h I g.c communications

G4MH minibeam. £40 Tel John G3EGC

828481

recerver..09-34MHz. ow.° and clean
appearance. offers around [450 Tel

FT7 plus top band, fig) FT7, £160 FL110
finest E160 KW 2000B. £90 Alan Handy
CT145. f100 Howes a t.0 . new, £40 TenTec a t u 228, f40 Tel Falmouth 1013261

South Birmingham 0121-430 2929

OTHR on 1012041301502

13.5V, WA, EIS Yaesu p/s FRBremi
757GM. 20A for 100W s.s b with
connectors for Yaesu and Kenwood.
Vintage Tno speaker, £10 Mike Kenwood
MC60A, mint, boxed. DO Tel. Max
G3WMB, Hens. Tel 1019201463564

Clark 4011 pump up mast with legs and
accessories, one leaky seal hence £100.
Seals available Cushc rah R5 vertical,
needs tuning, E40, two spare traps, f10
each Tel Gloucester 1014521 741036 for
details

250232

Goldstar 06911211A Maptin. two channel.

boxed. new, £275 Oscilloscope
accessories to match. operating, repair
manuals, £12 MFJ-451 Morse key, board
complete, new, f75 Tel Cohn GOPOS on
Gillingham.

Kent 1016341379140

Heathkit collection. vg c., with manuals.

668111
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Ironwood TM -31E transceiver. £250.
a.n o Kenwood TH-28E hand-held. £210.
oo o Also s wr metres, h f and v h f..
125 each, on o Tel GATE on Gloucester
1014531511140

Lafayette HEM multi -band h.l. receiver
for enthusiast s w I 'Phone for info. Tel

Linear amp 23cm 0296MHz). L -wave.
24W with remote power meter and relay
unit, £158. Microwave modules
MML432/100. 70cm 1430MHz1 Linear
amp. 100W. boxed with details, £200
Tokyo fim15064Hz1Hypower HL -66V 60W
linear amp, boxed with details 170 70rm
s s b MV432S Masthead pre -amplifier
and DCW15A sequence controller. boxed
with details, £150 Carnage at cost. Tel
G8HPD OTHR on Delabole, Cornwall
1018401 212835

Log Periodic 50-1300MHz dummy loads,
variable p s u two-way 70cm 1430MHz i
splitter, many items very cheap,
otherwise going in skip, wanting clear
shat k ,end to, I.st Tel 1016231643355

MFJ 451 Morse keyboard £85. Kenpro
KT22 2rii (144MHzi portable. £85. Post
included Write to Dave Logan G4EZF, 27
Shaw Street. Mottram. Ches. Tel 1014571

Microwave modules MM. 432/100.
432MHz, 100W PA. IOW input, 1220.
Yaesu mobile antenna RSM-2, 2m
1144MHz). with whips for 10. 15, 20, and
80m 128. 21. 14 and 3 5MHz), [50 Tel
Adrian G4ROA on Coventry 1012031

Racal equipment and Murphy h
receiver, for details send an s a e to
Madeley Smith, 48 Sherboume Crescent.
Coundon, Coventry CV5 8LE or E-mail
madeleysmith4zetnetco uk
1

Racal RA17 hi. receiver. g.w o_ £110
o v no Collins R390 h I receiver, working.

TIDO none BC221 £20 Buyer to collect
by arrangement Tel 1019351 813097

Racal RA17L, mint condition. E150 no
otters Trio srstate stereo amplifler. £10
Akar four track stereo, three head, reelto-reel, £20 The lot E170 Buyer collects
Tel 1015351 630361 alter 5 30pm

Radio Shock receiver 0X394. 150kHz-

30MHz a m , c.w., us.ba sh signal
strength meter, digital frequency readout. bought June 38. guaranteed until
June '99. boxed, instructions. E110 a.n o.
Tel/FAX 101234!720091

Realistic PR0-2835 hyperscan. 1000
channel. 50 steps per second scan, £180
Radioshack DX394 communications
receiver, digital readout. £100 Both e.g c
'Phone for further details Tel John on
Lancashire 1019951606621

Robot 400 SSTV clone. eight second. b/w
scan converter, offers. Epson LX850 nine
pin dot matrix PC printer. E30 Collect or
carriage extra Tel Bob G8VOI OTHR on
Waterlooville 1017051 250830 alter 6pm.

43. a m.dm, handheld, 68.1000MHz.
£150 Can also provide Irequencies loners
accepted) Tel Mark on Edinburgh 0131-

Junction boxes, v g c £130 Racal RA -17L.
500kHz-30MHz, in cabinet, bargain, £130
RCA AR -88. cabinet, manual, v g c .E95
Realistic DX -160 receiver. 15-30MHz, £50

556 6186

Tel 1014821887938

Old radio spares transformers,
condensers. 'es -stars, valves. trans
amps etc Tel 0113 24034%

Star Masterkey memory keyer. £50
Paddle key. £40 Ezitune antenna tuning
bridge. E40 MFJ-945C. £50 Heathke lout
way coaxial switch. DO All excellent
condrbon, carriage extra. Tel Gloucester
1015941 833234

Strunk ground post with safety lotting
Outhecker Junior mobile hi. antenna,
101130m 128/3 5MHzi all bands.

winch, 4011 lattice tower. top cape. with
Ham rotator, TH3 othander 4E1 6m

Mount eke, 6m 150MHz1 mobile whip and
Diamond OBEL7,7 770/H.2/70 mobile

150MHz) Yagi, 11E1 2m 1144MHO, coaxial,

whip, all excellent condition. fin the lot

GW4KGD, OTHR on 1017581712108

Philips push button car radio. type 22.

internal a t ii . desk mike and voice
option, very good condition, E495 o.v.n.o.
Tel Sheffield 0114258 8415

520-160kHz. I50-285kHz. 12V 1960s

Kenwood R-2000 communications
receiver. all modes with VC10. fined NB,
a g c three speed tuner, clocks, ten
memories. scan dimmer. plus RadCom
magazines, Aireand book. Short Wave
Book, boxed, like new. £280 Tel 1016081

C1207 oscilloscope, No 11 AA predictor

662488

Pocom decoder r

Heathkit HW9 ORP transceiver, tined
WARC bands with marching toner and

pha41wo-way demon co uk

Military se.b. station. complete. CI 1
s s b transceiver. R2I0 receiver, tit
p sus headset, interconnecting cables,

Kenwood hi. transceiver. 440 s at with

106312 10354cornpuserve corn

Tel/FAX 1019081365726 or E-mail

Scanners: Realistic PRO -2006 base set.
am
mike t m.. 25-1300MHz, boxed,
excellent condition. f175 Realistic PRO -

Tel: 1017051 255459

Tel. Ben 1015621 743253 or E -mail

Race11795 receiver. E795 Eddystone
1650:1995 WJ-340A.E395 WJ-373k
E395 WJ-RSIII. [995 W.1.9477, V%
Anntsu ML522 measuring receiver. £2995

412201

new, [75 Tel Colyn 1016241 801592

Heatlikit HR -10B receiver, 80.10 amateur
bands, plus Heath 00-20 tr ansc elver, 8010 amateur bands, 30W r I ,E60 pair
German WWII key, DO. 19 set, working,
f 150 ET -4336 h 1350W transceiver, EMI

1017261 70919

762799

P&P extra Tel 1012871 653708, evenings
or weekends.

!

6210/C11 mains p.o.e.. £100 plus P&P Tel

Alan GOHBC on 0121 745 1000

Lowe. £70 onoVectronics mobile a t.0 .

pr a tor),

1012541705454 or 1012541 760300.

Comet CD160H 2kW s w.r/p.w.r meter,
I 6-60MHz. £40 2m Packet transceiver,
144650MHz, hilt. 125 Audio notch,.
bandpass h/b filter ILMF 901, p c.b and
instructions. Radcom Jan 1991.118.
Speech Processor (kit - h/b) cables,
circuit instructions, E12. All plus P&P Tel
Derek MEW on Nantwich 1012701

Kenwood 690S. boxed, in excellent
condition, E700 P6150 pre -selector by

588392.

signal generator 16-42,
£25 Multi speed servo chart recorder IR.
18M. DO Transistor tester IT -7400. £20
Id

Collins TCS6. two Eddystone 87708.
(throe offers). Racal RA17L and RAI 17E.
g w.o.. Kenwood RZ1 Tel Lancashire

JRC NRD-5313 BWC & RTTY, like new,

f750 NRD-525. mint condition, E550 Icom
71E. lust class. £450 Grundig 100. like
new, £200 Eddystone 18372. digital, five
litters, excellent RX, £350 HF-150, almost
new. 1200 Grundig Sateen mule band
6000. s s b , world-wide reception . E150
Tel London 0181.813 9193. from first
week of October

Kenwood R-5030 receiver. boxed.
reliable and in excellent condition, £450
HRO receiver with ten coils and p.s.0 .
£150 Exchange Technics electronic
keyboard KN90 for good transceiver,
value E500 Tel Lincolnshire 1015071

Motorola push button car radio
BL527YS. 530-1600kHz. 150280kHz, 12V
1960s noise generator, 100-600MHz,

Mkt MOD wireless manuals Send for
list to R Wildey, 2 Granthams. lambourn.

cable, SS shrouds, f350 Tel Roy

SX400 scanning receiver, ex -MOO,
unused. 26.520MHz, all mode, in sturdy
aluminium transit case, 12V d c..
handbook, antenna, 1225. Yaesu FRG -7700
g.c. receiver, c.w., manual, vg c , 1150
Marine band receiver sailor, £175 Tel
1012021 668,146

Ten-Tec Scout 80m 13 5MHz1 module.
new E20 Tel Leicester 1014551273042

Nr Hungertord, Berkshire Tel 1014881
gooc condition, £130
on a All offers considered Tel 1012461
TRIO AT -230 a t u

71325

PITY all mode

2364%
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DWSMITH COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW
Program and instructions, 05 Zetagi CB
s w r meter 202 wth M27 matcher, f40
DL60 dummy load, 60W. EH K40-CF3

A510 hi TX to complete station sat up
sena details and price wanted. to WJ
MacDonald, 40 tato hett Road, London

Tam FT -200 h t transceiver, unused on
transmit for several months as no aerial.
0150 Tel Dave 1014421 884348 in office
hours.

antenna, (20 Tel Buxton, Derbyshire

EIS 10J

Vaesu FT -2902m 1144MHz1 multi.mode.

dash mount, manual, 0150 2m 7.ele

ALBA radiogram. 1964. exchange for a
valve communication receiver and cash

beam, DO Watson W-30 am,psu, 35A

adjustment or sell What otters' Tel

Trio R-1000 receiver, very good
performance. 0125 Realistic scanner
P810.2006, as new. 0150 Mobile headset

Road, Donlon, Tamwonh B78 IQW Tel

for Yaesu FT -8000, unused. 025 Tel
London SW I5 0181-785 7314

1018271 754200

0200 Turner expander desk nee,
030 5 -ale tri-band Yam, 0250 Heti preamplifier and p s u .0293 4CX 1000A
tube, f100 Satellite recorder and
decoder. pace, 040 All v 9 c Tel 1019741

Two 1155 receivers. one working, one
with no power pack. Also. German tank
receiver, v h 1 Empfdnger, type E No
1094, 9 w o.. buyer collect. E120 Also.

All early wireless par. crystal sets.

Exchange

1012701 872788

8096

Tam FT -253R11 144MHz multi mode,
boxed, with matching FL 2075 25W linear
amplifier, the lot for 0270 Tel John on

Hammond drawbar controller X MC 1 plus
XM1 (value 06001 Will exchange for h I

Two and six all mode transverter, 6m
150MHzi, 2m 1144MHz). 2.5W input. 25W
output. with Yaesu FT -290 Mkl plus power

lead and mic. soh case, shoulder strap
rubber duck antenna, mobile mount and
manual. sold as one tot. 0310 ovno Tel

Norfolk 1013661 384958

Martin on East Somerset 1019631 32241

Vaasa FT -290R11 with mobile mount. 0250

Two boxed Kellwood TX -715 v h f A m

o.n o Three bound volumes of Wireless
World January - June 1934. July

transceivers for sale, good condition. to
include macs. aerials, leads, power
supplies, best offer around 0100 for the

December 1934 and January - June 1935,
offers. Graham GOLEH 7 Tonge House.
Royal Circus, West Norwood, London

pair Tel Jim on Coventry (012031673894

SE27 OBL

Williamson amplifier in g w o . eight
valves. twin rectifiers including Partridge
transformer, es specified, also 40 page
construction manual, heavy gauge cast.
aluminium chassis, 075 Tel New Forest

Yaesu FT -690 all mode. 6m transceiver. as

new, also valves of different value,
please 'phone for details Tel. JP on
Telford 1019521410662. evenings and

weekends

1014251 403416

mount, all cables in g w . manuals and
info, £375 Price includes faulty FV-707 all
original packaging Tel Mike on Isle DI
Man 1016241832037 after 6pm

Yorkshire 1019091 567448

Tanis FT -7476X in good condition, 100W,
all bands, 150-30MHz, with mic. £300
27MHz CB transceiver Fidelity 1000,£20
27MHz CB transceiver Audioline. ES,
needs a mic Tel Russ on South London
0181308 1704

6230

Yaesu FT -757 Mkl. in very good condition.
recent v t o receipts. must sell, any test.

Tam FRG -7. v g c with manual, f150
(may be able to deliver England or
Wales) Tel John G8ILG 1017331237681

0350 Tel Stoke -On -Trent 1017821 255330

mail breconalineone net

Vaesu FT102 transceiver FT -102 a.tu.
speaker unit Yaesu MD base mic, all
manuals, original boxes.. 0550 Hewlett

Tupelo's VT 1251I civil air hand hand.

Packard oscilloscope, vg c °Mono

ZX Spectrum plus 48K with 81X4 Decode
software. c w RTTY, AMTOR £30

Keithley 179 muftimeter.(40. 43 Dordon

Aug Racal eguipment to fill in gaps in my
collection Also wanted, any old valve
amplifiers made by Vox, Marshal. Selmer.
Hi -Watt. Orange, etc Original p s u and
remote control box for ICS TX/RX Tel

Kelly, Cregganavar, Breaffy, Castlebar.
Co Masi:,

(014821887938

30W output Tel John 1012831 721870

Black Box side trims 48188 receiver Tel

Tired' or scrap Yaesu FT-902DM or
possibly FT 9310M for spares. Tel 1019041
794680, most times

1018841 257487

JRC N110.535 receiver, good condition, in
perfect working order, with box and
manual, would like to exchange for Racal
RA1792 receiver in good condition and
working order, preferably with manual
Tel Dave Junes 1015541 775790 50 New
Dock Street, Llanelli, Dyfed SA15 2HB. or

10177bi 70919

held, E70. TM Rochdale 1017061 645424

Scrap FT -10120 MIMI for parts. Codar
AT5 transceiver, c w filter for FT 10120

MkIll valve receiver, h t quad mono band
h t antenna for 20m audio titter.
KW1000A p.s u andior rig Write to Ed

Ten foot aluminium pole Also aerial at
reasonaoie price 14 28MHz power pack.

Cholcom 80m vertical antenna Tel Upon
Trio JR599 or 1599 also KW109 a t.0 any

G3AOS 1012601 252287

early Sinclair m w radios Tel Allan
101458)831480

Kellwood G707 duel bend transceiver.
exchange for 70cm, 2/6m 1430.

Complete 1111M, condition not important,
also R216, p s u faulty okay. or complete
receiver Tel Lancashire 1017541 705454

144,50MHz) modules for Yaesu F1-767GX.

or 1012541 760300

two second-hand modules or one new
2m module, Kenwood never used mobile

Crystal cm. filler for Yaesu FT. 101 Tel:

with head unit post mount preferred will
consider any condition if seen before
dismantled. any distance for best tower

or sell, £200 Tel 1019021326182.

John on Lancs 1019951 606621

and price Tel Dave on Somerset 1014601

even,os
PC Complete with modem colour inkjet
printer speasers. saiindcard and
CDROM Will exchange for amateur radio
equipment such as IC -706 Mkl or similar
mobile radio which includes 2i -em
114450MHz), cash adjustment if

Wanted

523'93

Team RC400 rotator or RUA, SM-20

sensible price please. Tel 10175311373452

desk mirropnone or SM8. CT -17 CI -V

Full manes' and tea loads for

level converter unit also ate. from 030MHz to 50MHz, cash waning. Tel Mike

oscilloscope CT316 Test leads for
Polysc op SWOB Mkll R Wildey, 2
Granthams, Lambourn, Nr Hungerford,
Berkshire Tel 1014881 71325

Infonnehon on existing 'Radio
Corporation America' UK or EU
representative Also circuit diagram for
RCA 16mm model L Tel 1015041 352715

Bob G8V01 OTHR 1017051 250830 after
6pm

receiver, Dana 3 radios and Pnalips 1100
series, any into regarding conversions or
circuit diagrams, your price paid Tel
Clive on Birmingham 0121-788 6447

Greenway, 47 Linco.n Green. Bushbury,
Wolverhampton WV10 8HW

TEIFCG 1012261 742971 after 6pm

w h y? TeVFAX (01908)365726 or E.mail.

A copy of the PW'Meon 50MHz
Transvertee article and any corrections
Postage and copying costs refunded Tel

A pair of roiMD v.k.l. transceivers
wanted, valve type please send Lull
details and price required to Mr

Versatower or similar. 50113 or 4 section

Eddystone receiver 1837/2, in good
working condition and appearance,

philetwo-way demon co uk

JIM on Chelmsford 1012451400760 or E-

574099

1144.430MHz I base antenna. will pay
cash or swap for music recording
equipment, computer equipment. Tel

gaps 1016241 618368

%nem" MVT-8000. 8-1300MHz multi band receiver, v g c £250. Also DJXI
palm size world receiver hack pack.
needs slight repair or replaced 01w
v g.c., £100. Interested in good RXTX. Tel:

Racal Ril37A I f convener, RA2I8 s s b
converter. MA1978 preselector, any
condition considered Tel David 101788)

Tel Brian G4FOW 1012541 391682

Hants, Rockwell. Racal, etc
Broadcast/Mil transceiver, amps. a t.0 '5,

and handbook. 50-905MHz. £275 Tel

574099

IfF tronscermr Wan I m good condition.
any model considered, also 2m.70cm

THZIE dual -band transceiver. 0 g c c w
speaker, mic, swap for Lowe HF-I 50
receiver or similar. or h I ORP gear or

295770 or 1077711 870611

Racal RA218 sorb. convenor. RA37 I
converter. MAI97S pre -selector any
condition considered. Tel David 1017881

Aay into on TIF1 interlace by Technical
Software for BBC computer to use with
RX-4 R1TY c w SSTV AMTOR programs.

5pm

Togo 1R6-9602, excellent condition but
it never gets used, includes power supply

Yaesu FT.10120 h f transceiver. fan
fitted, YD 148 desk mic and Yaesu FC-902
a t u with manuals, one owner from new.
£425 Tel Stoke-on-Tient 1012701 872788

Chapman GOMKA at 17 Trevor Road.
Swinton, Manchester M27 OYH

0250 ovno. buyer collects Would
warranty, cash adjustment. must be seen
working Tel. Bill on Gloucester 1016841

G3FLJ on Southampton 1017031 737715

Manna tuning unit wanted tor h I any
age No telephone so contact T

Una FT -100081 dual -band mobile
transceiver, radio as new, seen working,
exchange for new Yaesu FT -8501381 under

Alistair GI HMN, Guildford 1014831 233991

Power supply for Collins TCS (WWII) TX.
220V & 400V, IA, home brew. etc wh y?
Also power plug for same TX, will pay
good price plus P&P Tel. Peter G4VUN
1012871634397. works 0TH 9.5pm will ring
you back

transceiver FT -I, or IC -720A, or F1-102
Tel Brighton 1012731680307

necessary Tel Dave 1019931 212467 after

Yam FRG -7700 h f receiver complete
with matching FRT.7700 a t.0 . excellent
condition, 0250 o n o buyer collects. Tel

Amplifier for 160m ii 8M1421. anything
consioe!ed tionse-orew. valve, solid
state Tel George OTHR 101284) 768084

Email daiungoedleaol corn

Teem FT -707. FP -707. FC-707, mobile

Yaesu 10120 in excellent condition with
fan. matching SP901 speaker and FC-902
a t.u., with Morse key and manuals. 0350
Yaesu FRG -7, in excellent condition we
manual, 0120 Tel: Chris on South

Tone 8800 plus Caps, boxed. manual.
0225 Global a t.0 1000, boxed. manual.
135 MFJ active antenna, boxed, manual,
new. £35. will pay carriage. Tel 0191-526

valves. horn speakers. top prices paid for
items made by Marconi. Burndept Pye,
BTH, Gecophone, Ericsson. serious
collector, will pay well and collect any
area Jim Taylor G4ERU. 5 Luther Road,
Winton, Bournemouth 8H9 1LH Tel/FAX:
1012021 510400

MML1440'30, E35 Tel Stoke-onTrent

rransce,e, NiCads, p s u carry case,
YM38 mic and manual 0260 Microwave
modules, 30W linear amplifier

Eagle RX 60N. c.w.o.. £50. Tel 1012031
440637

Luton 1015821 754939

Alnico dual -band mobile DR 599.
excellent condition. manual and bracket.
2m/70cm?? 1144/430MHz) TX, wideband
RX, swap TS.670 or TS -680 or older type
2rni7Oom all -mode base or 1406 full line
up Tel Andy MOBGM on Derby 0115-930

Yaesu FT 29081. 2m 1144M1.171 mufti -mode

Angus 0D10 9RX Tel 1016741 676480

1012981 78268

peak, E70 Hirschmann rotator plus top
hearoui 070 Tel Nohm 0115-911 8130

251420

Old 051. cards relating to the RAF and the
country of Libya Also a single cnarger
for a Motorola MX320 hand-held. Tom
Valentine, 12 Rossie Terrace, Montrose,

Motorail' MC -micro mobile transceiver/

Murphy 8400 cob. adapter. also AR -68D
receiver for rebuild Tel Peter on Essex

Please use a Form
from a previous issue
to send your advert

in or write it neatly
on a postcard.

1012551 502195
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Whilst prices of goods 51101111 in advertisements are

correct at the time of going to press. traders are
advised to check both prices and availability of goods

with the advertiser before ordering front non -current
issues of the magazine.

To advertise on this page see booking form.

Valves

For Sale

Recruitment

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from stock.
Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send SAE stating
requirements or telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 4kH-330MHz I M LI 50 Ceramic,
SAW filters. TTL oscillators FM E2.50. New 16 page list.
0 Electronic Design.

vled to service
FULL TIME BENCH ENGINEER
wide
goods to include T.
VCR's and audio
have
equipm,,,1
apphr.,mts
must
Successful
qualifications to C&G 224 Year 3 or equiv. and have at

SUPPUES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson Road. Blackpool
FYI 2EU

Tel: 0181-391 0545.
Fax: 0181-391 5258

least 3 years in the trade. Working hours are 9.30-18.30

Tel: (012531 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88. PX4, PX25. DA100.
EL34, EL37, CV4004, ECC83. Valves must be
Mullard;GEC, West European to achieve this price. Ask

for free wanted list. Prompt and courteous service.
Visitors please phone for an appointment lwe are a very
busy Export Warehouse). Billington Export Ltd.
Billingshurst, West Sussex RH14 9EZ. Tel: (01403/
784961 Fax: 101403) 783519.

E-mail: BillingtonExportLtd@btinternet.com

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham, Vintage,
Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to: Wilson Valves. Jim
Fish G4MH1, 28 Banks Ave.. Golcar, Huddersfield. West

TECHNICAL MANUALS. AR88, CR100, R210, HRO E5

each. Circuits E1.50. Hundreds available. SAE list.
Bentley. 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford. Essex IG1 3EB.

5 days a week at 10 400PA gross with long term
prospects. Please send CV to P Roberts at Microtech
Trading. 350 Mare St. Hackney, London E8 1HR.

Tel 0181-554 6631.

Wanted

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage Service
data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to the 1970s Free
brochure from Tudor Gwilliam-Rees, Savoy Hill
Publications, 50 Meddon St. Bideford. The Little White
Town. North Devon. EX39 2E0 Tel. 01237 424280.
Email. tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted

WANTEDFORCASH Valve or solid state communication

receivers Pre.1980. Preferably working and in good
condition. Non working sets considered also domestic
valve radios. Items of Government surplus wireless
equipment and obsolete test equipment. Pre 1965

Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel. 01484 654650 Fax: 01484 655699.

INTERESTED in vintage wireless? Send 2 x 1st class
stamps for latest list of books, bits & pieces etc.

wirelessand audio components and accessories. Pre- 1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most valves

E-mail: wilsonvalves@surilink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & pUISUIldi service.

Old Time Supplies, PO Box 209. Banbury, Oxon

wanted for cash. Must be unused and boxed. CBS, 157

OX16 7GR

Dickson Road, Blackpool. FYI 2EU. Tel: 1012531 751858 or

CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33/35 E6.
ECC83/EF86 C3.50 KT66 £40. KT88 C65 EL34 E20. EL37

E18. PX4 E70. PX25 E130. GZ34 EB. GZ32 E8. DA100
E150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.

Ask for free wanted list.

Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5. Huffwood Trading
Estate, Bookers Road, Billinghurst. W Sussex R1114 9RZ.
Tel: 01403 786559.
Fax: 01403 786560.
E-mail: giacomelh@colomordemon.co.uk

Fax: 1012531302979

JAPANESE TRANSMITTING TUBES and microwave
semi -conductors for broadcasting. communication and
industrial
use.
T.
Yoshihara.
Osaka.
Japan.
Fax 816-338-3381

WE BUY & SELL HAM GEAR New and used amateur
egmpreeni bought anil sole, PX welcome. Ring Dave
G3RC0 the gentleman dealer on: showroom 1017081

s and .,toes parts at
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS:
attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff Davies (Radio).

374043 or office 0956 854947.

Tel: 1017881 574774.

Open 7 days 9amlOpm. 9 Troopers Drive. Harold Hill.

VIDEO TAPE CONVERSIONS NTSC PAL SECAM
digital processing. Includes tine conversions. Fast

Romford. Essex RM3 9DE

THE RF-KIT CATALOGUE. send 2x 2nd class stamps
or browse www.rf-kits.demon.co.uk

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.
Langres Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CR0 20P.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAx: G181-684 3056.

Miscellaneous

Hands Electronics, Tegryn, L anfyrnach.
Pembs SA35 OBL. Tel 01239 698427

NEW 'E -TYPE' 10-180 METRE TRAP DIPOLE. Will fit
28ft garden Also full sized aerials, baluns, parts, info.
S.A E Aerial Guide £2
G2DYM, Uplowman. Devon EX16 7PH.
To' 01398 361215 anytime

WWII COMBINED OPERATIONS Ucode books, DAP,
QZZ. 48 A4 pages. still ..over £12 each inc P&P.
Tel: 01398 361215 anytime.

SOLAR PANELS and wind powered battery chargers.
Ideal for mobile or static use at remote locations.
Tel:101455) 213084.

service. G3LQP OTHR.
Tel 0181-642 4956.

HEATHKIT UK DISTRIBUTOR Heathkit spare, service
and educational products. Cedar Electronics. 12
Isbourne Way, Broadway Road, Winchcombe.
Cheltenham, Glos 61 54 5NS T,,i 101242) 602402

Holidays
NORTH WALES HOUDAYS - Carclvd11 iJuiskhouse
camping. Elevated rural site, two miles from beach, use
of shack and antennas, open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho,
Pwllheli.
Tel: 01758 740712.
Packet address- GW4VAG@GB78AY455.GBR.EU

E-mail: NDDDS@aol.corn for a free catalogue.

Computer Software
& Hardware
PC SSTV-DATA Tx,Rx pack £35.95. Other PC/AMIGA
SSTV,Packet Interfaces. SAE leaflets. Super Demo-Utils disk
El. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36 Davington Road, Dagenham
RM8 2LR. Tel/Fax: 0181-595 0823.

INFRA RED Tx & Rx modules part of army intruder
detection systems, suitable for ext use inc lens etc. Req

12V DC Rx can be used as infra red det tested with
suggested circs. E14.50 pair CLANSMAN acts morse
keys. £16.50. Head -mike set boom mike with PTT swt
modern style £19.50. Spk mike with PTT swt lapel clip

Educational

Free list on request. B Slater, 6 Palmer Rd, Sutton on

R.A.E. Pay as you learn correspondence. E3 per lesson
includes tuition. Ken Green, C. Eng. M. T. R. E. Chylean,

Trent, Newark NG23 6PP. Tel: (01636) 821191.

Tintagel, Cornwall. Tel: 1018401 212262.

TNC coon £12.50 Prices inc postage.

Please photocopy this form if you prefer

ORDER
FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Seim -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
available issue of PW) for
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for f

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
(42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.

FAX
0181 684
3056

1 MAYO ROAD CROYDON SURREY CR0 2QP
24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS
f
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THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 'D' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version las above, with variable hysteresis) £19.99
TRANSMIT version (Pocsag Rx Fax/SSTV/HamComm Tx) E24.99
- way Adaptor 03.00. Shareware on 3.5" HD disks
JVFAX7 HamComm 11 + Pktmonl2 + Pocsag (P132.04) + Wxgreph £2.50
RADIORAFT Version 2.13 £2.50 DL4SAW SSTV (V1.2) £2.50
.
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DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
SKYSPY RADIORAFT DL4SAW & POCSAG

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
INCLUDING SKYSPY for ACARSTM (Win95/98)
IRTIRIDL4SAW/GSHPC SSTV IV2.3) £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99
1.1 C24.99 Pocsag 11302.04) £19.99 RadioRaft V2.13 £19.99

y py

All prices UK/Eire inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT
All products !except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum credit card order £15.00. Outside British Isles add £2.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe Bucks HP13 5DR
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: 101494) 448236
www.pervisell.com e-mail: ham@pervisell.com
amim
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LAR COMMUNICATION CENTRE
Bradford Road, East Ardsley, Nr Wakefield WF3 2DN
Tel: 0113-252 4586

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY.
This is a selection born our stock of ove 6000 types Please enquire for types not
listed Obsolete items ere our speciality Valves are new mainly original British or
American brands. Terms CWO? min order 110 for credit cards

P&P 1.3 valves 1/.00. 4 6 valves (3.00. Add 17.5°c VAT to total including P&P.

WE BUY & SELL
NEW & USED RIGS

r

VISA

55.00

We are open Mon to Sat 9.30am to 5 30pm

RIGS OF DISTINCTION
GJRCQ & SON
The Gentleman Dealer

ANY RIG FOR £1 - Yes we will sell
you any rig for £ 1, all you have to do
is make up the difference with your old

unwanted rigs - ask for details

Fax: 0113-253 6621

Approved dealers for Kenwood, AOR, Icorn. Yaesu and many others We sell
amateur radio equipment, scanners, shortwave receivers, antennas and over 800
accessories. Books PW and SWM Our after sales service is second to none.

LOOK OUT FOR US
AT THE
LEICESTER SHOW
STAND W8

COMMISSION SALES - We will sell
your rig for NO CHARGE - ask G3RCQ how
Mail Order
Cash/Cheques
Callers By Appointment

Call DAVE G3RCQ Showroom 01708 374043 QTHR - Mobile 0956 854947 - Pager 01523 133511 - Email g3rui@easynet.co.uk

('RYS'IAIS

ILAKETheELECTRON.
Kits with ALL the Bits!

CUSTOM MANUFACTURED CRYSTALS AND OSCILLATORS

stablished for more than 12 years as premium des
d suppliers of kits, components and accessories for Rad
Amateurs and SWLs, our range now includes:
The DTR range of ORP transceivers - ATUs (Tx and Rx)
'CARLTON 3 -band receiver - Audio and noise reduction
filters - Antenna coupling transformers (-Magnetic Baluns") ORP power meter (20W CW/AM/FM plus 40W PEP SSB) SWR meter - Code practice oscillator.
For a FREE illustrated catalogue, send a large (AS) SSAE to:

FUNDAMENTALS
FREQUENCY RANGE

,

[21

Callers by appointment only
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Lake Electronics, Dept PW, 7 Middleton Close
Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX
Phone: 0115-938 2509
E-mail: radkitcompuserve.com

PRICE
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Custom Manufactured TTL and CMOS oscdletors

QuartSLab Marketing Ltd

L'

PO Box 19. Erith. Kent DA8 1LH

each 1

4 Ks

QSL

Phone 01322 330830 fax 01322 334904
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selected as being of special

look Store

interest to our readers. They are

supplied direct to your door Many
titles are overseas in origin.
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FREE POST & PACKING ON BOOKS MARKED *

MARINE VHF OPERATION - GMDSS EDITION

BOOK
of the

MONTH

An essential guide to marine v.h.f. operations, this book hails itself as being an essential reference source
for use afloat and as an exam textbook. It is written by Michael Gale whose name you may recognise. It's claimed that
thousands of sailors have obtained their VHF Certificate through his Radio School and this book is a recommended text for the

RA Restricted Certificate of Competence in Radiotelephony.
It will answer any questions which you may have concerning marine v.h.f. operations such as: who you can call and how, which
channel to use and why, what the procedure for calling another boat is, how to call the family through the telephone system and
how to make a distress call.
With so much information packed into such a small, easy to pack away book, how can you refuse to purchase it from our Book
Store at a mere £6 including P&P - down from 17.95. Order your copy today!

To order please use the form on page 98 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW11.

LISTENING GUIDES

Scanning

Airband

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311. I. D Paola
SCAN 98 IPWPI

152 page. CI 99

C9 99

SCANNER BUSTERS 2 ac Poole.

100 pages (6 00

C699

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL. Peter Rouse GU1DKD
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.
4th Revision. Peter Rouse ...
SCANNING SECRETS Mark Francis
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 6,5 Etfiltun

BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 61h Edition David J. Smith
4IRBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Edition. Graham Duke
AIRCRAFT RADIO FREQUENCIES & GUIDE BOOK 2nd Edition
sin TRAFFIC CONTROL 71h Edition Graham Duke.
AIRWAVES 98
..ALLSIGN 98

.

.

192 pages
96 pages
96 pages
112 pages
134 pages
pages

(5 99
C899
(13 95

08.95

I IGHT ROUTINGS 1998 Williams
16 95
NTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David J. Smith
5 pagesP:
gs (9 99
,,NDERSTANDING ACARS
3rd Edition AlfC1811 Communications Addressing and Reporting System Ed Flynn T30 pages
(9 95
.VORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
red Edition. Robert E Evans
260 pages (19 95
11196206

Detensodee
88 pages C11 50
588 pages (30.00

'AX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell
GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 16111 Edition Joerg Klingenfuss
G UIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES 18th Edison
...
Klingerduss
HEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES Philip Mitchell

.ADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 16th Eddie, Joerg Klingenfuss

OXIV
-,XTV FOR BEGINNERS Simon Hamer
iUIDE TO DX -TV Keith Hamer & Garry Smith........
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS__._.....
'HIS IS BBC TV FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
HE FIRST 30 YEARS OF BBC 2 Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
' HE STORY OF BBC COLOUR TELEVISION
.

.31 pages

13 95

36 pages
60 pages

C3 95

38 Pages
60 pages
.......36 pages

(495

(4 95
C4 95

(595

Frequency Gulden
1,)98 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM Joerg Klingenfuss
L ABELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST NEW 11th Edition
i1OBAL RADIO GUIDE 1998..
......
........................
i'ASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1998
"SOB IOTA DIRECTORY & YEARBOOK 19981 IA4 sited
SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDE ...

..
(25.00
450 pages (19.95
32 pages
395
528 pages (15.50

.......
..

112 pages (8.95
176 pages C12.95

.

.1 -IF UHF SCANNING FREOUENCY GUIDE El.11 Laver

192 pages (12.95
608 pages (18 .95

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1998.

General
BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 3rif Edition lBooklett F Osterman
23 Pages (2.95
GETTING ON TRACK WITH APRS. Stan Hortepa WA1LOU
165 pages E11.50
.........._ ........... _ .......
"OP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skues
...
568 pages (15 95
F:ADIO SCIENCE OBSERVATION Volume 1 (Inc. CD-Rong. Joe Carr
C26 95
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS Pater Rouse GU1DKD,.... .....
..... .............. 187 pages (4.50
SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR
174 pages (13 95
SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT INEW 3rd Edition)
450 pagesE25 95
SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S GUIDE Ian Poole
192 pages (14.99
'HE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK New 5th Edition
Andrew Yoder ..
410 path,. L19
.

Marine
230 pages (12.95

DIARY OF A MARITIME RADIO OFFICER. Ross Bradshaw
MOSS EDITIONS MARINE SSB OPERATION. Michael Gate
.-iMOSS EDITIONS MARINE VHF OPERATION Michael Gale
.3MOSS FOR SMALL CRAFT Alan Clemmetsen
S HORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS B E Fi.chanivin
SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Davies
SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION MA Chinery

.96 pages (11 95
u4ties

.

17 95

94 pages (11.95
795 pages C1650
95 pages (5.99

96 pages (10 .95

Setelike
AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326 F A Wilson
230 pages f5.95
ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition
.150 pages 09.50
NFWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV Derek Stephenson.
.371 pages E18.95
'IL WNES SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK. James Wood
.........220 pages C12.99
SATELLITE HANDBOOK ,ARRLI New Edition
Manin Davidoff K2UBC
370 pages C15 50
SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK Lawrence Harris
174 pages CIA 99
73 pages
11 .00
SATELLITE TELEVISION A laymen's guide Peter Pearson
76 pages C15.00
SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE 5th Edition John Breeds
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5111 Edison Or Ralph E Taggart WB800T
192 pages C16.50
.

72

88 pages

C3 95

261 pages CIO 95
. 271 pages C10 95

280 pages (16.95
540 pages 1-18 5n

AMATEUR RADIO

Amateur Television
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION

156 pages 1999

Mike Wooding 0610M & Trevor Brown GBCJS .................
SLOW SCAN TELEVISION EXPLAINED Mike Wooding G6IGM
THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM. Mike Wooding G6IQM
.

156 pages 15.00
104 pages 0350

Antennas & Transmission Lines
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125 E M Noll
63 pages (1 95
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136 E.M Noll
.50 pages E1.75
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. E.M. Nall.
63 pages Cl 95
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145 E.M Noll
54 pages E1 75
ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE IRSGBI. Peter Dodd G3LDO
160 pages (15.00
195 pages (15 50
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING IARRLI Wilfred N Caron
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301 I.D. Poole...__
104 pages (4 95
ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND ()XING iARRLi. . ............
_ .......
pages (15.50
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK lath Edition ....
_..._........732 pages (24 00
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One
175 pages (10.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two
208 pages C10.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three Edited by Jam Hall K110
236 pages C11 50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four.
204 pages (1050
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five
200 pages (16 50
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W.I Orr W6SAI & S.D Cowan W2LX
268 pages C8.95
BUILDING & USING BALUNS. Jerry Sevick.
125 pages C18 95
CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition.
110 pages (13.95
VVIIIHT Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX.
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H.C. Wright ................. .........._. ........ 70 pages 03 50
G.ORP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK.
Compiled end edited by P Linsley G3POL & T Nicholson KA9WRPOWOLNQ
155 pages Fr 15
233 pages C1099
HF ANTENNA COLLECTION IRSGBI Edited by Erwin David 041.01
HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS IRSGBI. Les Moses G6XN
322 pages (14.65
MORE OUT OF THIN AIR IPWpi
_..112 pages (695
PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES John Heys G38D0
52 pages C6.30
PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph J Carr.
437 pages (29 95
PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB John Heys 03600
100 pages C8.95
RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W I Orr W6SAI & S D Cowan MIA
188 pages C8.50
RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe. Carr
189 pages(17 50
SIMPLE LOW.COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
188 pages 03.95
W I Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX.
197 pages CB 95
VERTICAL ANTENNAS. W.I Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX
123 pages CR Or.
WIFE'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK 1AFIRD Doug DeMaw W1FB
.

436 pages (23.00
32 pages C7 50
788 pages (3000

Beginners (Inc RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS IRSGBI Victor Brand G3JNB
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO New Edition Ian Poole G3YWX
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY Ian Poole G3VWX
BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS Ray Petri GOOAT
AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Bob Griffiths G7NHB
HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION 11350(41
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB
NOW WE'RE TALKING IARRL
PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS .RSGEIr. John Case GINIPPNR
THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK 181'3751
Ian Poole G3YWX
THE RADIO AMATEURS QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Fifth Edition. Ray Petri GOOAT
.....
RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION/END OF COURSE TEST PAPERS
Ray Petri GOOAT

...

ATIO1

65 pages C3.50
150 pages 14.99
262 pages (14 99
160 pages C13 95
. 76 pages 16.95

88 pages (8 .75
144 R0995E15 50
165 pages (12 50

150 pages C4.95
208 pages (13 95
104 pages 113.95

RAE MANUAL iRSGEll New Revised Ednion. G.LBenbow G3HB
RAE REVISION NOTES IRSGBI. G L.Benbow WHO

177 pages C12 75

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK. John Case GW4HWR
SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS
Anita Louise McCormick KARKGI

124 pages 15 00

92 Pages

C5 25

176 pages C13.95
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Propagation

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR IRSGB)

101 pages 16 75
155 pages C895
120 pages C5.75

John Case GW4HWR
WIFR'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS iAREIL Doug DeMaw W1FB
YOUR FIRST AMATEUR STATION IRSGBI Cohn Redwood G6MXL

Callbooks
JOINT INT N AMERICAN CALLBOOK CD-ROM
RSGB YEARBOOK 1998 EDITION Edited by Brett Rider G4rLO

L40.00
512 15.ges 113 50

Computing

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293.113. Lae

116 pages

ORP
ORP POWER tARRLI

188 pages E11

GORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev G Dobbs G3RJV
INTRODUCING QRP Dick Pascoe GOBPS
ORP POWER (ARK,
WIFB's ORP NOTEBOOK (ARRL) 2nd Edition Doug DeMaw W1FB

96 pages 0 LIII
48 pages

E6 9',
19

.

175 pages 18 Du

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320 R.A Penlold

102 pages 0 99

Test Equipment

E MAIL ON THE INTERNET BP420 ...

156 pages (6.99
90 pages (3.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239 R A Perdue]
102 pages E2 9',
HANDSON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES Barry Ross.
-.228 pages E 199°:
HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267 R A Perdoid.. 104 pages E3.51:.
MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. R.A Pentoid
_102 pages E3 511
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265 R.A.Penlold
96 pages E2 95
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP3I5 F A Wilson
... 122 pages El 95
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES John Case GW4HWR
_....126 pages C10 VI
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith G4F214
170 pages E10 95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PC HARD DISK BP280
HOW TO EXPAND. MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLE S BP271

R A Penfold

166 pages C 5.99
86 pages C4.99

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES 0P272 R A Penlold
MS OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME if3P4021
MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405

77 Pages

.

C5 95

175 pages 15.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET 800K Thad Edition.
Michael Tooley.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK (ARK)
THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED .1. Shelley

256 pages E12.95

284 pages 111 50
130 pages C5.95
175 pages C5.95

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED il3P4001

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO W I Orr W6SAI
VHF. UHF HANDBOOK IRSGBI Dick Biddulph G8PDS

163 pages E8 85
180 pages 08 75

ELECTRONICS

EMC
750 pages (9.50

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK. William R. Nelson WAISFOG
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC IRSGBI Robin Page -Jones G3JWI.

117 pages E8 95

Historical
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL. Edited by Hugo Gernsback.
OLD TIME RADIOS RESTORATION & REPAIR J. Carr.
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS THE VACUUM TUBE ERA. R.S Moore

....

260 pages 111 85
256 pages (19.95

141 pages 07.95

CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE line Newsletters Vol 8 & 7 of Xtal Sat Society).....111.00
160 pages 00.00

CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS Phil Anderson
DOUBLE TESLAOUDIN COIL
EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION 119321
.......... _______ ...........__ ... .......
HEATHKIT - A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO PROJECTS. C. Pennon
.

0 95
........ . ...... .312 pages

I 1 75

248 pages C21 95

271 pages E9.45
100 pages C6.95

HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 119241
HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER IA41 (Popular Radio Handbook No. 11

RADIO TESLA THE SECRET'S OF TESLA'S RADIO AND WIRELESS POWER
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS IRockey)
SEEING BY WIRELESS - THE STORY OF BAIRD TELEVISION. Ray Herbert
TESLA COIL
TESLA THE LOST INVENTIONS

C5.30

127 pages vas
77 pages

(4 .95

0 95
C4 75

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 1 & 2 Combined
Phil Anderson WOXI

96 pagesE14 00

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3 XTAL NEWSLETTER
Phil Anderson WOXI
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLE TTER Volume 4, Phil Anderson WOXI
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 5 XTAL NEWSLETTER.
Phil Anderson WOXI

130 pages C800
(7.00

88 pages
88 pages

THE TESLA HIGH FREQUENCY COIL (19101

C7.00

C6.95

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY. FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. PA. Kin:,.
THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 19341
VISION BY RADIO 119251 Uenklnl

122 pages 0.130
94 perm (6.95
140 pages (7.85

WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL. 1 ,Wireless Sets 1-881
WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL. 2 iHardback Standard Sets of World War 111

204 pages E27.50
430 pages 06 013

50 pages
20 pages
740 ti 520mm
1080 x 680mm
980 x 680mrn
60 pages
32 pages

.

._28 pages

84 pages

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - BANDS & EOUIPMENT VOL 31FISGEli
OR BUY ALL 3 FOR

ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 ON CD ROM
..
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL NEW EDITION ...
COMPLETE DX'ER Bob Locher
DISCOVERING DOING 1204 Editioni John Zondlo
HAM RADIO MADE EASY i ARAL! Steve Ford
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.

Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson And David Newkirk
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL1 Jinn Kearman KRIS
SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP3013. I D Poole
TRANSMITTER HUNTING RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.

Joseph D. Moell & Thomas N. Code..

92 pages C39'
.89 pages (4 9'
439 pages (13 9'

136 pages C4 9,
(18.0,
104 pages 0399
66 pages 13.9,

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R A Penlold
THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324. R Brewster
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS ARAL,
VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Morgan Jones
VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS John Lindsay Hood
VVIER's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRLI Doug DeMAW W1FB
.

314 pages C15.5,
374 pages C25.0,,

310 Pages 199'
195 pages 03 Or

Data
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug DeMaw W1FB
ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP396 R A Penlold
LF SOURCE BOOK 195081 2nd Edition. Peter Orold
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53

A Wilson

260 pages C8.9'.

-

.242 pages 159'.

.....249 pages 13.97

327 pages 099

ACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA 6P316 Owe. Bishop
; ACTICAL RF HANDBOOK and Edition) Ian Hickman
;RETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN Joseph Carr

.302 pages E113.5=.

405 pages E23.9,

LID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR 1ARRI 1

256 pages 01 51;

320 pegs 05.5,
140 pages 09.95

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR UPDATE 5
TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP4011

476 pages C24 9,

03.50
E7.00
C7.00
C3 75

E5.75

(1 25
E695

_134 pages (3.95
..446 pages E15.50

400 pages 05 50
110 pages 00.50
120 pages C15.75
140 pages C15 75

134 00

290 pages C16.50
.249 pages C12 23
...360 pages C24.00

...130.00
420 pages E18.50

.... .204 pages C9.50
90 pages

C7 50

124 pages C7 50
.81 pages
C3.95

178 popes 0

Projects
35 °PTO -DISPLAY TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS EIPI40
BUILD YOUR OWN INTELLIGENT AMATEUR RADIO TRANSCEIVER.

Randy L Henderson
COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160 B B Saban!
HOW TO DESIGN & MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 R A Pentold.
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. RA Penick'
PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK r2nd Editions Ian Hickman
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWLs BP304. R.A Penlold
RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R A Penlold

t.4

350 pages C24 95

108 pages 0 95
66 pages
92 pages L2 91.
300 pages 09.95
92 pages
312 pages 09.95
. 88 pages L3 9.

0

Valves/Tubes
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H Fathaue'
350 pages L71 9:
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS, (Original publishers Genet& Elect,.

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply lArilonai

. 475 page,:

.

HANDBOOK OF RADIO. TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE &
VALVE EQUIVALENTS
60 pages (2 95
_54 pages (2 95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 1
42 pages
C2.95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 2
40 pages
C2 9,
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 3
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 4
48 pages E2
44 pages C2 95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 5..
............
RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL Original Publishers Radio Corporation DI America)
Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply IA,,,onal
384 pages E10.55:
RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
(Original Publisher Radio Comm/elan of America) Re -published by Antigua
.

.

.

.

Electronic Supply iAriminai
TUBE SuRSfITI,TION HANDBOOK

318 pages CIO 51

150 pad, C'S

325 pages 123.95

TEL: (01202) 659930

356 pages 011.50

FAX: (01202) 659950 - OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 76

E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpublishing.ltd.uk
266 pages 08.95
148 pages (10.50

170 pages C/50

Please note: Cash not accepted with mail orders.
AINAPS. 411

ollicK.U4

MN, 'MB
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89 pages 0 99

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL MOSPOWER & OTHER FE T SELECTOR

Packet
NOS INTRO TCP.IP OVER PACKET RADIO. Ian Wade G3NRW
PACKET RADIO PRIMER IRSGBI Dave Comber GBUYZ & Martyr, Corft G8NZU
PACKET, SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS IARRLI
YOUR PACKET COMPANION Steve Ford WBBIMY.

210 pages (12.V
306 pages C12 9'.

.

EFI 00

Operating & Handbooks
ALL ABOUT HAM RADIO Harry Helms
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL IRSGBI. Roy FekersIey G4FTJ.
ARRL HANDBOOK 1999 75th Edition

198 pages C4 95

326 pages 05.95

(3.75

Microwaves
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP3121. F.A. Wilson
ARRL UHFIMICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Various Aut,IMS
ARAL UHCMICROVVAVES PROJECT MANUAL iARRO
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK COMPONENTS & OPERATING VOL 1 IRSGBI
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK CONSTRUCTION & TESTING VOL 2 IRSGBI

Ert

133 pages El 99

SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK

Morse
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS iliSGBi
SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis

182 pages El 9,
214 pages

Hayward W7Z01 & Doug DeMaw WIFB

Maps & Log Books
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK IRSGBI
AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS 1A4 SIZE)
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
OTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE New Edition
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD New Edition
RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK IRSGBI..
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE

165 pages 14

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 BP321 R.A Penlold
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322 R.A Penlold
FAULT FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 13P391
GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345 Owen Bishop
HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC
NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition
Vivian C.spel
NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK Keith Brindles,
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76 R A. Penlold__
PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309 R.A Penfold
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK. len Sinclair ...
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP393. A Flied
RADIO ENGINEERS FACTFINDER FOR WINDOWS !Floppy Disk) John Davies
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Photocopies of this
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Order Fon.
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Practical Wireless - 1 year.
£30 (Europe 1st class)
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£37
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BOOKS
Books

Please send me
copies of the World Radio &
TV Handbook 1999 @ £19.50 each including P&P

£25 (UK)
1-11

http://www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk

(UK), £2

overseas.

(Rest of World Airsaver)

Books Please send me the following books

(Rest of World Airmail)

Special joint subscription with Short Wave
Magazine - 1 year.
-J £50 (UK)

J £59 (Europe Airmail)
J £63 (Rest of World Airsaver)

J £74 (Rest of World Airmail)
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE

ISSUE.

Monitoring Times - 1 year (12 issues).

J £38 (UK)
J £43 (Europe Airmail)
J £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

items (overseas surface)
£2 per binder (overseas surface)
NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK

MAINLAND ONLY)
£4.50 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

Satellite Times - 1 year (12 issues).

-I

Postal charges:
£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK)
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more

GRAND TOTAL

£38 (UK)

J £43 (Europe Airmail)
J £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PAYMENT DETAILS
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Valid from

to

Signature

Postcode
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Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow
28 days for delivery.
Prices correct at time of going to press.
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Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

Charge to my AccessNisa card the sum of
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SPECIAL!
Broadcasting In

I Coming Ilext
lillonth in

Ireland - Robert
Connolly GI7IVX

Receiving Loop
Antennas - Andy lkin
Budget Band II DXing
- Paul Beam
A Loop For The HF
Bands - Andrew
Howlett G1HBE

The End Of A Radio
Era - Eric Westman

O

PRACrICAL
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La THE UK'S BEST SELLING INDEPENDENT
cga
AMATEUR RADIO MAGAZINE
a. Next Month in Practical Wireless, the magazine that
brings you Amateur Radio & So Much More

=

CD

A FREE GIFT!
VHF Band Plan Data Card
RADIO BASICS

O

Mot

co)

Join with Rob G3XFD as he introduces you to the
'Tinny Dipper' f.e.t. dip meter project - an essential
instrument for your workbench!

REVIEWED!
Colin Redwood builds and tries out the Ten-Tec 6m
Transceiver kit.

NEW
BROADCAST SECTION

Bandscan Australia

CC

irci&S

ELECTRONICS IN ACTION

Off The Record

Tex Swann G1TEX takes a further look at valves,
plus more electronics related hints, tips, news and
mini reviews.

PLUS JW weighs up

the competition to
last month's
contender in the
modern classic stakes
- the Plessey PRS 2280.

O

Find your very own Index of all articles published in

EPW this year. If you missed that very special
article...why not order a back issue2
CD

1=
..:Plus all your regular favourites including
fA
CA

03

Read Part 2 of Toroids, Binoculars,
Rods & Beads by Joe Carr.

-

Bargain Basement
Carrying on the Practical Way
Keylines
News
Radio Scene
Valve & Vintage

and much, much more!
Contents subject to change

and all your regular favourites too!

On sale
NOW
Miss
Miss out!
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CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? -

G DECEMBER ISSUE ON SALE 12 NOVEMBER 1998
PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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ICOM

IC -746 - the transceiver

everyone's asking for!
The IC -746 is ICOM's latest HF/VHF transceiver, providing wideband
coverage; HF to 50MHz through to 144MHz. Rave reviews confirm
why this is the transceiver to buy in '98.
1.8MHz-144MHz multimode coverage

Auto antenna tuner with preset memories

100W output for all HF, 50MHz and

Compact size 287 x 120 x 317 (mm)

144MHz bands

frequencies

Ample CW functions with 4 -channel

Memo pad with 10 channels

DSP fitted as standard
Continually adjustable noise reduction

Tone squelch standard with 50 -tone

memory keyer

Large, easy -to -read
function display

12.5kHz FM narrow capability
Quick split, ideal for DX'ers

Selectable APF with
3 passband widths

3 different antenna connections
2 -step pre -amp (single for 144MHz)

s Twin PBT, first in

a mid -range radio

Optional UT -102 voice synthesizer

uto notch filter

\1\
0
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ICOM's latest greatest mid -price transceiver

Telephone: 01227 741741
Fax: 01227 741742.
internet: http.//www.icomuk co uk
e-mail: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk

Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 81D.

Con lit on us!

EARTH STATION FT -847

HF/50/144/430 MHz All Mode Transceiver
And the DSP
helped me
hear my first
moonbounce
signal.eyerl

Compact. too
great for our
next 'rover'
operation:

The FT -847 changes base station operation
forever. Now. three radios in one--HF,
VHEUHF. satellite: technology in its finest
application. from the world leader in amateur
communication.
With its unequaled combination of fea-

tures, like DSP filters-notch, NR and BPF.
built-in 6 -meter, voice monitor, separate sub band dial, Shuttle Jog dial, Smart Search.
and digital meter. the FT -847 is the only radio

.HF VHF UHF
and satellite

"Looks like Yaesu
did it again!'

of its kind! Exclusively for satellite work. 19
memories exceed any other radio. For performance, power -up with 100W for HF16-meter,
and 50W for 2 -meter and 430 MHz.
Additional "must -haves" include cross -band
full duplex. normal/reverse tracking. CTCSS
and DCS encode/decode. and direct keypad
frequency entry Plus. the FT -847 is
1200/9600 bps packet -ready.
Take the next step in all -band performance
and take home the FT -847 today!

Only one transceiver gives you
II mode operations on HF/50/144/430 MHz
with full Satellite capability.

ATA S-1 00
Active Tuning Antenna System
Designed for the FT -847. Works on 7/14/21/28/50/144/430 MHz
Amateur Bands for mobile operation.

Specifications subject to change without notice Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands
Some accessories and/or options are standard in cerlainareas Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details.

Choice of the World's top DX'ers

